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Improve your troubleshooting skills:
Instantly shows POST test codes.
Monitors 10 bus signals, including reset.
Internal voltmeter shows supply status.

 Logic Probe expands troubleshooting power.
 "Does its job as advertised" Joe Despisito,

Computer Craft, March, 1993.
 "...180- page manual...worth the price of the

board." Computer Shopper, May '92.
 FREE Unlimited toll -free technical support.

Call or FAX your order NOW!

(800) 767-3424
(800) SOS-DIAG

Ask about our NEW PC PowerCheck power supply
test card. FREE Discount Coupon on top quality
power supply with every purchase.

"PINPOINT
ANY PC

FAILURE"
"THIS IS AN AMAZING

SYSTEM THAT'S EQUALED ONLY
BY EQUIPMENT SELLING FOR
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
YOU'LL BE A HERO IN YOUR

COMPANY IF YOU OWN
POCKETPOST AND REMOTE RX"

John C Dvorak
INSIDE TRACK
June 30, 1992

Data Depot's

.

II
1-1

MAGAZINE

PocketPOST
NEW!

IMPROVED!
NOW INCLUDES LOGIC

PROBE

Power -On Self -Test Card for XT, AT, ISA, EISA, Micro Channel*, Compatibles

The New Standard in PC Diagnostics
Remote Rx

System Diagnostic and Utility Kit

Increase your income with Remote
troubleshooting and training:
Runs system diagnostics and benchmarks.
Edits CMOS RAM, configuration files.
Isolates bad RAM chips, formats drives.
Gives complete system & memory info.
Shows standard IRQ, DMA usage.
Built-in editor, shell, user menu system.
Batch tests find intermittent faults.

1710 Drew Street, Suite 5
Clearwater, Florida 34615-6213  USA
Phone (813) 446-3402  FAX (813) 443-4377

'With optional Micro Channel Adapter.

PocketPOST Is a trademark of Data Depot, Inc. Other trademarks are acknowledged. Copyright Data Depot, Inc. 1993. All rights reserved.
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B. C. MICRO
SPECIAL S SUPER BUYS

P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 271-5546 11MasterCard

FAX (214) 271-2462
VISA

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD
MAX232 2.30
1488 45
1489 45
DB25-(Solder Cup) M/F 2/1 00
DB25-Rt. Angle PC BD. F 55
DB9-Rt. Angle PC BD. M/F 35

MONITOR
BRAND NEW!
Factory Fresh

IBM
VGA Monochrome Monitor

12" Paper -White
640 x 480

$79.95 plus $9.50 S/H
Within the Continental U.S.

DTMF
SSI-202 Decoder 2.25
8870 Decoder 2.25
5087 Generator 2.00
5089 Generator 2.10

DISPLAY DEVICES
FLAT PANEL LCD
GRAPHIC DISPLAY
EPSON EG-7004S-AR

640 x 200 dots  Super twisted mimetic type.
Built In drivers  4 bit TTL Interface  Capable of

displaying numerics, graphics, a phabelics, spool&
characters, graphs, charts, and patterns.

Viewing area 10.7/16-  4-5/6". 0.'1'1111 -3/8"  6-1,16
14 pins for sIgnirls and power (.5V, -120).

Complet 27 pag manual
$19.95 6/$100.00

LTP 1157AE
1.2" 5x7 Matrix Displays
5x7 Array with x.y select.

This Red Orange Matrix Can Be
Stacked Horizontally. Choice of
Two Matrix Orientation -Cathode
Column, Anode Row. Great For

"Moving Message" Signs.
1.19 Ea., 8/$6.95, 100/$75.00

LS01 .14 LS122 .35 LS242 .65
LSO2 .14 LS123 .45 LS243 .50
LSO3 .14 LS124 1.35 LS244 .55
LSO4 .14 LS125 .30 LS245 .55
LSO5 .14 LS126 .35 LS251 .45
LSO8 .14 LS132 .35 LS253 .40
LSO9 .14 LS133 .25 LS257 .35
LS10 .14 LS136 .28 LS258 .45
LS11 .14 LS138 .35 LS259 1.00
LS12 .20 LS139 .35 LS260 .40
LS13 .25 LS145 .75 LS266 .30
LS14 .30 LS148 .35 LS273 .75
LS15 .20 LS151 .35 LS279 .30
LS20 .14 LS153 .35 LS280 .80
LS21 .16 LS154 .85 LS283 .35
LS22 .16 LS155 .50 LS290 .70
LS26 .14 LS156 .42 LS293 .50
LS27 .20 LS157 .30 LS298 .65
LS28 .15 LS158 .25 LS299 1.00
LS30 .14 LS160 .25 LS322 1.30
LS32 .16 LS161 .35 LS323 2.25
LS33 .25 LS162 .45 LS348 .75
LS37 .24 LS163 .36 LS353 1.00
LS38 .24 LS164 .45 LS357 .80
LS42 .35 LS165 .60 LS363 .75
LS51 .15 LS166 .75 LS364 .75
LS54 .20 LS169 .90 LS365 .30
LS55 .20 LS170 .45 LS366 .28
LS73 .33 LS173 .60 LS367 .35
LS74 .22 LS174 .35 LS368 .30
LS75 .25 LS175 .35 LS373 .50
LS83 .30 LS181 1.25 LS374 .45
LS85 .45 LS191 .45 LS375 .35
LS86 .20 LS192 .65 LS377 .75
LS90 .35 LS193 .65 LS378 .80
LS92 .30 LS194 .40 LS390 .80
LS93 .25 LS195 .52 LS393 .75
LS95 .30 LS196 .55 LS399 1.00
LS96 .33 LS197 .75 LS541 1.20
LS107 .28 LS221 .50 LS645 .75
LS109 .20 LS240 .50 LS646 .75
LS112 .25 LS670 .80
LS113 .25 25LS2569 1.50

THE 525 NETWORK
Try The 1st Truly Low Cost LAN

 Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs
 Uses serial ports and 5 wire

cable
. Runs at 115 K baud
. Runs In background, totally

transparent
 Share any device, any tile, any

time
 Needs only 14K of ram
Skeptical: We make believers!

LITTLE BIG LAN
Low cost  $75 per LAN. not par node!
Hardware Independent network

ARCNET, Parallel, and Swint port
support on first release
Serial Speed: 6500(XT)-8500(AT) bytes
per second
Parallel Speed: 8000(XT)-29000(AT) bytes
per second
ARCNET Speed: 40000 plus bytes per
second

Use any PC/XT/AT/386 mix, even laptops
and PS/2 machines

Connect up to 254 computers, can mix
connection melhods (Serial, Parallel.
Arcnet)

DOS File and Record locking support
Share any device. any file, any program
Runs In the background. totally transparent
Low memory overhead

Typically only 28K is needed, but will
vary with various setups

Works with most software, Including DBASE
Ill, Microsoft

WORD. LOTUS 123. Windows 3,
AUTOCAD. Word Perfect, all compilers.
GWBASIC, and, In fact, most anything,

Works with DOS 2.0 to DOS 5.0 and DR -
DOS

DOS 3.1 or greater is prelerred
Open network, programmer API provided

Example for low-level link modules -
you can support special hardware
Full specs provided on packet level
Protocols

CABLES & ARCNET CARDS
AVAILABLE - PLEASE CALL  75.

SOCKETS
Low Profile SOLDER TAIL

6 Pin 14/1.00
8 Pin 13/1.00

14 Pin 13/1.00
16 Pin 13/1.00
18 Pin 13/1.00
20 Pin 13/1.00
22 Pin 13/1.00
24 Pin 8/1.00
28 Pin 7/1.00
40 Pin 7/1.00

BUY $10
GET $1.00 - FREE CHOICE
68 Pin PLCC .79
84 Pin PLCC .89

PC/XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK!

11?

Cfr
6995

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $3.50 SHIPPING

& HANDLING

A

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS SPO256-AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE
CTS256A-AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH CONVERTER.
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE MOTHERBOARD AND
REQUIRES A COM SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT (EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY) WITH
ALMOST ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL PORT. TO
USE THE BOARD IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO SEND ENGLISH TEXT
TO THE RS232 INPUT ON THE BOARD. THE BOARD INCLUDES A
1500 BYTE TEXT BUFFER AND HANDSHAKE LINE TO ALLOW YOU
TO SEND DATA TO THE BOARD; THE SAME AS YOU WOULD SEND
DATA TO AN RS232 SERIAL PRINTER. YOU CAN SET UP BATCH
FILES THAT WILL MAKE YOUR COMPUTER GREET YOU WITH
"GOOD MORNING MASTER," ETC. EVERY TIME YOU TURN IT ON.
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY BUILDING PRO-
GRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5V4 INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL
DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
FOR INFORMATION ON A LOW COST SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
SYSTEM FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED, PLEASE SEND FOR FREE
PACKET T.M.1.

STAND ALONE POWER SUPPLY
FOR ABOVE

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING $1999

6500/6800
6502 2.00 6821 1.00
6520 1.25 6845P 2.20
6522 2.70 6845S 2.20
6530 3.00 6850 1.75
6532 4.25 6852 3.50
6545 2.10 6860 3.95
6551 2.40 68681 3.00
6800 1.40 68A09EP 1.29
6802 2.50 68A40 4.00
6803 3.00 68A54 3.00
6805 2.95 68B09 4.00
6809EP 2.75 68B10 2.00
6809P 2.50 681345 4.95
6810 1.25 68854 4.00

STATIC RAM EPROM SPECIAL
2016-2K X8 200 n.s. 1.00
2101-1 - 256X4 500 n.s. .75
21L02-1 350 n.s. .65
2102AL-4 L.P. 450 n.s. .49
2111-1 256X4 500 n.s. 1.00
2112A-2 2.50
2114L-3 1K X4 300 n.s. .45
2125A-2 1K X1 70 n.s. 1.70
2147 4KX1 1.95
6116P-4 1.00

1.20
1.40
5.75

6117
6264-15
62256 32KX8

DYNAMIC RAM
2108-4 8KX1 1.50
2118-4 16K X1-5Volt .70
4027-4KX1-250 n.s. .80
4116-16KX1-250 n.s. 40
4116-16K X1-200 n.s. 75
4116 16KX1-150 n.s. .90
4164 150 n.s. .49 or 9/3.50
4164 120 n.s. 1.10
4164-100 n.s 1.40
TMS4416-16K X4-150 n.s. 2.75
4464-150 n.s 1 40
4464-120 n.s 1 45
4464-100 n.s 1.45
4464-80 n.s 1.45
41256 150 n.s. 1.25 or 9/9.95
41256 120 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256 100 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-80 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-60 n.s 1.85
1 Meg - 100 n.s. 4.40
1 Meg - 80 n.s. 4.40
414256-80 n.s. 256 x 4 4.60
SIPPS & SIMMS AVAILABLE

THREE CHIP SET
B.G. SPECIAL

16450, 1488, 1489 - $6.95
16550, 1488, 1489 - $13.50

We bought a large quantity of
2708s, 2716s, 2532s, 2732s,
2764s, 27128s, 27256s and
27512sfrom a computer manu-
facturer who redesigned their
boards. We removed them from
sockets, erased and verified
them, and now we offer the sav-
ings to you. Complete satisfac-
tion guaranteed

Your Choice
2708 1.20 10/8.00
2716 1.75 10/15.00
2532 2.00 10/17.50
2732 2.00 10/17.50
2764 2.00 10/17.50
27128 3.00 10/25.00
27256 3.50 10/30.00
27512 4.75 10/40.00

8000/80000
8031 2.95 8251 1.10
80C32 12 3.95 8253-5 1.75
8035 1.00 8254 1.80,
8039 1.00 8255 1.50
8085 1.55 8255-5 1.75
8086 1.55 8257 1.50
8087 87.50 8259A 1.85
8087-1 167.50 8259C-5 2.10
8087-2 127.50 8275 10.95
8088 2.20 8279 2.25
8088-2 3.25 8284 1.49
8155 2.25 8286 3.50
8156 2.25 8287 2.49
8202A 8.00 8288 3.50
8212 1.25 8530 3.00
8214 2.00 8741 7.00
8216 1.25 8742 7.00
8224 1.25 8748 7.00
8228 1.75 8749 7.00
8237-5 2.80 8755 7.00
8243 1.75 80286-8 PLCC 8.50
8250 2.95 80287-8 125.00
(16450) 6.50 80287-10 135.00
(16550) 13.00 V-20-10MHZ 6.50

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add $3.25 postage, we pay balance. Orders over $50.00 add 85c for insurance. No C.O.D. Texas Res. add
81/4% Tax. 90 Day Money Back Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order - US funds
only. We cannot ship to Mexico or Puerto Rico. Countries other than Canada, add $9.00 shipping and handling.
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18

UPGRADING &
ENHANCING

18 Build an Intelligent Scrolling
Display
By Scott Edwards
A PC or microcontroller makes this
project an eye-catching message
"board" that displays messages
containing up to 64 characters.

54 Boost Performance of an
Old PC
By Ralph Tenny
Using RAM disks can breathe new
life into an old PC at little or no cost
for new hardware or software.

62 Build -It -Yourself Computer -
Controlled Digital Laser
By Nick Goss
Project offers a unique opportunity to
do sophisticated experimenting and
build practical application projects
you control from your computer.

APPLICATIONS

26 Floppy Diskettes
By Hardin Brothers
Cutting through myths and misinfor-
mation about diskettes and selecting
the best ones for your system.

32 How to Use Flash EPROMs in
Your Own Circuits
By Jan Axelson
What they are, how they work, how

Volume 2, No. 3, March 1993

fir! you titre this is Gista's house?
10 Why don't you talk to km -

,,e do now'

94

they're positioned in the nonvolatile
memory family, important details on
their use.

42 Special Report on Coping
With PC Problems
By Joseph Desposito
Evaluations of eight hardware
products designed to help you
troubleshoot and repair PCs

52 Special Bonus Section
The second in a new series of pull-
out tables features more at -a -glance
PC and peripheral connector data.

COLUMNS

76 Ted Needleman
A Bit of This, a Bit of That.

80 Joseph Desposito
Low -Voltage RISC Microprocessor;
Dynamic Bus Sizer; 4M VRAM;
Low -Dropout Regulator; and Multi -
Function Supervisory IC.

82 GUI Guts
By Yacco
Windows Memory Management.

94 Computer Games
By SF Sparrow
A Neo-Adventure.

DEPARTMENTS

6 Editorial
By Art Salsberg
Deep Pockets.

7 Letters

8 What's Happening!
Latest PC News.

10 What's New!
By Peter R. O'Dell
A roundup of new computer and
electronic products.

93 Advertiser's Index

ON THE COVER: The typical PC
can do a lot more than run prepackaged soft-
ware and receive data from and drive con-
ventional peripherals. Here, a PC is used to
send messages to a display unit that scrolls
them in ticker -tape fashion that's sure to
attract the attention of anyone who is with-
in range.

ComputerCraft on MCI Mail

You can contact ComputerCraft on MCI
Mail directly or through an on-line service,
such as CompuServe. Any questions, article
proposals, comments, etc. are welcome on
this electronic mail box (MCI ID No. 456-
3433) or just type: ComputerCraft.
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THE
PARTS
PLACE

Pocket LCD -digital
multimeter value

Take it along! This UL listed,
autoranging multimeter folds up,
with its probes, to easily fit a shirt
pocket. Continuity buzzer, diode -
check mode. Measures to 400
volts AC or DC and 2 megohms
resistance. #22-171 24.

TECHLINETM Tools-The new standard in strength and precision!

Portable Power Inverter. For camp-
ing, fishing, emergencies. Converts
car/boat 12VDC to 115VAC for power-
ing a TV, VCR, light or tool. Compact
and efficient. Rated 140W continu-
ous. #22-132 99.99

Hi -Current Car DC
Adapter. Plugs into ve-
hicle lighter socket. Pro-
vides 6, 9 or 12VDC.
With four Adaptaplugs.
#270-1562 15.95

 Precision -crafted with top-quality materials
 Designed for long life and ease of use
 Backed by Radio Shack's 1 -Year Limited Warranty
New TECHLINE tools represent Radio Shack's uncompro-
mising dedication to quality. Each is precision -crafted of
long-lasting, hard-working materials and employs the lat-
est design innovations for comfort and ease of use. And,
each is backed by our full 1 -year limited warranty.

TECHLINE Swiss Army Knife. Tool
kit for your pocket! You'll be prepared
with a large blade, Phillips and slot
screwdrivers, wire stripper, cutter, pli-
ers, opener, tweezers and toothpick.
#64-2001 29.95

12VDC Brushless Micro
Fan. Use to cool hum -
sensitive circuits and
small car stereo amps.
Provides 3.5 CFM.
#273-0244 17.95

Anti -Static Spray. By
STATX° brands. New
high-tech cleaner and
protector repels dust-
cleans without scratch-
ing. #64-3310 . . . 3.99

TECHLINE 9 -in -1 Screwdriver. With
eight steel tips in the most needed
sizes-Phillips, slot and special pur-
pose. Tips store in handle and shank
doubles as Ye nutdriver.
#64-1967

Mini Audio Amp With
Built-in Speaker. Many
uses-test amp, signal
tracer, phone amp and
amplified PC speaker.
#277-1008 11.95

9 99

Desoldering Helper.
Handy solder remover is
easy to use. Your nearby
Radio Shack has every-
thing in soldering needs.
#64-2120 5 99

Speedy service and low prices on thousands of parts and accessories!

Prices apply
at participating
stores and dealers.

 FREE delivery to Radio Shack on orders $5 and up
 Semiconductors and ICs  Hard -to -find batteries
 CB and scanner crystals  Long -life vacuum tubes
 Phono cartridges/styli  SAMS® service books
Why pay more for mail-order? Your Radio Shack stocks 1000 electronic
components, and another 15,000 are available fast from our special -order
warehouse. Ordering is easy! Bring in the exact part number (or old part).
We'll check availability and order by phone. Delivery time to your nearby
Radio Shack for most items is a week.

SINCE 1921

AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE"
Rath° /hark
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Editorial By Art Salsberg

Deep Pockets

To develop cutting -edge technology, you
need deep pockets...lots of money to
invest that won't return profits for some
time, if ever. It's disconcerting, therefore,
to learn that IBM will cut $1 -billion from
its research and development programs
this year. The company's woes apparently
make this necessary, but it's saddening
nevertheless. This goes against the Clinton
Administration's hopes for our country's
economic growth down the line, which
depends on more R&D, not less. It's a har-
binger of being unable to compete as suc-
cessfully as we'd like to with some other
countries.

Japan, in particular, continues to invest
big in R&D projects. Particularly interest-
ing is that only a handful of computer
companies in Japan account for most of
such funding. In 1991, for example, only
six Japanese computer companies account-
ed for 95% of 1991's long-term R&D in
the industry-$11-billion! Moreover, they
get a lot of assistance from their govern-
ment and banks. Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, for
instance, is plowing about a half -billion
dollars into the computer industry through
a Real World Computer Project.

Other intriguing industry moves have
been made by Japanese computer makers.
Many have established both manufacturing
and R&D facilities in the U.S. Although
Japanese countries here have always tend-
ed to buy supplies from companies in
Japan that they're accustomed to working
with, even if prices are higher than what
they'd pay here, this is changing.

Price is too important to ignore in the
computer field if one intends to remain
competitive. As a result, U.S. executives
for Japanese subsidiaries here are being
given more freedom to source parts in the
U.S. (This is a move that's long overdue!)

Japan has never gotten a good foothold
in the desktop -computer market, except for
a very few companies like NEC, which
ranks eighth in North America, while it
ranks number -three worldwide (it owns
more than half the market share in Japan
itself, however, while U.S. leader IBM
only has about 7% there).

The profit -margin in desktops, given all
the cutthroat competition here, isn't to the
liking of Japanese companies, anyway.
"Portable" is where they believe the action
is. For example, with nearly 13% of the
U.S. market in its pocket, while a U.S.
company, Compaq, is next with about
11%. More than 50% of the notebook mar-
ket in the U.S., however, is split among a

multitude of companies, with Taiwanese
makers dominating the low end.

But we've seen only the tip of the ice-
berg in the portable computer field from
Asian makers. Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs) will hit us full blast in the near
future. These hand-helds are expected to
represent a market that's estimated to be
ten times larger than the desktop market.
Japanese manufacturers-Casio, Epson,
Sharp and Sony, among a bevy of others-
have already revved up their designs.
American makers like Apple and Tandy,
seeing the writing on the wall, are collabo-
rating with Japanese companies to produce
their own PDAs.

You'll see IC cards galore holding all
sorts of programs, pen -driven devices and
all manner of peripherals packed into one -
pound devices. Sharp already has them on
the shelves in Tokyo for an even $1,000.
You may not see them here soon, but they
promise to change the face of personal
computing when they do finally arrive.

I watched an interesting documentary
about how Japan does it on a cable -TV
channel this week. It showed how
Matsushita (Panasonic) captured the video-
cassette market, even though a U.S. com-
pany, Ampex, which developed video
recording, had been the powerhouse here.
Let's not forget other Japanese industrial
conquests with technological products
invented elsewhere, either, such as facsim-
ile machines and laser printers. So give
Japanese makers credit for being especial-
ly innovative in some high -production
product areas.

There's sure to be an outpouring of new
product advances down the road that are
being researched right now in high-tech
labs. Among them are optical computing,
neural networks and virtual reality. Will
we be the leader? Much of the answer to
this question depends on how much effort
goes into R&D that won't quickly be
turned into marketable products. And such
efforts are primed by money, whether it's
in the form of tax breaks or other federal
assistance. Let's hope that such aid is
forthcoming now. Hardware profit margins
are just too low in most cases to allow
companies to invest heavily in long-term
R&D without help.
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Letters

"Stone -Age" Booster
 As one who is still writing hand -
assembled machine -language pro-
grams to run on a KIM -1 single -board
computer (circa 1976), I have been an
avid reader of your magazine since the
premiere issue. Your hardware ap-
proach is a very welcome change from
software -oriented computer maga-
zines, and I particularly enjoy Jan
Axelson's superbly written articles on
single -board computers and microcon-
trollers. She may yet coax me out of
the stone age!

Joseph C. Fischesser
Winston-Salem, NC

Other Readers Speak Out
I read the December 1992 issue of

ComputerCraft and find your maga-
zine to be a very informative one for
those of use who are interested in
computers in a technical sense. It
shows how to manipulate computers
and their hardware to get the most out
of them. I do not believe it would be
too easy to get this information else-
where and I am glad that I picked up
my first copy of ComputerCraft when
I did.

Lee Rodriguez
Camp LeJeune, NC

I have only recently discovered
ComputerCraft magazine after decid-
ing to tackle a project. My background
is not in electronics, but in computer
science (I have a B.S. and was a pro-
grammer for several years). I am try-
ing to learn as much as possible from
the sources I have available to me, but
I will definitely need more to see this
project through.

Ed O'Brien
Phoenix, AZ

What Gives...?
 Something caught my eye while
reading the newly -arrived November
1992 issue of your ComputerCraft
magazine. The cover photo shows a
Software Science ProtoQuick 8051
microcontroller board with a 20 -char-
acter by two-line LCD display (I
counted the spaces) under the heading
"Build a Miniature Scrolling Mar-
quee." The article of the same name
by Scott Edwards that begins on page
22 of the same issue, however, uses a
PIC 16C54 -type controller with only a

16 by 1 display. What gives:? Is this
one of those things that can be attrib-
uted to "A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Printers..."?

Jose E. Korneluk
W. Palm Beach, FL

Sorry for the confusion. Though it,
indeed showed a microcontroller-
operated LCD message display, the
cover photo had nothing to do with

Scott Edwards' "Scrolling Marquee"
article. Rather, it was supposed to
point the way to the "Special Report
on Microcontroller Boards" by Jan
axelson that begins on page 66. You
have a sharp eye in correctly identify-
ing the ProtoQuick microcontroller
board in the photo, though. While
we're at it, we'd like to thank Software
Science for providing the cover photo
that caught your eye.-Ed.

Electronics Workbench
The electronics lab in a computer -

"...you can do 10 times as many experiments with Electronics
Workbench than you'd get done with the real stuff."

-.Jerry Pournelle, Ph.D., Byte Magazine
.

Building and testing circuits is fast and
easy with Electronics Workbench. Just
click -and -drag with a mouse to add
parts, run wires, and adjust
instruments. The traces on the
simulated instruments are the same as
you'd get on real equipment.

DOS Professional Version - $299
DOS Personal Plus Version - $199
Macintosh Version - $199
Prices are in US dollars. Shipping $15. Offer valid in the USA and
Canada only. Macintosh and DOS Personal Plus versions are in
monochrome only. All trademarks are the property of their
resmrctive owners.

11111e0t0pOtto
Canor /%mitt3ryear C°1'

Includes two Independent modules:
 Analog Module with passive and active

components including transistors, diodes,
and op -amps; a function generator, an
oscilloscope, a multimeter, and a Bode plotter.

 Digital Module with gates, flip-flops, adders,
a word generator, a logic analyzer, and a
unique logic converter and simplifier.

Call (416) 361-0333
Fax: (416) 368-5799

Interactive Image Technologies Ltd.
908 Niagara Falls 700 King St. W., Ste 815
Boulevard Toronto, Ontario
North Tonawanda, NY Canada
14120-2060 515v 2Y6
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What's Happening!

Trial Lawyer Simulation Game. The computer game "Objection" caters to law
and murder -mystery fans. It provides courtroom simulation for lawyers and
non -lawyers, and law schools and colleges are among its best customers.
The program comes in three flavors: a lawyers version (599); a layman's
version ($49.95); and a Continuing Legal Education (CLE) version ($249).
The last can earn college credit in the states of California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon and West
Virginia. The player represents and innocent man accused of murder, while
the game offers features as sound, animation and thousands of different
questions that are posed to witnesses. Available from TransMedia
Productions, Toledo, OH. Call 1-800-832-4980 for more info.

Make CD-ROMs. You can make CD-ROMs at your desk with Philips' new CD-ROM
recorder and CD -Gen software from CD-ROM Strategies. The system allows
you to make a single CD-ROM in just 35 minutes, storing up to 650M of
data on a disc, representing up to 300,000 pages of text or 15,000
graphics images. If you can spare $7,895, call 800-328-2347.

IC Library Updated. The newest D.A.T.A. Integrated Circuit Library has
increased by 12% or more than 32,200 components over earlier 1992
editions. Among the product -specific digests-Digital, Linear, Interface
and Microprocessors-Memory has shown the largest growth, with more than
15,000 new devices. The Library includes device function, generic and
part -number indexes, technical sections that permit the user to make
component comparisons, package and pin drawings, suggested replacements,
manufacturer directory and sales offices. For more information, call 800-
447-4666.

Computer FAX Software. MBS Software (Portland, OR) released its DB FAX
Connection software, a unique package that enables organizations to send
both individual and broadcast faxes from any Clipper -compiled
applications of dBASE III -compatible files using the Intel SatisFAXtion
and other popular faxmodem cards. It also has the ability to let users
send a fax to anyone in their database on -demand by simply hitting a hot -

key from whatever software is being run. Call 800-962-9310 for more
information.

Windows Shareware. The Window Wizard catalogs more than 3,500 Microsoft
Windows shareware programs with an offer to "try before you buy." Prices
range from only $1 to $3. To obtain a free catalog, call 305-751-3117 or
write to Window Wizard, P.O. Box 470892, Miami, FL 33247.

New Low -Voltage EEPROM. Semiconductor maker Atmel offers the industry's
first 2.7 -volt, 64K electrically erasable programmable read-only parallel
memory (EEPPROM). The AT28LV64 has read -access speeds to 300 ns (200 ns
at 3 volts) and consumes only 28.8 milliwatts while operating and 180
microwatts when in standby or deselected. Price is $8 each in 100 -piece
quantities. Anyone who requires alterable, nonvolatile memory for pocket
or hand-held electronic devices or for portable -computer hard -disk drives
will be interested in this device. Write to 2125 O'Nel Drive, San Jose,
CA 95131.
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Collimator Pen

Output: 2.5 mW (max.); Current: 90-150 mA

Oper. Volt: 2.2-2.59; WL: 820nm - Infrared

Size: 11 mm dia. x 17mm long; Data sheet inc.

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25,

S B 1 0 52 49.99 47.49 42.74

Just 0.75" dia. x 5.25" long; 670nm cg1 3.5 mW

2.5-3.5" beam ®100 yards

Uses 2 AAA batteries (inc.); I -year warranty.

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25,

LSPOINTER 159.99 151.99 136.79

Colriaating Lens

Black anodized aluminum

barrel; Glass lens with

7.5mm focal length.

Fits 9mm laser

diodes sold below.

Easy to focus and install.

STOCK# 1.9 10-24 25+

LS LE NS 24.99 23.74 21.37

Dual Mode
Laser Pointer

essigoNow'
Weighs less than 2 oz.; 0.5' dia. x 6.1 long

WL 670nm at <I mW (6mm beam)

Switch from continuous to pulse mode.

Uses 2 AAA batteries (inc.); I -year warranty.

STOCK# 1-9 10.24 25+

1P3 5 199.99 189.99 F0.99

He-Ne Laser Tube

WL 632.8nm (red)

Output 0.5 mW -3 mW (our choice)

Tested to mfr. specifications; 30 -day warranty.

STOCKY/ 1-9 10-24 15+

11 0 01 69.99 66.49 59.84

16 More Reasons

To Believe In Unicorn

Protoboard Design Station

Includes expanded instrumentation,

breadboard, and power supply.

Ideal for onalog/digitaVmaroprocessor

circuits. Frequency and function

generators, variable outputs,

logic indicators, speaker 8 more.

Size: 11.5"lx 16"W x 6.5"H
Weighs 7 pounds.

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25+

PB503 299.99 284.99 256.49

PLUS

Low Prices

Super Selection

Prompt Service

Oper.

Stock# Mfr. WI. Output Current Voltage 1.9 10.24 25+

1_59220 Toshiba 660nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.59

159200 Toshiba 670nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.3V

LS9211 Toshiba 670nm 5 mW 50 mA 2.3V

L59215 Toshiba 670nm 10 mW 45 mA 2.4V

1_53200 NEC 670nm 3 mW 85 mA 2.29

3022 Sharp 780nm 5 mW 65 mA 1.759

581053 Phillips 820nm 10 mW 90 mA 2.2V

129.99

49.99

69.99

109.99

59.99

19.99

10.99

123.49

47.49

66.49

104.49

56.99

18.99

10.44

111.14

43.19

59.84

94.04

51.29

17.09

9.40

FREE Shipping*

Call Toll Free

(800) 824-3432

1/4 -Ton IDC Bench
Assembly Press

Rotating base plate and

platen. No took required

to change plates/tufting

accessories. Additional

accessories available.

Weighs 5.5 lbs.

10"1_x 8.75"Wx 9"H

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25+

505P0 149.99 142.49 128.24

Ro

Fascinating and educational, with lift/lower,

grab/release, and pivot left/right functions.

Uses 1 C batteries (not inc.); Apx. 10' long.

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25,

Vol 43.99 41.79 31.61

41 Watt Switching
Power Supply

Input: 115/2300

Output: 59 a 3.75A, 129 a 13A, -12V a 0.4A

Size: 7" I. 5.25" 11 x 2.5" H

STOCK# 1-9 IC -24 25+

PSI 003 19.99 1199 17.09

He-Ne liner Pointer

L x 1.4" W x 2.1" H; Weighs just 12 oz.

WL: 632.8nm a <I mW (8mm beam)

Energized at 5kV, I.2kV continuous.

Inc. batteries, pouch, guide, 1 -year warranty.

STOCK# 1-9 10.24 25+

1.1)1 0 0 199.99 189.99 170.99

Easzomy laser Poiier

41111111114444

0.75" dia. x 5.6" long; Weighs less than 3 oz.

670nm ®1.9 mW (4mm x 0.6mm beam)

Batteries included; 1 -year mfr. warranty.

STOCK# 1.9 10-24 25+

1P3 129.99 123.49 111.14

WAO II Programmable Ro

Programmed directly via attached keypad.

Pen mechanism draws text and graphics.

1280 bits RAM and 2K ROM included.

Uses 3 AA batteries (not included).

Optional Apple computer interface

kit includes software, cable, card,

and instructions.

STOCK# 1.9 10-24 25+

M9961 79.99 75.99 68.39

WIIAP Adore) 39.99 37.99 34.19

ornplete with collimating optics

and drive electronics.

WL 660-685nm a 0.5, I, 2, or 3 mW

Adjustable focal length.

Connects to 3-5.25 VDC.

Compact size: 0.64" dia. x r long.

STOCK# 1-9 10-24 25+

1DM135-.5 I.Smw1179.99 170.99 153.89

1DM135-1 ow) 189.99 180.49 162.44

LDM135.2 arnwi 199.99 189.99 170.99

L0M135-3 13mW1 209.99 199.49 179.54

STOCK# 1-14 25-99 100+

2764 3.49 3.32 2.99

21128 4.99 4.74 4.27

17256 4.59 136 3.92

27C256 4.09 3.89 3.50

27512 5.49 5.22 4.70

27(512 5.49 5.22 4.70

27(1024 8.99 8.54 7.69

27(2048 14.99 14.24 12.81

AM/FM Radio Kit

- -
Includes crssembly/lesson manual.

11.6" L x 5.15" WPC board;

Superheterodyne receiver.

STOUP 1-9 10-24 25+

A MEM' 0 8 2919 28.49 25.64

Order Line -
(800) 824-3432

International Orders -
(818) 341-8833

Fax Orders -
(818) 998-7975

Technical Support -
(818) 341-8833

Lcamm%
LASER LIGHT -AVOID

DIRECT EVE EXPOSURE

UNICORN
ELECTRONICS
10010 Canoga Avenue, Unit B-8

Chatsworth, CA 91311 !..rmr

 We Carry A Complete Line Of Electronic Components

 Minimum Order -S15.00
 UPS Blue, Red, & Federal Express Shipping Available

 Open Mon -Fri 9:00 am -6:00 pm (PST)

 CA Residents Add 91/4% Sales Tax

 Corporate Accounts / Quantity Discounts Available

 Call For FREE Catalog (S2.00 Outside U.S.)

FREE Shipping On Pre -Paid Orders

Delivered In The Continental United States

CM( 1 1 \O. 136 O% FREE INFORM ATION CARD



What's New! By Peter R. O'Dell

Fast CD-ROM
Toshiba's XM-3401 series CD-
ROMs boast double -speed
drives that feature 2.2 times the
rotational speed to provide a
fast 330K/second data -transfer
rate and a claimed industry first
200 -ms random access time. To
achieve these specifications,
Toshiba developed a proprie-
tary high -differential servo-
mechanism and employed a
new low -mass optical pick-up
and a high -torque brushless
spindle motor. Enhancements
in ECC capabilities, employ-
ment of a 256K data buffer and
synchronous data transfer over
the SCSI bus at 4.2M/second
further contribute to the high
performance.

MTBF for the XM-3401 is
rated at 50,000 hours. Avail-
able in both internal and exter-
nal configurations, several
models can be had to suit dif-
ferent needs. From $695. To-
shiba America Information
Systems, Inc., Disk Products
Div., 9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine,
CA 92718; tel.: 714-582-3000.

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON FREE CARD

New MPC
Audio Card
AudioBahn from Genoa Sys-
tems is a multimedia audio card
with full MPC compatibility
that offers full support for
most current audio standards.
Compatible with Sound Blast-
er and Ad Lib sound cards, Au-
dioBahn includes an SCSI -bus
interface for comprehensive

device support, including CD-
ROM and hard drives. Audio-
Bahn also supports the multi-
media extensions to Windows
3.0 and the full Windows 3.1
sound features.

Sampling is done at a rate of
44.1 KHz at 16 -bits for full CD
stereo quality. Speech recogni-
tion is achieved with an algo-
rithm encoded in the DSP chip.
Easily upgradable ROM, with
samples of real instruments, al-
low you to achieve near -profes-
sional music quality and
voices. Up to 32 stereo voices
can be played simultaneously.
$399. Genoa Systems, 75 E.
Trimble Rd., San Jose, CA
95131; tel.: 408-432-9090; fax:
408-434-0997.

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON FREE CARD

New Windows CAD Version
ProCAD Advanced for Win-
dows is a completely re -de-
signed schematic -capture,
printed -circuit board layout
and automatic router program
for the Windows 3.x environ-
ment. It's an upgrade from
ProCAD Xtra-XL Version
8.50. This product adheres to
the standards of the Windows
user -interface specifications.

Key features ProCAD Ad-
vanced for Windows include
support for real and virtual
memory beyond 32M, support
for extensive graphics, display

and printer drivers, uniform
GUI, multitasking and task -
switching support, extensive
help system, and clipboard for
transferring information into
and out of other Windows ap-
plications. The new Windows
version is 100'o binary -level
database and library compati-
ble with the DOS version. You
can open as many as 25 designs
at the same time. $995. Interac-
tive CAD Systems, PO Box
4182, Santa Clara, CA 95056;
tel.: 408-970-0852; fax: 408-
986-0524.

Pro CAD Advanced foe MS Windows

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON FREE CARD

Notebook Has
Removable
Hard Drive
Aurum Computer's new Gold-
noteSX is a 6.38 -pound, 25 -
MHz Intel 80486SX-based
notebook computer that has a
removble hard disk (60M, 80M
or 130M). The standard unit is
configured with an 80M drive,
a 31/2" floppy drive, 4M of
RAM (expandable to 16M),
full-size 80 -key keyboard with
12 function keys and embed-
ded numeric keypad and ad-
justable backlit VGA LCD
with 16 levels of gray. It comes
with power management utili-
ties to extend battery life.

External ports are provided
for a full 101 -key keyboard, ex-

ternal VGA monitor, a parallel
and two serial ports and a pro-
prietary 100 -pin port for an ex-
ternal AT bus -expansion sta-
tion. The standard configura-
tion includes an external power
pack, DOS 5.0, Windows 3.1
and carrying case. $1,995. Au -
rum Computer Corp., 5 Pond
Park Rd., Hingham, MA
02043; tel.: 617-749-5092; fax:
617-749-5188.

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON FREE CARD

Blue Multimedia
Four new 486 -based "Ultime-
dia" computers running at 25
MHz to 66 MHz are a part of
the revamped line of IBM's
PS/2 computers. Each Ultime-
dia model offers high-speed
XGA graphics, 600M CD-
ROM II drive with extended
architecture capability and
330 -ms seek time, system CDs
loaded with programs, tools
and samplers, 16 -bit sound,
headphone jack, microphone
and volume control. These
models are upgradable and

compatible with other PS/2s.
OS/2 and/or Windows and
DOS are available pre -loaded
on a 212M 12 -ms hard drive.

Each unit includes 8M RAM
and has at least three open ex-
pansion slots and one open
drive bay. Options include
8516 Touch Display and
TouchSelect panels, PS/2 TV
for video monitoring and an
ActionMedia II DVI card for
digital video. $4,225 to $5,675.
IBM, 1133 Westchester Ave.,
White Plains, NY 10604.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON FREE CARD

Shareware Communications
Software
Communique from TopSoft is
a complete IBM/compatible
telecommunications package
that supports X-, Y- and Z -mo-
dem protocols, as well as AN-
SI and AVATAR screen con-
trol and IEMSI log -on. It fea-

tures easy -to -use pop-up and
pull -down menus. Shareware/
$40. TopSoft Software, Inc.,
3503 Trail Ridge Rd., Louis-
ville, KY 40241; tel.: 502-
425-9939; data: 502-425-9942.

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON FREE CARD
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Includes AT -compatible computer plus diagnostic hardware and software!

Earn good money full-time,
part-time, on the job, or in a new
career as a PC Troubleshooter!

There's no doubt about it: Businesses spend billions of dollars
on personal computers each year, even more on PC
service and support. That's why Department of Labor
Statistics show skyrocketing employment opportunities
for PC troubleshooters - people with the hands-on skill
to diagnose system failures, replace damaged chips,
retrieve lost data, or troubleshoot faulty disk drives and
circuit boards.

Now with NRI, you can be the one "in -the -know" when
it comes to keeping today's PC systems running at
peak performance. Only NRI gives you the
computer, the software, and the PC
troubleshooting skills to make a name for
yourself in your present job, even start a money-
making new career.

Your training includes a powerful
AT -compatible computer system
complete with 40 meg IDE hard drive
NRI training gives you a practical understanding
of today's PCs...how they work, what can go wrong,
and why. Best of all, you master state-of-the-art
troubleshooting skills through hands-on training with a
powerful AT -compatible computer, 40
meg IDE hard drive, and professional
diagnostic hardware and software -
PC Tools, R.A.C.E.R., and Quicktech
- all yours to keep!

As you work with your computer
and software, you learn how to
localize PC problems, identify
faulty components, recommend
system configurations, and
replace the damaged parts that
cause PC system failures. Plus you
get hands-on experience with the diagnostic tools used by the pros to
keep systems up and running in today's PC -driven business world.

No previous experience necessary -
only NRI gives you everything you need to succeed
NRI's step-by-step lessons and unique hands-on Discovery Learning
projects prepare you completely for the real -world challenges of PC
troubleshooting. Backed by the full support of your personal NRI
instructor, you begin by covering important computer fundamentals
- hardware and software essentials, system configurations, plus
methods and procedures that show you how to localize PC problems
to specific circuit boards or replaceable parts.

Then you move on to master vital PC system commands, using the
MS-DOS software included in your course. You learn to resolve user
error messages that commonly occur when working with
spreadsheets, databases, word processors, and other PC applications.
Then you take your skills further, discovering how to use DEBUG and
assembly language programming to troubleshoot problems in PC
operating systems and hardware. But that's
not

Train with and keep today's top
diagnostic and utilities software -
PC Tools
With NRI training you get first-hand
experience with professional diagnostic
software that makes troubleshooting PCs
easy and profitable. Using PC Tools -
today's top utilities software package - you

I've located the
problem. Your
data has been
completely
recovered.

in 1-',11

economically. Plus you have the computer, the software, and the
hands-on experience you need to start making money immediately as
an NRI-trained PC troubleshooter.

Send for your FREE NRI catalog today
If the coupon is missing, write to NRI Schools, McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20008.

master skills that put you in command when
it comes to retrieving lost data, handling disk
drive failures, even correcting installation
problems.

Quickly, you see how to use this state-of-
the-art software for everything from hard
disk backup to data recovery, disk and file
management, even virus and memory loss
protection. But that's still not all...

Get hands-on troubleshooting
experience with in -demand
diagnostic hardware and

software from
Ultra -X
With NRI, as with

no other school, you
get even more

professional
troubleshooting

experience as you work with
the Ultra -X R.A.C.E.R. plug-in
diagnostic card and QuickTech menu -
driven software. Through hands-on training with
these state-of-the-art diagnostic tools, you actually
discover for yourself how to test the system RAM

and resolve problems that can occur
with PC motherboards, parallel
ports, video adapters, floppy
disk drives, and more.

By the time you complete
your course, you have
every basic skill you
need to diagnose PC
system problems fast,
efficiently, and

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE NRI CATALOG!

MARV SCHOOLS Continuing Education Center
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008

VCheck one FREE catalog only 71:01
erni1 PC Troubleshooter 0 Desktop Publishing &

0 Programming in C++ with Design
Windows 0 Word Processing Home

1 PC Applications Specialist Business
1 Computer Programming 0 Bookkeeping & Accounting

Name (please print) Age

Address

City State Zip

Accredited Member, National Home Study Council 5414-0393 ,



What's New!

Board & Design Kit
Mosaic Industries' QED board
is a 3.2" x 4" embedded con-
troller that hosts a high-level
programming environment in
on -board ROM. A FORTH in-
teractive compiler and 68HC11
assemble facilitate program-
ming via any PC or terminal,
and symbolic debugging tools
support break-point insertion,
tracing and single -stepping.
The built-in programming tool
kit includes a multitasking ex-
ecutive, memory manager, I/O
device drivers and comprehen-
sive floating point and matrix

math libraries.
Up to 384K of on -board

memory includes battery -
backed write -protect -able
RAM that eliminates the need
for PROM burning. Battery
operable, the surface -mount
board provides with up to 60

I/O lines, including keypad
and display interfaces, digital
I/O, 16 eight- and 12 -bit A/D
inputs, eight D/A outputs,
eight timer -controlled signals
and dual RS -232/485 serial in-
terface ports. $495.

Also from Mosaic is the
QED Product Design Kit that
consists of integrated hardware
and software created as a turn-
key tool for instrument proto-
typing. It includes a QED
board outfitted with 160K bat-
tery -backed RAM, 64K devel-
opment ROM, power supply,

serial cables, 5 x 4 keypad, 4
x 20 LCD screen, prototyping
board with cables, comprehen-
sive documentation and enclo-
sure with mounting hardware.
Flip -of -the -switch write -pro-
tection and battery -backed
RAM facilitate "PROM -less"
development. Programming is
done via an RS -232 link using
any PC or terminal. $875. Mo-
saic Industries, Inc., 5437 Cen-
tral Ave. Ste. 1, Newark, CA
94560; tel.: 510-790-1255; fax:
510-790-0925.

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON FREE CARD

New Drawing
Program

IntelliDraw from Aldus is a
cross -platform "smart" draw-
ing program that provides a
new way to visually experi-
ment, refine and show ideas.
People create dynamic draw-
ings in which objects stay
aligned, distributed or connect-

ed in whatever way they want,
even as the objects are moved
or manipulated. It can be used
as a general-purpose drawing
program by anyone who needs
to draw.

IntelliDraw is based on a
platform -independent object -
oriented architecture that al-
lows people to create "smart"
artwork by establishing rela-

EASY TO PROGRAM!
_
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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
IDEAL OPPORTUNITY TO GET STARTED PROGRAMING EMBEDDED SYSTEMS.

IF YOU CAN PROGRAM IN BASIC, YOU CAN WRITE CONTROL PROGRAMS

NOW! PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR TOUGH APPLICATIONS

WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY AND A 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

THIS BOARD HAS ENOUGH I/O FOR MOST ANY JOB. FEATURES INCLUDE:

* 8 OPTICALLY COUPLED DIGITAL INPUTS
* 8 HIGH DRIVE BUFFERED DIGITAL OUTPUTS
* 16 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL I/O LINES
* 16, EIGHT BIT (13 BIT OPT.) ANALOG INPUTS
* 4 OPTIONAL EIGHT BIT ANALOG OUTPUTS
* 2 SERIAL RS232/485 SERIAL PORTS
* 2 TIMERS
* UP To 512K MEMORY PLUS EEPROM
* EPAC 3000 cosi- $249.00 am'. 1

moo Aims= 111Alia, inc.
618-529-4525 Fax 618-457-0110
P.O. BOX 2042, CARBONDALE, IL 62902

tionships among the objects
they draw. These relationships
can be based on spatial, align-
ment or dimensional require-
ments; links or connections be-
tween objects; "master item -
clone" relationships; or many
other kinds of interconnec-
tions. Once established, the re-
lationships remain intact, no
matter how much the individ-

ual components change. For
instance, a planner might show
how a courtyard would look in
10 years when the trees and
shrubs have grown to full
height. The program is avail-
able for IBM and Macintosh
environments. $299. Aldus
Corp., 9770 Carroll Center
Rd., San Diego, CA 92126-
4551; tel,: 619-695-6956.

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON FREE CARD

EASY TO USE CAD TOOLS
PCB II

SUPERSKETCH

Easy to Use PC Software - ICON Based
Ultra Fast Performance - Mouse Driven
Complete With Advanced Editing Tools
Output to Printers, Plotters & Lasers

PCB BOARD DESIGN
Full range of products available from entry level
through to auto routing.

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
A family of products that feature modern graphical
user interface & an intelligent diagram editor.

PCB II or SUPERSKETCH $1 49 us !!!
R4 SYSTEMS Inc.
P.O.Box 451
West Hill, Ontario
Canada M1E 4Y9
(416)-898-0665

Download DEMO from BBS at 416-898-0508 (2400/8/N/1)

Free Evaluation Package

Write or Call Today

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Build Your
Own Computer
Accessories And
Save A Bundle
By Bonnie J. Hargrave &
Ted Dunning
(Windcrest/McGraw-Hill.
Soft cover. 362 pages. $29.95.)
This construction -project
book is designed to carry the
neophyte builder past initial
jitters into hands-on experi-
ence with his computer. The
first 10 projects show how to
make cables. No soldering is
needed in these projects.
They include cables, loop -
back connectors, jumpers
and a gender flipper.

Six intermediate projects
involve soldering (mostly
quite simple) and include two
cable devices and four switch -
box projects. The switches
are an A/B RS -232, A/B
monitor, A/B printer, and
A/B/C RS -232 switches.
Four separate software proj-
ects that can be used in con-
junction with the hardware
projects are included. Each
program is written in Turbo
C Version 2.0.

There are seven advanced
circuit projects that include
an RS -232 cable tester, soft-
ware -controlled RS -232
switch, data detector, conti-
nuity tester, RS -232 merger
and time -domain reflectom-
eter. Much of the explanatory
information is given in eight
appendices. You'll find defi-
nitions of terms, photos of all
the components needed to
build these projects and in-
structions on general tech-
niques such as soldering and
crimping. There are also two
tutorials: one on using sche-
matics and another on under-
standing RS -232 port -to -port
communications.

If you don't have a lot of
hands-on experience, the
projects in this book will pro-
vide you with a fun way to
quickly come up to speed. It's
a good book for beginner or
intermediate builder, but it's
unlikely that experienced
builders will find much of a
challenge here.

Environmentally Safe
Static Dissipative
Chemtronics' new Static Clean
removes contaminants and
provides a long-lasting static -
dissipative surface that's said
to help prevent electrostatic
damage while presenting no
known threat to the ozone. It's
packaged in a non -aerosol fine -
mist pump spray and is formu-
lated with a fresh, clean scent.

Static Clean is said to effec-
tively reduce attraction of dust,
dirt and other airborne con-
taminants to all environmental
surfaces and is engineered for
use on data-processing equip-
ment, visual display terminals,
printers, word-processing
equipment, calculators,
phones and desktop comput-
ers. Static Clean contains no
CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs, or
chlorinated solvents. Chem-
tronics, PO Box 1448, Nor-
cross, GA 30091-9931; tel.:
404-424-4888.

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON FREE CARD

Adapters From ETC
ETC has two new adapters that
attach to an IBM/compatible
computer via a parallel port for
ease and simplicity of installa-
tion. The Magic Converter II
adds a SCSI port to your com-
puter for immediate access to
up to seven daisy -chained hard
disks, CD-ROMs and similar
devices. It comes bundled with
installation software that in-
cludes device drivers, disk -
preparation utilities, tape -
backup utilities and macro op-
tions. ETC LAN adapter of-
fers a quick and easy solution
for connecting a computer to a
LAN (IEEE 802.3 specifica-
tions). Available with either
BNC or RJ-45 connectors, it's
fully compatible with Novell
and other popular installa-
tions. Installation software is
included for 286- and 386 -
based machines. Both devices
provide a pass -through con-
nection for printers and other
accessories. ETC Peripherals
Inc., 5426 Beaumont Center
Blvd., Ste. 300, Tampa, FL
33634; tel.: 813-884-2863; fax:
813-333-9535.

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON FREE CARD

TEST DRIVE SOME
MCM ELECTRONIC
PARTS!

There's only one way to fully appreciate just how much
better MCM Electronics' parts and services are. Take us
out for a test drive! See for yourself how we've fine-tuned
our inventory of 22,000 parts and components and pow-
ered it with streamlined sales and
service expertise. Then, you'll see
why our track record is unbeatable.

For A FREE Catalog Call:

1-800-543-4330
To Order By FAX: 1-513-434-6959
For Product Questions:
1 -800 -824 -TECH (8324)

MCM ELECTRONICS
650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459-4072

A PREMIER Company

CC -70
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What's New!

Portable Chip Programmer
Transdata's PGM17 compact
pocket programmer is dedicat-
ed to the PIC17C42 high -end
microcontroller by Microchip.
It's software driven and works
with all IBM/compatible sys-
tems via a parallel interface. A
special parallel adapter is in-
cluded to ensure the program-
mer doesn't interfere with
printing. Constructed of die-
cast anodized aluminum, it's

the size of a hand-held calcula-
tor and features LED indica-
tors and a ZIF socket. Quick
Pulse algorithm is used to en-

sure minimum programming
time and reliable data storage.

The PGM17 comes with
menu -driven software, cross -
assembler, parallel interface
cable, power adapter and
user's guides. Installation is
simple, usually taking less than
a minute. $245. Transdata,
14330 Midway Rd., Ste. 104,
Dallas, TX 75244; tel.: 214-
980-2960; fax: 214-980-2937.

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON FREE CARD

New Video Products
Digital Vision's TelevEyes is a
hardware device (external
module connected between the
computer's VGA output and
the monitor) that outputs an
NTSC composite -video image
of whatever is on a VGA
screen. It lets you record com-
puter displays on standard
VCR video tape. TelevEyes
supports computer display
modes up to 640 x 480 and

features simultaneous comput-
er and NTSC display, accurate
NTSC, color mapping, and full
resolution composite video
output. $300.
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Digital Vision also has en-
hanced the software bundled
with ComputerEyes/RT, a
frame grabber that works with
IBM/compatible computers.
New features include support

EZ- ROUTE PRO

The Most Complete Schematic-
PCB Layout -Auto-Router System

EZ-ROUTE PRO system from AMS for IBM PC, PS/2 and compatibles is an
integrated system and includes schematic capture, PCB layout, Automatic
Router, DesignRule checker and ability to view gerber plot files. The schematic
capture module from EZ-ROUTE system supports A through E size sheets,
comes with user expandable library and outputs netlists compatible to several
different formats such as Futumet, PCAD, and EDIF. The PCB Layout Module
supports 256 layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible grid,
SMD components on both sides of the board and outputs on penplotters,
gerber photoplotter, and dot matrix printers.

$695 (PRO Edition) $249 (Std Edition)

For a FREE Evaluation call 1-800-972-3733
30 DAY NO -HASSLE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
1460 S.W. 3rd St., Suite B-8, Pompano Beach, FL 33069rn (305) 784-0900  FAX (305) 784-0904

for the HiColor display tech-
nology and a new CineMaker
animation routine that allows
you to capture and play back
video animations in several of
the new multimedia motion
video formats. $599 (hardware
and new software). Digital Vi-
sions, Inc., 270 Bridge St.,
Dedham, MA 02026; tel.: 617-
329-5400; fax, 617-329-6286.
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Motion Controller
MicroKinteics' new QuickStep
stepper -motor controller con-
tains on -board translators and
power drivers for up to three
axes on a single card. It plugs
directly into any 8- or 16 -bit
ISA bus slot, which eliminates
the need for an external enclo-
sure. Other features include
programmable acceleration/
deceleration, automatic over -
temperature protection, end -
of -travel detection on all axes,
two auxiliary outputs per card
and a shield -open interrupt.
The software is reportedly easy
to incorporate into any appli-
cation. Subroutine libraries
provide support C and Quick -
Basic and include linear and
circular interpolation, ramp-
ing, keyboard interactive jog
and electronic gearing. $389.
MicroKinetics Corp., 1220
Kenneston Cir., Ste. J, Mariet-
ta, GA 30066; tel.: 404-422-
7845; fax: 404-422-7854.
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H -P 410C CLONE...
ONLY '99'
HICKOK 1605M
SOLID STATE
MULTIMETER
The 1605M Is a portable, general purpose
multimeter which measures a wide range of
AC voltage, DC voltage, current and resis-
tance with extremely low -power absorption
from the circuit under test. The 1605M is
ruggedly designed with solid-state circuitry
for general field servicing application. It is
particularly suited to mobile ground facili-
ties. Comes complete with a 90 -day war-
ranty and operating manual.
 Measures a wide range of AC voltage,
DC voltage, current and resistance

 Resistance measurements can be made
from under 1 n to over 500 MD

 AC voltage can be measured from 0.5
to 300 V (RMS) from 20 Hz to 700 MHz

 DC voltmeter range is from 0 to
± 1,500 V, accurate to ± 2% of full scale
value at any point on the scale

 DC current range 0 to ± 150 mA with
special ranges oft 1.5, 5 and 15 nA using the DC voltmeter probe

 Reconditioned Unit - Similar to HP 410C

TO ORDER CALL, WRITE OR FAX:
NATIONAL: 800-527-4642  IN TEXAS: 800-749-4642

LOCAL: 214-348-8800  FAX: 214-348-0367
1717 RESERVE ST. - GARLAND, TX 75042

TUCKER
ELECTRONICS & COMPUTERS

CALL, WRITE OR FAX A REQUEST FOR OUR ALL NEW

BARGAIN HUNTERS CATALOG

CIRCLE NO. 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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PC's & Parts
Computer
Oscilloscope
Gage's CompuScope Lite 64K
is a single -slot IBM/compati-
ble expansion card that pro-
vides full digitizing oscillo-
scope functions in a personal
computer. It comes with digital
oscilloscope software that en-
ables you to store, analyze,
print and communicate your
data. Key features include 40

MSPS digitizations for one
channel and 10 MSPS simul-
taneous digitization on two
channels, eight -bit resolution,
32K of memory depth per
channel, external trigger cap-
ability and software drivers.
Multiple Lite cards can be used
to digitize up to 16 channels
with a common clock and trig-
ger in the same chassis. $995.

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON FREE CARD

Also from Gage, GageScope
uses one or more CompuScope
cards to provide real-time sam-
pling rates up to 100 MHz (10

ns per sample) and memory
depths up to 8M bytes on up to
16 channels. Typical oscillo-
scopes provide only two chan-
nels with 4K of memory. Gage -
Scope requires an IBM/com-
patible with 640K RAM, single
floppy drive and VGA graphics
adapter and monitor as a min-
imum. It allows you to load
and store literally infinite num-
bers of signals and setups, print
the screen for record keeping
and use mathematical func-
tions to analyze data. The pro-
gram automatically detects any
CompuScope cards present in
the system, obviating tricky
configuration problems.

In continuous mode, Gage -
Scope repeatedly captures new
data and re -draws the signals
on the screen, while allowing
you to change capture and dis-
play parameters without leav-
ing the mode. You can set such
features as timebase, vertical
scale, sample rate, coupling,
input voltage range, trigger
source, level and slope using
hot keys while in continuous
mode. $100. GageApplied Sci-
ences Inc., 5465 Vanden
Abeele, Montreal, QB, Cana-
da H4S 1SI; tel.: 514-337-6893;
fax: 514-337-8411.
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Networked
Microcontroller
The GCB11 from Coactive
Aesthetics is an eight -bit net-
worked microcontroller hard-
ware and software package.
Measuring just 3" x 4 ", the
board is based on the popular
Motorola MC68HCI1F I chip.
It includes 32K of static RAM
and 32K of ROM and requires
only a + 5 -volt supply.

The 485 multi -drop network
and master/slave packet com-
munications software provides
rapid development of distribut-
ed control applications (up to
115.2K bps). A standard PC
can be used as a master or slave
in the network, with no addi-
tional hardware, and code can
be downloaded and debugged
across the network. The GNU

C cross -compiler (PC/DOS),
Linker and ROM Monitor/de-
bugger provide a turn -key sys-
tem for a wide range of appli-
cations.

A set of application libraries
for motor/actuator control
and sensor sampling is includ-
ed. Source code for all software
is available. $179. Coactive
Aesthetics, Inc., PO Box
425967, San Francisco, CA
94142; tel.: 415-626-5152; fax:
415-626-6320.

CIRCLE. NO. 34 ON FREE CARD

MOTHERBOARDS

386/33 SX $139
386/40 OK CACHE $169
386/40 64K CACHE $199
486SX3364KCPCHE $329
486/33 256K CACHE$499
486/50 256K CACHE$829
486/66 256K CACHE$849
All Boards with CPU's. All are AMI
BIOS with OPTI or other C/S.
Mini size fits nearly all cases. Std.
power conctrs. Fax Fact # 1115

DRAM

COMPLETE PC's

486/33SX with 64k SRAM
Cache, 4 megs RAM, 1.44
Floppy, 16Bit Dual (1:1)
HD/FD controller, 1 Parallel
2 Serial Ports, 101 Key
Enhanced keyboard, Mini
tower case, SVGA Monitor
w 1MB card, 130 meg HD.

$1195.00
SYSTEM OPTIONS

386/40 64k cache -- $195

1 Meg SIMMS 3 chip $37 486/33 256k cache + $139
1 Meg SIMMS 9 chip $39 486/50 256k cache + $579
4 Meg SIMMS 9 chip $159 Add'I 4 MB DRAM + $129

All SIMMS are 70 ns speed. Call Add'l 12 MB DRAM + $499
for faster speeds & DIP or SIP 1MB SVGA card + $15
packages. Fax Fad # 1112 S3 Accelerator + $199

HARD DRIVES III

40MB 28 MS $189
80MB 19 MS $229
100MB 18 MS $269
130MB 16 MS $299
210MB 15 MS $399
All Drives are IDE type. Add $19
for 16 bit controller card. Maxtor&
Seagate drives. Fax Fact # 1120

FLOPPY DRIVES II

1.44MB, 3.5 inch $52
1.2MB, 5.25 inch $55

MONITORS

12" Amber Mono $89
14" VGA Mono $129
14" SVGA .28 Int'lace $299
14" SVGA .28 Non/IN$329
17" SVGA Non/IN $789
VGA Card 512k $69
SVGA Card 1M $89
S3 Accelerator 1M $229
All Monitors Carry One year
Factory warranty. Fax Fact #1114

17" VGA + $379
210MB Hard Drive + $170
386/33 SX mb -- $229
To custom configure your system,
start with the 486/33 PC on top
and add or subtract components as
desired for your custom designed
system. Fax Fact #1200

LANtastic PC LANS

Ethernet 10Mbps Kit
Ethernet Coax Card
Ethernet 10BASE-T
Central Station
2Mbps Starter Kit
2Mbps Card
Zero Slot Lan Ser/Par $95
LANtastic hNetware $295
Sounding Board $79
Use LANtastic, the top rated DOS
based LAN for file & printer
sharing. Made in USA, 5 year
warranty. Fax Fact #1122 , 1125.

$495
$199
$299
$399
$349
$149

ACCESSORIES

Printers, Modems, Fax Cards,
"Mice" etc. Call Toll Free for info.

Dial 317 849 8683 to get instant tech information
FREE from your Fax! You can obtain specs and info on

these products and more by dialing our Fax Fads automated

service. Call our number from your fax, then request the document as listed

above. Start your fax,and the document will begin punting immediately on your faxl

Order Tol Ree2lHoutsa Day! Dial 1-800-445-7717
Fax In your order Toll Free, 1-800-448-1084

Use 800 numbers in all 50 states, plus Canada. International voice lines, 317-842-7115
or fax 317-849-8794. Use our BBS for information by dialing 317-579-2045

ACE CommunIcations 10707 East 106th Street, Fishers, IN 46038

VISA

Chocks, Approved P.O.'s & COD. (add 35.00) & AMEX (add
5%.). Prices, specifications and avaiabiiy subject to change.
Express shippng available. No returns accepted two weeks
aft, original receipt without substantial restocking charge.
All units carry full factory warranty. IN residents add tax
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Enhancing By Scott Edwards

Build an Intelligent
Scrolling Display

Connected to your PC or microcontroller, this Project
serves as an eye-catching message "board" for
displaying, in ticker -tape fashion, messages
that contain up to 64 characters

Large, attention -getting message
boards have lots of useful appli-

cations, ranging from point -of -sale
advertising to warning of danger to
monitoring equipment parameters to
providing time and temperature and
thousands of others. If you have a
need to display attention -getting mes-
sages, the Intelligent Scrolling Display
project described here will admirably
fill your needs.

The Intelligent Scrolling Display
uses eight 3/4" -tall dot-
matrix alphanumeric LED
display stages to get your
message across. It can han-
dle messages containing up
to 64 characters, scrolling
in ticker -tape fashion, to
create an eye-catching
"moving" message. When
properly housed and fil-
tered, the large display can
easily be read at distances
of up to 20 feet or so under
even bright daylight condi-
tions.

Connected to an RS -232
port of a PC or microcon-
troller, the Intelligent Scrolling
Display accepts an ASCII text mes-
sage that contains up to 64 characters.
Though the project uses only eight
display stages, it handles longer mes-
sages by automatically scrolling tick-
er -tape style.The Intelligent Scrolling
Display works under conditions where
CRTs and LCD displays might be too
dim, too small or too fragile to be of
much use.

How it Works
The Intelligent Scrolling Display is
designed to perform three functions. It

receives serial data through a 1,200 -
baud RS -232 port, maintains a buffer
that stores and retrieves text and dis-
plays text on its eight LED -type dis-
plays. As illustrated in Fig. 1, these
tasks are handled by Microchip's
16C57 PIC microcontroller. Primary
virtues of this PIC controller are sim-
plicity, low cost and high speed.

The PIC's major disadvantage is its
obscure assembly -language instruction
set, the commands of which are unfa-

miliar to programmers trained on
Motorola and Intel controllers. For
this project, I used an alternative as-
sembler (supplied by Parallax, a man-
ufacturer of PIC programming tools)
that let me use standard instructions
modeled after the Intel 8051. This
made it easier to write the program
shown in Listing 1. It should make it
easier for you to read it.

If you'd like more information on
the PIC, see "Build a Miniature
Scrolling Marquee," which appeared
in the November 1992 issue of
ComputerCraft.

Before the PIC controller can handle
incoming RS -232 data, signal voltage
level must be made compatible. RS-
232 specifies -3 to -12 volts to repre-
sent a binary 1 and +3 to +12 volts to
represent a 0. The PIC, on the other
hand, interprets at or near +5 volts as a
1 and near 0 volt as a 0.

To bridge the gap between these
incompatible requirements, the
Intelligent Scrolling Display uses one
stage of an MC1489 quad line receiver

(/C/). In addition to
changing RS -232 voltages
to standard 5 -volt logic
levels, IC/ helps reject
electrical noise that might
be picked up in a long
conductor run between
computer and display. The
value of CI was selected
to reject fast noise pulses
without blocking the rela-
tively slow 1,200 baud
data signals. Inputs of the
three line receivers in the
1489 that aren't used are
tied to ground.

Once the RS -232 sig-
nals have been converted to the appro-
priate logic levels, they're routed to an
input/output (I/O) port on the PIC con-
troller. The PIC's program is written
to receive serial data in a specific for-
mat of 1,200 baud, one start bit, eight
data bits, no parity bit and one stop
bit. Figure 2 shows timing details for
transmission of one byte of serial data
in this format. Listing 2 is a BASIC
program that sets a PC serial port to
talk to the display.

Larger systems, like personal com-
puters, often use dedicated hardware
to send and receive serial data, which
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PARTS LIST
O

Semiconductors
IC I-MC1489 RS -232 quad line receiver
IC2-Programmed PIC 16C57 -XT
LEDM1 thru LEDM8-Siemens DLO

7135 Intelligent Displays
CR1-2-MHz ceramic resonator with inte-

gral capacitors (Digi-Key Cat. No.
PX200)

Capacitors
C1-100-pF ceramic disc
C2 -4.7-g tantalum
C3 thru C10-0.01-1tF ceramic disc
Miscellaneous

Ribbon cable; Molex pins (see text);
regulated 5 -volt dc power supply (see
text); snap -able header stakes; 14- and
28 -pin IC sockets (optional); suitable
enclosure (see text); tinted acrylic (see
text); machine hardware; solder;
hookup wire; etc.

Note: Blank PICs and tools to program
them are available from Parallax, Inc.,
6359 Auburn, Ste. C, Citrus Heights,
CA 95621 (tel. 916-721-8217) as fol-

lows: assembler and programmer, $199;
emulator, $299; assembler, programmer
and emulator, $449. DLO 7135 displays
are available through Tanner
Electronics, 1301 W. Beltline Road No.
105, Carrollton, TX 75006; (tel. 214-
242-8702). Price was eight for $24.95 at
the time of this writing. These items are
surplus and subject to availability.
Jameco, 1355 Shoreway Rd., Belmont,
CA 94002-9864; (tel. 1-800-831-4242)
has a suitable 5 -volt dc, 1 -ampere
power supply (Cat. No. JE200) in kit
form.
PICs programmed with the software
described in this article are available for
$20 each (check or money order) post-
paid from Scott Edwards, 964 Cactus
Wren Lane, Sierra Vista, AZ 85635.
Write to the same address for availabili-
ty of DLO 7135 displays. The author
has secured an additional limited sup-
ply to support readers' projects. Send
comments or questions via E-mail to
CompuServe mailbox 72037,2612.

reduces the load on the processor and
allows communication routines to run
faster or in the background of other
applications. The disadvantage is that
these devices, known as UARTs, are
relatively expensive and generally
require odd -frequency crystals to drive
their internal clocks. Since the PIC in
the Intelligent Scrolling Display has a
simple task to perform, data is
received in software instead.

As show in Fig. 2, before any data
appears on the serial line, the PIC is
looking at a steady logic high (1).

Incoming data is announced with a 0
start bit. The PIC program detects this
change and waits to receive the first
data bit. At 1,200 bits per second, each
bit is allotted 1/120o" of a second, or
833 ps.

For safety's sake, a serial routine
should look at a bit during the middle
of its time allotment. This way, if tim-
ing is slightly off, or electrical prob-
lems like noise and line capacitance
have knocked the square corners off
the bit's shape, the routine will still
receive a valid bit. The program

includes an additional 415-ps delay
after detection of the start bit to center
itself on the data bits that follow.

Once a start bit is detected, the pro-
gram enters a simple loop that detects
data bits and arranges them into an
eight -bit byte. It does this by waiting
one bit delay, putting the input bit into
the PIC's carry register and then per-
forming an rr (rotate right) instruction.

Visualize the byte as a conveyor
belt and the carry bit as a chute over
the left -most end of the conveyor.
Each time an rr occurs, a bit drops out
of the chute onto the belt and the belt
moves one bit width to the right.
Repeat this eight times, and you have
eight bits arranged in a row. This is
how the routine takes bits arriving in
single -file and arranges them to form
an eight -bit byte.

After the eighth bit is received, the
routine stores the completed byte in
the buffer, waits one bit length to land
in the middle of the stop bit and then
starts watching for the next start bit.
Notice that the stop bit is the inverse
of the start bit (1 versus 0). This
allows the program to distinguish the
end of one byte from the beginning of
the next.

Because the program re -synchro-
nizes on each new start bit, errors in
timing don't accumulate to affect sub-
sequent bytes. Therefore, the clock has
only to be sufficiently stable to avoid
drifting more than a total of, say, 100
ps during the 8.33 ms it takes to
receive a byte. A ceramic resonator
like the one used in the circuit is many
times more stable than required.

To read in a byte of serial data, the processor...

detects start bit, waits 1/2 bit time

confirms start bit, waits 1 bit time

reads bit, waits 1 bit time loops once for each bit)/
START BIT

BIT 0

BIT
1

waits one more bit time (until stop bit),
then gets ready for next start bit

BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT

2 3 4 5 6

The byte depicted is 01011010, the ASCII code for Z.

BIT STOP
7 BIT

Fig. 2. How the program reads a byte of serial data.
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Listing L Assembly -Language Listing For Intelligent Scrolling Display

; This listing is in Parallax assembler format. See the
; Parts List for availability of appropriate programming tools.

; Define I/O ports.
Serial_in
write
data
select

; Declare variables.
delay_cntr
bit_cntr
byte_cntr
rcv_byte
temp
offset
index
msgcnt
buffer

ra.0
ra.1
rc

rb

08h
09h
0Ah
OBh
OCh
ODh
OEh
OFh
010h

; Set ROM origin to beginning for program.
org 0

; Device data and reset vector.
device
reset

pic16c57,xt_osc,wdt_off,protect_off,
begin

; Set up the VO ports, clear the display.
begin mov ra,#OFFh

mov rb,#11111111b
mov !ra, #00000001b
mov !rb, #0
mov !re, #0
mov rb,#0
mov rc,#32
clrb write
setb write
clr byte_cntr

; Wait for serial data.
:start snb

imp
call
jb

:reenter mov
clr

:receive call
movb
rr
djnz
cjbe
mov
call
mov
inc
cjae
call
imp

:pad_buf
:pad_more

display

:disp

Serial_in
:start
start_delay
Serial_in,:start
bit_cntr, #8
rcv_byte
bit_delay
c,Serial_in
rcv_byte
bit_entr,:receive
rcv_byte,#31,:pad_buf
w,byte_cntr
buf_ptr
indirect,rcv_byte
byte_cntr
byte_cntr,#63,display
bit_delay
:start

cjae byte_cntr,#8,display
mov w,byte_cntr
call buf_ptr
mov indirect,#32
inc byte_cntr
cjbe byte_entr,#7,:pad_more
OP display

call bit_delay
mov index, #0
mov offset, #0
mov msgent,byte_cntr
dec msgcnt
mov index,#0

:wait

:cont1

jump

call
csa
Imp
mov

call
jnb
imp
djnz
djnz
inc
cjbe
sub
imp

Write_disp
byte_cntr,#8
:one liner
bit_entr,#150
Serial_in, :contl
start_delay
Serial_in,new
begin
delay_cntr,:wait
bit_cntr,:wait
offset
offset, msgcnt, jump
offset,byte_cntr
:disp

; Display one -line messages (eight or
; fewer characters) without scrolling.
:one_liner jb Serial_in, :one_liner

call start_delay
jnb Serial_in,new
jmp :one_liner

new clr
goto

byte_cntr
begin:reenter

; Write to each LED module in turn.
Write_disp mov temp,index

add temp,offset
cjbe
sub

:cont mov
call
mov
mov
call
mov
clrb
setb
inc
csae
jmp

:return ret

temp,msgcnt,:cont
temp,byte_cntr
w,temp
buf_ptr
data,indirect
w,index
LEDs
select,w
write
write
index
index,#8
Write_disp

; 816 -us delay --one bit at 1200 bps.
bit_delay mov delay_cntr,#136
:loop djnz delay_cntr, :loop

ret
; 408 -us delay --half a bit at 1200 bps.
start_delay mov delay_cntr,#68
:loop djnz delay_cntr, :loop

ret

; Convert the number of the module to be addressed (0,1,2...)
; into a low on the appropriate ine (11111110, 11111101, 11111011...).
LEDs jmp pc+W

retw 254,253,251,247,239,223,191,127

; Accept a number from 0 to 63, convert it to the appropriate
; RAM bank and position, and put the result into the fsr.
; If you want fsr to point to the 36th position of the
; buffer, move 36 into w and call buf_ptr.
buf_ptr mov temp,w

mov fsr, temp

:bank3
:bank2
:bankl
:bank°

cjae
cjae
cjae
Imp
add
add
add
add
ret

temp,#030h,:bank3
temp,#020h,:bank2
temp,#010h,:bank1
:bank°
fsr,#010h
fsr,#010h
fsr,#010h
fsr,#010h

One more point about the serial -
receive routine is that the system must
have a way to determine when a mes-
sage is finished or it will wait for more
serial data and never get around to dis-

playing it. The program looks for two
conditions to determine the end of a
message, length and terminating char-
acters.

If a message completely fills the

storage buffer with 64 characters, the
program breaks out of the receiving
routine and begins scrolling the mes-
sage across the display. Likewise, if
the program receives a character with
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Listing 2. QBASIC Program to Drive Intelligent Scrolling Display

' Set coml to 1200 baud, disable all handshakes

OPEN "com1:1200,N,8,1,CDO,CSO,DSO,OPO" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

New.msg:

CLS

LINE INPUT ; "Message: "; A$

PRINT #1, A$

GOTO New.msg

CLOSE

an ASCII value of 31 or less, it goes to
the display routine. Characters below
32 all display as blanks on the LEDs.
This range includes carriage -return,
line -feed and other invisible control
characters. This strategy puts the

fewest restrictions on the system send-
ing data to the display, since almost
any end -of -line character will work.

The next function of the PIC con-
troller is maintaining a text buffer.
This is a portion of the chip's 80 bytes

of on -board RAM the program sets
aside for storing messages. Writing
and reading this buffer requires indi-
rect addressing and memory page -
management programming techniques.

Most PIC operations that affect
RAM include the address of the mem-
ory location involved. For instance,
mov 010h, #OFFh means move the
hexadecimal value FFh into memory
location 10h. This is known as direct
addressing, which is used when a pro-
grammer wants to specify in advance
the RAM location to use. Nothing the
program can do will change this loca-
tion. However, there are times when
you want to perform identical opera-
tions on many different RAM loca-
tions, such as stuffing data into
sequential bytes of RAM. This opera-
tion could be very inefficient with
direct addressing.

Indirect addressing involves two of
the PIC's file -select register (fsr) and
the indirect register (indirect).
Although these registers are "special"
in function, they're ordinary in other
respects. They can be read, written,
added, subtracted and compared.

EVE EVE -TIE 513 ENE °ME

111111"11111115""IIMMDSelect ii

Fig. 3. Actual -size artwork for making (A) display and (B) controller printed -circuit boards.
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RIBBON CABLE TO CONTROLLER BOARD (DO -D6, WR)
WIRES TO POWER SUPPLY (+, GND)

«E

D6 '-

DATA

DO

WR E

GND E

RIBBON CABLE TO SELECT
PADS ON CONTROLLER BOARD

Install jumpers and capacitors firs . Bend capaci ors down flat to the board. Next, install
Molex pins ( ). Finally, plug LED modules into the Molex pins with pin 1 at the upper left.

Fig. 4. Wiring guide for the display board.

What's special about them is that the
number stored in the fsr is the address
affected by operations to indirect. To
illustrate, move OFFh into memory
location 10h via indirect addressing
with the following routine:

mov fsr, #010h
mov indirect, #OFFh

The power of this technique is that it
allows you to program a simple loop
that writes to many different addresses
by changing the value in the fsr.

Two subtle problems can make
using indirect addressing a little more
complicated than it sounds. One has to
do with the fsr. PICs with 32 bytes of
RAM have a five -bit fsr. The 80 -byte
16C54 has a seven -bit fsr. All PIC
operations are designed to work on
regular eight -bit bytes. The "missing"
bits are permanently fixed as ls. So, if
you write 10h (00010000b) to fsr and
then read back fsr, you'll get FOh
(11110000b) in a 32 -byte PIC and 90h
(10010000b) in an 80 -byte PIC.

There are two ways around this
problem. You can trim the additional
fsr bits by programming a logical
AND with 00011111b using 32 -byte
PICs or 01111111b using 80 -byte
PICs. Alternatively, you can use a sep-
arate byte of memory for counting and
comparison operations, writing it to
the fsr only when you must perform an
indirect operation. The Intelligent
Scrolling Display's program uses this
approach.

The other problem occurs only with
the 16C57 used in this project. This
unit's seven -bit fsr allows it to address
memory locations ranging from Oh to
7Fh (0 to 127 decimal). With 128
addresses but only 80 registers, some
addresses are vacant lots. This
unclaimed space isn't at the end of the
RAM, either. There are gaps in the
PIC's memory map, as follows:

Oh through 7h are special-purpose registers
8h through 1Fh are general-purpose RAM
20h through 2Fh are gap
20h through 3Fh are general-purpose RAM
40h through 4Fh are gap
50h through 5Fh are general-purpose RAM
60h through 6Th are gap
70h through 7Fh are general-purpose RAM

Documentation for the PIC puts the
best face on this situation by calling
the sections of general-purpose RAM
"memory pages." However, this
doesn't eliminate the gaps. The
Intelligent Scrolling Display's pro-
gram solves this problem with a sub-
routine called buf_ptr (for buffer
pointer) that jumps the RAM gaps.
Given an input between 0 and 63, this
subroutine calculates the correct mem-
ory page and address and puts the
result into fsr. The serial receive and
display routines call buf ptr.

This project takes advantage of a
tremendous surplus bargain that puts
some normally very -expensive parts
within reach of home experimenters.
At their usual price, one Siemens DLO

7135 Intelligent DisplayTm module
would cost as much as the eight
required for this project. If you have
any desire to build this project, order
soon before the price goes back up.

Two primary components make up
the display modules. These are a 5 X
7 grid of bright red LEDs and a latch-
ing decoder/driver IC. Since the
decoder/driver circuitry is CMOS, the
majority of the current from the power
supply drives the LEDs.

According to the manufacturer's
specifications, full -brightness display -
module current draw is approximately
125 to 160 mA each, with 20 LEDs
on. This is the largest number that will
be on for by any ASCII character,
which is the # symbol). Thus, the
Intelligent Scrolling Display could
draw as much as 1.28 amperes. At
-40° F, the situation worsens to 200
mA per module, for a total of 1.6
amperes.

With a normal mixture of text, the
eight display modules draw less than
800 mA at room temperature. Because
of this wide range of possible current
requirements, I elected to keep the
power supply separate.

My present application for this pro-
ject's display is indoors. So, I use an
inexpensive 1 -ampere supply. Even if
the current drawn exceeded 1 ampere,
the IC voltage regulator would prevent
damage to the supply. The worst that
might occur would be a temporary
voltage sag as the regulator's safety
feature kicks in. Since the PIC and
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GND

RS -232 IN _j

RIBBON CABLES
DATA TO DISPLAY BOARD

PIC16C57

a.

I- TO POWER SUPPLY +

SELECT

Fig. 5. Wiring guide for the controller board.

display modules tolerate at least a 0.5 -
volt drop in supply voltage, this setup
has proven reliable.

The latching decoder/driver portion
of the LED modules serves as an inter-
face between the LEDs and PIC con-
troller. Operation is simple. First, the
desired ASCII code is put on the seven
data lines. Next, a 0 is put on the chip -
enable (CE) line. Finally, a 0 is put on
the write (WR) line. The ASCII char-
acter appears on the LED display. The
CE line allows multiple LED modules
to share a common data bus and WR
line. Only the module that has a low
CE line when the WR line goes low
receives and displays the ASCII code
on the data bus.

Construction Details
To build this project, you need a pro-
grammed PIC 16C57 -XT (or program
one yourself using tools from the
source given in Note at the end of the
Parts List) and eight LED display
modules. Next, fabricate the printed -
circuit boards, using the actual -size
artwork given in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 4, one pc board
interconnects eight LED modules in
bus fashion, with common lines for
data, WR and power. The CE line of
each module is brought out separately.
You can connect this board to any
controller that has 16 output bits. If
you wish to experiment with directly
driving the LED modules with an SBC
or digital I/O card, you can use this
board alone.

Figure 5 shows how the PIC micro -
controller, RS -232 line receiver and
support components mount on the
other board. The PIC's I/O lines come
out to pads spaced to accommodate
single in -line sockets like Molex pins.
Header stakes soldered to the end of
the ribbon cables from the display
board plug into these sockets.

The power supply is a separate unit.
Though you can get by with a 5 -volt,
1 -ampere regulated supply, I recom-
mend you use a 2 -ampere supply for
best results and maximum reliability.

The construction procedure is fairly
straightforward, but you might not be
familiar with one of the techniques I
used and recommend here. Because of
the non-standard pin spacing on the
LED modules, I used Molex spring
clips to mount them and to make sock-
ets to accept the header plugs on the
ribbon cable from the display board.
Also known as Molex pins, these are
tinned spring clips that come attached
to a metal strip. Cut the strip to get the
required number of clips (seven for
the LED modules). Don't separate the
clips from the connecting strip.

Insert the the clip pins into the holes
on the board and solder them into
place. This done, remove the metal
connecting strip by gently flexing it
back and forth until it breaks free.

Build and test the display board
before you start on the controller to
make troubleshooting easier if the pro-
ject doesn't work on the first try.

When you finish building the dis-

play -board assembly, use a plug-in
prototyping board and a power supply
to test it. Start by connecting a 5 -volt,
1 -ampere (minimum) power supply to
the common rails of the prototyping
board, usually located across the top
and bottom of the board. If the board
lacks these rails, connect together sev-
eral rows of contacts to serve as the
+5 -volt connection. Repeat for
ground. Don't turn on the supply yet.

Now connect the LED display board
as follows: +5 volts to V+ on D6, DO,
all CE lines and the +5 -volt power -dis-
tribution rail; and common ground
return to WR, DI through D5 and the
power GND rail.

With the power supply wired to the
display circuit, turn on power. If every-
thing is okay, the displays should
remain blank. Moving a CE line from
+5 volts to ground should cause an
"A" to appear on the corresponding
display module. Repeat this procedure
for each module in turn. All modules
should display an "A."

If you get the proper response at
each display stage, the display board is
working properly. If you don't, re-
check your work. Suspect first the
mounting of the modules in the Molex
pins. It's easy to miss a pin.

Once the display module is working
properly, refer to Fig. 5 to assemble
the controller. When you're done, con-
nect the controller to the display board
via ribbon cables. You can solder the
pins of the ICs directly to the copper
pads on the controller board, though I
strongly recommend using sockets. Be
sure to orient the ICs as shown. Also,
note that C2 is polarized, with the
stripe on the body of the capacitor
indicating the negative lead that must
connect to the pad with the minus (-)
symbol on the pc board.

You'll probably want to run through
the procedures detailed under
Checkout & Use below before mount-
ing the boards in an enclosure. Use an
enclosure that will accommodate the
circuitry. For best results, the enclo-
sure should completely surround the
displays so that it shades the LED dis-
play from ambient light to make them
appear even brighter, though they're
very bright to begin with. Also, con-
sider placing tinted transparent plastic
in front of the display, which further
enhances contrast.

I used 1/4" -thick acrylic glazing with
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Fig. 6. Pinout details for standard PC serial -port connectors.

a dark bronze tint I found in my local
hardware store. You can cut and drill
this material with woodworking tools,
but go easy. Too much pressure will
melt, chip or crack the plastic, espe-
cially during drilling.

Checkout & Use
Regardless of the system you intend to
use to drive the Intelligent Scrolling
Display, it's a good idea to test it
using a PC and the program given in
Listing 2. Figure 6 shows how to

make the two -wire serial connection to
the display.

Carefully type in the Listing 2 pro-
gram and run it. The program sets
communication parameters to 1,200
baud, eight data bits, no parity and one
stop bit and disables all handshaking.

Connect the display assembly to its
power supply and turn it on. Now type
in a sample message and press Enter.
The message should appear on the dis-
play and should begin scrolling if it
exceeds eight characters in length.

DB-25
PIN

DB-9
PIN

to display controller
2 3 XMIT DATA SERIAL IN0--
4 7 RTS 0

5 8 CTS

6 6 DSR

8 1 DCD

20 4 DTR

7 3 SIGNAL GND GND

display controller

Fig. 7. Wiring details for disabling hardware handshaking, accomplished by cross -
wiring handshaking lines.

You can type and transmit additional
messages to the display. These will
replace the previous messages as
they're received.

Once you've tested the Intelligent
Scrolling Display and are satisfied that
it's working properly, you can connect
it to other serial devices if you wish.
Make sure that whatever device you
connect it to is set to the correct baud
rate, that line feeds are turned off, that
each line of text is followed by a car-
riage return and that any hardware
handshaking is either disabled or
looped back. For loop -back, the ques-
tion and answer pins are wired togeth-
er, as shown in Fig. 7. Note that the
ready -to -send (RTS) pin is wired back
to the same port's clear -to -send (CTS)
pin. Wired in this manner, the port
answers its own question and automat-
ically sends the data.

If the display works on a PC but not
on the system you want to use and
you've eliminated every possible seri-
al -interfacing problem, the cause may
be line feeds. Many serial senders treat
every other device as a printer. At the
end of a line, they send both a line
feed and carriage return, which are
legal end -of -line markers recognized
by the scrolling display. The display
circuit will receive the line of text,
recognize an end -of -line marker and
start displaying the message.

Before it gets started, though, the
display circuit detects new data on the
serial line, signaled by the second end -
of -line marker. This new message will
blank out the display. To prevent this
from occurring, make sure you elimi-
nate line feeds.

You can locate the scrolling display
up to 50 feet from the serial sender,
depending on the wire or cable you
use and amount of electrical interfer-
ence at the location. If your applica-
tion requires that the display be used
at a farther distance from the serial
sender or involves use in an electrical-
ly noisy environment, consider con-
verting it to RS -422 operation. A
ComputerCraft article ("PC Serial
Communications," September 1991)
describes how to make the conversion
with an existing RS -232 port and a
handful of parts. With the noise immu-
nity provided by RS -422 and the
Intelligent Scrolling Display's low
data rate, maximum wire length may
truly be measurable in miles! MI
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Applications By Hardin Brothers

Floppy Diskettes

Cutting through the myths and misinformation that have
grown up around them and selecting the best diskettes
for your system

If you're like most computer users,
you have stacks of diskettes scat-

tered around your computer room,
neatly stowed in disk boxes or teeter-
ing in piles on your desk and just
about everywhere else you can find
room for them. With a fairly new
desktop computer, you may be able to
use four or even five kinds of
diskettes. If you have a laptop or an
older computer, though, you may be
restricted to one or two kinds of flop-
py disks. By exercising a little com-
mon sense, your floppy diskettes can
be a reliable form of data storage.

if you use your floppies
unwisely, you'd be better off saving
your data on notes pasted to your
video monitor.

To understand how diskettes work
and what pitfalls to avoid, you have to
cut through the myths and misinfor-
mation that surround them. You also
must have a basic understanding of
how diskettes differ and which ones
are best to use on your computer.

Buying Diskettes
Walk into any computer store today,
and you'll find diskettes in two sizes:
51/4" and 31/2". Many years ago, mini-
computers and mainframe computers
used 8" floppy disk, which has now
fallen out of vogue. There have also
been brief flurries of interest in drives
that used non-standard diskette sizes,
but very few stores now carry any-
thing other than the two "standard"
sizes first mentioned.

If you look closely at the packages
diskettes come in, you'll see that they
have different media -type labels.
Larger 51/4" diskettes are available in
both DD (double -density) and HD
(high -density) designations. The same
names are used for 31/2" diskettes, and

Table 1. Drive Specifications

Drive Type
(Size/Capacity)

Number of
Tracks

Track Width
(Millimeters/Inches)

Rotation
Speed (rpm)

5 1/4"/360K 40 0.300/0.0118 300
5 1/4"/1.2M 80 0.155/0.0061 360
3'/2"/720K 80 0.115/0.0045 300
3 1/2"/1.44M 80 0.115/0.0045 300
3 1/2"/2.88M 80 0.115/0.0045 300

you'll soon see some with an ED
(extra -high -density) label. Generally,
DD diskettes are less expensive than
HD diskettes of the same size. The
new ED diskettes will command a pre-
mium price, at least until they're wide-
spread use.

If diskette boxes are very informa-
tive, they'll tell you the capacity of
each diskette. A 51/4" DD diskette
holds 360K of data, while its HD
cousin has a capacity that's four times
as great, or 1.2M. Capacities in the
31/2" diskette size are 720K for DD,
1.44M for HD and 2.88M for ED.

If you ask most sales clerks what the
difference is between DD and HD,
you'll get a false but revealing answer.
If the clerk is interested in saving you
money, he might tell you that there's
no difference and you might as well
buy the cheaper kind. In some stores,
the same clerk may try to sell you an
expensive punch that puts an HD sens-
ing hole in 31/2" DD diskettes.

On the other hand, a clerk working
on commission might try to persuade
you that more -expensive higher -densi-
ty diskettes are simply made better
and should be used for all data stor-
age. He might argue that since the
diskette is made to hold more data, it
will be more secure even when it's

formatted for a smaller capacity.
Don't listen to either statement.

Both are simple myths that indicate a
lack of understanding of simple flop-
py -disk basics. The only way to store
data securely on a floppy diskette is to
format each to the manufacturer's
specification. Keep in mind that there
are important differences among the
various diskette types that make each
unsuitable for use at other capacities.

Early 51/4" diskettes were designed
for frequency modulation (FM)
recording, usually on only one side.
These diskettes were sold as "single -
sided, single -density" and were used
in such early desktop computers as the
Apple II and Osborne -1. They gener-
ally had a capacity of 90K or so,
depending on the way they were for-
matted. By the time the first IBM PCs
appeared, modified frequency -modu-
lation (MFM) recording was used to
double the amount of data that could
be stored on each diskette sold as "sin-
gle -sided, double -density" media.

Single -sided drives (they have only
one read/write head and a pressure pad
on the opposite side of the diskette
facing this single head) soon gave way
to double -sided drives that have read-
write heads on both sides of the
diskette. All floppy drives sold today
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are double -sided, as are almost all
diskettes. With double -sided drives
came "double -sided, double -density"
or "DSDD" diskettes that could store
360K of data on both surfaces.

During formatting, a diskette's sur-
face is divided into tracks or concen-
tric circles of recording area. All
tracks under the read/write heads at
any given moment constitute a cylin-
der. On double -sided drives, each
cylinder is made up of two tracks (on
multiple -platter, multiple -head hard
drives, a cylinder can comprise many
tracks).

The floppy -disk controller further
divides each track into sectors or data
blocks. The beginning and end of each
sector are marked with special address
bytes that let the controller find its
way around a disk. The original floppy
controllers supported any sector size
that was a power of 2. IBM chose sec-
tors of 512 bytes, which is still the
standard sector size for both floppy
and hard disks on almost all MS-DOS
computers.

For optimal performance, a disk
drive and its controller hardware
should be able to transfer data between
the diskette and computer as fast as that
data passes under the read/write heads.
If you look at Tables 1 and 2, you'll
see that a 360K diskette revolves at
300 -rpm. Each revolution, therefore,
requires 200 milliseconds, and five rev-
olutions are made every second. Since
a track contains nine sectors of 512
bytes each, 23,040 bytes (512 X 9 X 5)
or 184,320 bits can pass beneath a head
every second. Add a little overhead for
sector IDs and inter -sector information.

With the foregoing in mind, a 360K
controller must be able to send
250,000 bits per second (bps) between
computer and diskette. Without count-
ing the time needed to move the heads
and find the first sector on each track,
a minimum of 16 seconds (80 tracks
X 200 ms) are needed to transfer a full
disk of data to or from a computer.

Diskette manufacturers can't just
splash a magnetic solvent on a diskette
and state that it's ready. The recording
characteristics of the diskette must
meet fairly rigid specifications.

Perhaps the most important charac-
teristic is the strength of a magnetic
field needed to change the orientation
of a field on the diskette. If the
diskette is too sensitive, or if the drive
records data with too much magnetic

Table 2. Floppy Diskette Specifications

Size Inches/
Density*

Tracks Per
Inch

Bits Per
Inch

5 1/2/DD 48 5,876
5 1/2/HD 96 9,646
3 1/2/DD 135 8,717
3 1/2/HD 135 17,434
3 1/2/ED 135 34,868

Doping Coercivity Thickness
Agent (Oersteds) (pinches)

Ferrite 300 100
Cobalt 600 50
Cobalt 600 70
Cobalt 720 40
Barium 750 100

* DD = double density; HD = high density; ED = extra high density.

Table 3. Floppy -Disk Formatting Instructions

Command
Syntax 3.0 3.1

5 1/4", 360K Disk in 1.2M Drive:
FORMAT d: /4 Yes Yes
FORMAT d: /N:9 /T:40
FORMAT d: /F:360
3'/2", 720K Disk in 1.44M or 2.88M Drive:
FORMAT d: /N:9 /T:80
FORMAT d: /F:720
3- I/2", 1.44M Disk in 2.88M Drive:
FORMAT d: /N:18 /T:80
FORMAT d: /F:1.44

DOS Version
3.2 3.3

Yes
Yes

4.0 5.0

Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes

Yes
Yes

Notes: d: is letter assignment of drive to format; /N: is number of sectors per track; /T: is
number of tracks per side; /F: is format capacity; DOS 2.x supports only 360K diskettes;
DOS 5 is required for 2.88M diskettes.

force, data adjacent to or on the
reverse side of the disk from the data
being recorded may be corrupted. If
the diskette isn't sensitive enough, or
if the drive doesn't use enough force,
newly -recorded data may not com-
pletely displace previous data on the
diskette in the same area.

The magnetic coercivity of a
diskette, usually measured in
Oersteds, is an indication of its sensi-
tivity. The greater the coercivity mea-
surement, the stronger the signal need-
ed to record new data and the less sen-
sitive the diskette.

The DOS FORMAT command per-
forms both low-level and high-level
formats of a diskette. Under low-level
format, sectors are created with empty
data, and sector IDs are written on the
diskette. Under high-level format, the
first sector on the disk is set to reveal
whether or not the disk can be used to
boot the computer.

If a diskette isn't set up to boot the
computer in which it's used, a small
program on the sector displays the
familiar error message and pauses. If
the disk is bootable, the first sector
contains a short program that loads
and runs DOS.

High-level format also initializes a
File Allocation Table (FAT), which
DOS uses to keep track of the loca-
tions of files and a root directory.
When it's done being formatted, the
diskette is ready for use in any stan-
dard DOS computer.

Increasing Capacity
The 51/4" 360K drive is standard in the
PC/XT and all compatibles based on
the Intel 8088 and NEC V20 and V30
chips. The original PC/AT had a new
drive that was capable of storing 1.2M
of data on a high -density 51/4"
diskette. Added capacity was gained
by doubling the number of tracks (and
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Table 4. Physical Floppy -Disk Format Characteristics

51/a" 5I/4"
DD HD

31/2" 3 1/2" 3 1/2"
DD HD ED

Bytes Per Sector 512 512 512 512 512
Sectors Per Track 9 15 9 18 36
Tracks Per Side 40 80 80 80 80
Capacity in K Bytes 360 1,200 720 1,440 2,880

Table 5. Logical Floppy -Disk DOS Format Characteristics

51/a"
DD

51/4"
HD

3'h"
DD

31/2"
HD

31/2"
ED

Cluster Size 2 1 2 1 2

In Sectors
FAT Type (Bits) 12 12 12 12 12

FAT Length 2 7 3 9 9

In Sectors
Number Of FATs 2 2 2 2 2

Root Directory Length 7 14 7 14 15

In Sectors
Maximum Root Directory 112 224 112 224 240
Entries
Sectors On Disk 720 2,400 1,440 2,880 5,760
Sectors Available 708 2,371 1,426 2,847 5,726
Clusters Available 354 2,371 713 2,847 2,863
Bytes Available xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

making each track about half as wide
as was previously the case) and adding
more sectors per track. Also, the 1.2M
drive was made to rotate at 360 rpm,
or 6 revolutions per second.

A 1.2M drive can read 360K
diskettes without problem by "double -
stepping" or moving the heads a dou-
ble two track widths to reach each new
track. Even though it spins the disk
more rapidly than in a 360K drive, the
1.2M drive has no problem keeping up
with data transfers because drive and
controller can process data at a rate of
500,000 bps.

A 1.2M diskette has half the sensi-
tivity (twice the coercivity) of a 360K
diskette, which means that the drive
must produce twice the signal strength
of a 360K drive. It can write to a 360K
diskette by dividing its signal strength
in half with electronics on the drive's
circuit board. However, its read/write
head is half the width of a head in a
360K drive, which leads to incompati-
bilities if you plan to transfer diskettes
between types of 51/4" drives.

If you format a diskette or record
data on a 360K drive, a 1.2M drive
will have no trouble reading the data
because it simply samples part of each
track and double -steps from one track
to another. However, if you record
new data with a 1.2M drive, a 360K
drive may not be able to read this data
(nor the update FAT and directory).
The new data won't completely fill a
track, nor will it completely obliterate
previous data in the newly -written sec-
tors of a track.

The only way to reliably transfer
data from a 1.2M drive to a 360K
drive is to format a new (or bulk -
erased) diskette on the 1.2M drive and
do all writing with this drive. Since
spaces between tracks will be empty,
the 360K drive will be able to read the
data without confusion. However, as
soon as the 360K drive writes to a
diskette, you should never try to write
new data on the same diskette with a
1.2M drive.

You should never try to format a
360K diskette for a 1.2M capacity.

DOS will let you do it, but the signal
strength will be too great for the mag-
netic coating. The diskette will be
unreliable because the write signal
will over -saturate the magnetic coat-
ing. The only way to recover the
diskette for normal use is to use a bulk
eraser and then reformat it for 360K of
storage capacity.

Micro Diskettes
Compared to 51/4" diskettes, the small-
er 31/2" diskettes (or micro diskettes,
as they're sometimes called) are sim-
ple to understand and use. Double -
density or 720K diskettes have a sin-
gle notch in the plastic housing. They
hold 80 tracks of nine sectors each.

High -density micro diskettes have a
second square hole in their plastic
housing and hold 80 tracks comsisting
of 18 sectors each. The second hole is
used by the drive to determine
whether a DD or HD diskette is being
used. The drive uses the information
to determine what recording intensity
to use when it writes to the diskette.

Extra -high -density (ED) diskettes
and drives are just beginning to
appear. These use a special vertical
recording technique that squeezes 36
sectors into each of 80 tracks. An ED
diskette has a media -type hole in a dif-
ferent location in the housing than on
a standard HD diskette.

You'll find people who claim that
DD and HD micro diskettes are the
same, except for their media -sensing
hole. The same people claim that you
can turn a DD diskette into an HD
diskette by punching a hole through
the plastic housing with a special tool.

As you can see from the tables, any
manufacturer that ships the same
diskettes in different plastic housings
isn't following specifications. Although
the difference in coercivity is much
smaller than in the 5'/4" floppy -disk
world, there is a sufficient difference to
cause a diskette formatted at the incor-
rect density to fail prematurely.

Because 31/2" diskettes all have the
same number of tracks of the same
width, there should never be a compat-
ibility problem when you move a
diskette from one drive to another. A
720K diskette can be read and written
in a 1.44M drive, and the resulting
data will be accessible when the
diskette is moved to a 720K drive.
You don't have to worry about which
drive was used to format the diskette
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or which has written to the media. The
drive automatically adjusts its record-
ing intensity according to diskette type
being used.

Unfortunately, DOS (along with the
BIOS and disk controller) does a poor
job of sensing diskette type and
always tries to format a diskette for
maximum drive capacity. If you for-
mat a 360K diskette in a 1.2M drive,
or a 720K micro diskette in a 1.44M
drive, you must give DOS the appro-
priate instructions. If you fail to do so,
you may lose data you subsequently
record on the diskette. At the earliest
opportunity, you should bulk erase the
entire diskette and reformat it correct-
ly. Don't believe the myth that that
once a disk is formatted, it will hold
data reliably.

Table 3 shows the correct format-
ting commands for all types of
diskettes and each version of DOS. If
you're using DOS 4.0 or 5.0, use the
simplified syntax with the /F switch.
All you need do with this syntax is tell
DOS the diskette capacity.

If you travel with a laptop computer,
you should be aware of one last myth.
Security machines in airports come in
two types. Those that check carry -on
baggage use X-rays to view luggage
contents and are perfectly safe for
computers and diskettes because only
a magnetic field changes a diskette's
data. On the other hand, metal detec-
tors through which passengers walk,
and hand-held detectors that some
security agents have, use a magnetic
field to detect metal. Obviously, you
should keep your computer and
diskettes as far as possible from metal
detectors.

When you go through airport securi-
ty, put your computer and diskettes on
the conveyor belt that passes through
the X-ray machine, where they'll be
protected from the metal detectors.
Don't carry them through the metal
detector or hand them to an agent
standing next to the detector. Film
can be harmed by the X-ray machines,
but data on your diskettes won't be
affected at all by them.

Much of the information in this arti-
cle was taken from Scott Mueller's
excellent Upgrading and Repairing
PCs, Second Edition (Que Corp.,
1992). If you want to know more
about diskettes, or about any other part
of your computer, this book is an
excellent place to start.
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Application By Jan Axelson

How to Use Flash EPROMs in
Your Own Circuits

What they are, how they work, how they're positioned
in the nonvolatile memory family, important details
on their use and more

You've probably heard of flash
EPROMs, the newest option for

user -programmable memory chips.
Unlike traditional EPROMs, flash
EPROMs don't require ultraviolet
(UV) radiation for erasure. In many
circuits, a flash EPROM can replace
UV -erasable EPROM, EEPROM or
battery -backed RAM for low-cost,
secure, non-volatile storage of pro-
grams and data. In this article, I'll
introduce you to flash memory and tell
you how it works, when to use it (and
when not to), what types of devices
are available and how to use flash
memory devices in your own circuits.

Memory Choices
Flash EPROMs are one of several
forms of nonvolatile memory that
retain data after power is removed. In
microcontroller circuits and single -
board computers, nonvolatile memory
usually holds the program the circuit
executes on power -up. Other informa-
tion stored in nonvolatile memory
includes user -defined operating para-
meters, data entered by users (at a
keypad, for example) and measure-
ments taken by sensors and used for
calculations or tabulations later.

Four major types of user -program-
mable, nonvolatile memory are: the
classic UV -erasable EPROM (eras-
able, programmable, read-only memo-
ry); EEPROM (electrically erasable
PROM); battery -backed, or non-
volatile (NV), static RAM; and flash
EPROM. Table 1 summarizes the
major characteristics of the different
types.

"Flash" describes the ability to erase
an entire array of memory cells at
once, or "in a flash." Flash EPROMs
are sometimes referred to as flash
EEPROMs, since they're electrically
erasable, or they may simply be called
flash memory, to avoid confusion with

Table 1. Characteristics

Memory Type

of User-programmable

UV-erasable
EPROM

Memories

EEPROMNV RAMFlash

Device 28F256A 27C256 28C256 DS1230

Erase Time 1 second 15 minutes 0 0

Programming Time
(seconds)

0.5 4 2.5 ti.1

Programming Voltage

(VPP )
12 12.75 none none

Programming Voltage
(Vcc)

5 6.25 5 5

Program/Erase Cycles
(minimum)

10,000 <1000 10,000 infinite

Erasure Method electrical UV light electrical electrical

Byte Erasable? N N Y Y

Cost
(single quantity, typical)

$8-$15 $4-$7 $15-$50 $25

other EPROM and EEPROM types.
If you compare current data books

with those from just a few years ago,
you'll see that flash -EPROM technol-
ogy is still very much under develop-
ment. Each year, improved devices are
introduced, offering easier program-
ming and erasing, greater numbers of
program/erase cycles, larger capacities
and new features. Prices have dropped
as well.

Let's look at how today's flash

EPROMs compare to their competi-
tors in ease of programming and eras-
ing, number of program/erase cycles,
price, availability and data retention.
 Programming and Erasing. Both
flash and UV -erasable EPROMs must
be erased before they're programmed.
Since the flash EPROM is electrically
erasable, you can erase it in -circuit,
without the extra step of removing the
chip from its socket, exposing it to UV
radiation for 15 to 20 minutes and
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Fig. 1. Drawings show structure of a typical flash EPROM cell, with programming
and erasure voltages applied.

returning it to its socket for use.
Erasing a typical flash EPROM

requires following a recommended
algorithm, or procedure, that includes
applying +12 volts to a programming
pin, writing a timed sequence of com-
mands to the device and verifying that
erasure is successful. Some 5 -volt -
only devices are beginning to become
available, though at higher cost.

With some flash EPROMs, you
erase the entire device at once. Others
are divided into several blocks, each
of which erases individually.

EEPROMs and NV RAMs require
no separate erase operation before pro-
gramming.

As with erasing, programming a
typical flash EPROM requires follow-
ing a specific algorithm: applying +12
volts to a programming pin, writing a
timed sequence of commands and data
to the device and verifying the pro-
grammed data after writing.

UV -erasable EPROMs also require
you to follow a recommended pro-
gramming algorithm. In addition to
applying a programming voltage
(which varies with device), program-
ming these EPROMs often requires
raising the 5 -volt dc supply to 6 volts
or more.

Writing to NV RAM requires only a
simple write instruction, with no addi-
tional programming voltages, and ver-
ifying isn't necessary. Writing to EE-

PROM is similar to writing to RAM,
although you typically must wait 2 to
10 ms after writing before you can
access the chip again. (A second type
of NV RAM combines a static RAM
and EEPROM in a single chip. For
nonvolatile storage, you copy the
RAM's data into the EEPROM.)

For erasing and programming speed,
you can't beat NV RAM, but flash
EPROM comes in second, followed
by EEPROM, with UV -erasable
EPROM trailing far behind, due to its
erase time.

One advantage to requiring +12
volts for programming is that you
need only remove the programming
supply to prevent overwriting the con-
tents by accident. But Dallas
Semiconductor has come up with a
secure NV RAM in its DS1645, which
is divided into 16 blocks, any or all of
which you can write -protect by exe-
cuting a sequence of 24 read cycles.
 Program/Erase Cycles. Intel's cur-
rent flash EPROMs are guaranteed to
give 10,000 erase/write cycles, which
is much improved over earlier the
specification, which was as low as 100
cycles. This compares with infinite
write capability for NV RAMs, 10,000
write cycles for a typical EEPROM
and 100 to 1,000 erase/program cycles
for EPROM. (These values are mini-
mum. A typical device will withstand
as many as ten times as many cycles.)
 Price. For now, flash EPROMs are
more expensive than UV -erasable
EPROMs, though flash prices have
been dropping and will probably con-
tinue to do so. EEPROMs and NV
RAMs are more expensive than flash
devices, especially in those that have
larger capacities. When you calculate
overall cost, remember to include the
cost of any required programming
hardware and power supplies.
 Availability. Flash EPROMs seem to
be limited to 32K -byte size and larger.
So if you need a smaller -capacity
device, you may be out of luck. Of
course, you can always use a larger -

capacity device in a circuit and access
only needed locations.

As for microcontrollers with on -
chip flash EPROM, Motorola has
announced two devices that have on -
chip 48K -byte flash EPROM, the
68HC916Y1 and 68HC916X1, both in
the 16 -bit HC16 family.

You buy flash EPROMs in single -
unit quantity from a number of ven-
dors. For example, try Arrow's
Catalog Store, Jameco, Newark
Electronics and Unicorn Electronics.
Large -capacity chips (1M -bit and up)
may be hard to find, due to high
demand and problems that Intel has
been having while switching from its
pilot line to full production.
 Data Retention. One specification
where all devices are equal is data
retention. All are guaranteed to retain
data for a minimum of 10 years.

To sum up, flash EPROM isn't a
magic solution to nonvolatile memory
needs. NV RAM's infinite number of
write cycles makes it the only choice
for information that changes continu-
ally. NV RAM and EEPROM are the
most convenient to use for 5 -volt -only
operation and ease of programming.
And UV -erasable EPROM is still the

alternative, if you con-
sider only the cost of the chip.

Flash memory will inevitably con-
tinue to increase in popularity because
it's the lowest -cost non-volatile mem-
ory that can be programmed in -circuit.

Flash -Memory Basics
Flash EPROM was invented by
Toshiba, which published a paper on it
in 1984. However, Intel took the lead
in developing memory devices using
flash technology. Advanced Micro
Devices (AMD) also manufactures
Intel -compatible flash EPROMs, and
Texas Instruments is another company
that's involved with this technology.

You don't have to understand the
technology behind how flash
EPROMs work to be able to use these
devices in your own circuits. But for
the curious, the following is a brief
explanation.

Figure 1 shows a cell based on
Intel's flash -EPROM technology.
Devices from other manufacturers
may vary slightly in structure, but the
theory remains basically the same.

Flash EPROM is similar to UV -
erasable EPROM, with each memory
cell containing a special type of field-
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effect transistor (FET) consisting of
source, drain, select gate and floating
gate. The gates are insulated from the
source, drain and each other by a thin
oxide layer.

Intel's flash EPROMs require just
one transistor per memory cell, with
each cell storing one bit of informa-
tion. Other manufacturers use a sec-
ond transistor to control erasure. In
comparison, UV -erasable EPROMs
have one transistor per cell,
EEPROMs have two or three and stat-
ic RAMs have four to six. The greater
the number of transistors per cell, the
more difficult it is to squeeze a large
number of memory cells onto a chip
and the more expensive the device
becomes. This helps to explain the
high cost of large -capacity NV RAMs
and EEPROMs.

In a flash -EPROM cell, the oxide
layer that insulates the floating gate
from source and drain is extremely
thin (10 to 20 nm, compared to greater
than 30 nm for UV -erasable
EPROMs). The thin oxide layer is
what allows electrical erasure.

To program a flash EPROM cell,
you ground the source and bring the
gate and drain to a high voltage, typi-
cally 12 volts. This causes electron
flow from source to drain and allows
the select gate to pull free electrons
across the oxide layer into the floating
gate. The electrons' charge remains on
the floating gate even after the pro-
gramming voltages are removed.

To erase a cell, you ground the gate
and apply a high voltage to the source.
This causes electrons to "tunnel"
through the thin oxide layer from the
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Fig. 2. Pinout details and pertinent data for 28F256A 32K -byte flash EPROM,
available in DIP and PLCC packages.

floating gate to the source, removing
the charge on the floating gate. In a
typical device, the sources of many
cells are tied together and all erase at
the same time.

When a computer reads a flash -
memory cell, address -decoding cir-
cuits in the chip cause a voltage to be
applied to the select gate. In an erased
cell, gate voltage causes the transistor
to switch on. At the corresponding
data output, the cell appears as a logic
high (1). In a programmed cell, the
charged floating gate prevents the
transistor from switching on and caus-
es the corresponding data output to be
read as a logic low, or 0. In a typical
byte -wide device, eight bits are select-
ed and read simultaneously.

Many different flash -EPROM
devices exist, in different package
types, speeds and architectures. Sizes
from 32K to 256K bytes are available
in the familiar 32 -pin DIP (dual in -line
package), as well as in 32 -lead PLCCs
(plastic leaded chip carriers) for sur-
face -mount designs. Like other memo-
ry devices, flash EPROMs are rated by
access time, typical values ranging
from 150 to 200 ns.

Unlike UV -erasable EPROMs,
which require expensive ceramic
packages with transparent windows,
flash EPROMs are available in low-
cost plastic packages. Figure 2 shows
the pinout of Intel's 28F256A Flash
EPROM, which stores 32,768 (32K)
bytes of data.

In the 28F256A, the entire memory
array erases at once. In contrast,
Intel's 28F001BX 128K -byte (1M -bit)
boot -block flash EPROM is divided
into four blocks, each of which can be
erased and reprogrammed individual-
ly. There's a 112K -byte main block
for storing main program code; two
4K -byte parameter blocks for storing
configuration data, diagnostic mes-
sages or additional boot or program
code; and a secure 8K -byte boot block
for storing code that will minimally
boot the system and control program-
ming and erasing of the other blocks
as needed.

For interfacing with processors that
boot from high or low memory, two
versions of the 28F001BX exist. In the
-T version, the boot block is addressed
in high (top) memory, while in the -B
version, the boot block is in low (bot-
tom) memory. The 28F001BX also
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WE

Vcc

AI3

A8

A9
All

OE

A I 0

CE

DO7

D06

DO5

D04
DO3

WE

AI4

MEMORY TYPE PART NUMBER
JUMPER PIN 3
OF SOCKET TO:

JUMPER PIN 29
OF SOCKET TO:

UV EPROM

EEPROM

NV RAM

FLASH EPROM

27C256

28C256

DSI230

28F256A

Vpp

AI4

AI4

DON'T CARE

AI4

WE

WE

AI4

Fig. 3. This universal site can accept a 32K -byte UV -erasable EPROM, EEPROM,
NV RAM or flash EPROM. Two jumpers configure the site for different memory
types.

has simpler, more automated program
and erase procedures when compared
to the 28F256A.

Another package type for flash
memory is the memory card, which is
a credit -card -size package with a two -
row, 68 -pin connector along one edge.
Memory cards are easy to plug in and
remove and make convenient memory
devices that can even substitute for
floppy or hard disks in portable com-
puters.

Pinouts for many flash EPROMs are
similar, but not identical, to pinouts of
other memory chips. A 32K -byte flash
EPROM requires a 32 -pin socket,
while the same -capacity UV -erasable
EPROM, NV RAM or EEPROM uses
a 28 -pin package.

Figure 3 shows a universal site that
accepts a 32K -byte flash EPROM,
UV -erasable EPROM, NV RAM or
EEPROM. To change from NV RAM
or EEPROM to flash or UV -erasable
EPROM, you move jumpers to switch
the functions of the pins that vary. In

the universal site, 28 -pin devices
install in the bottom of the site, with
pin locations 1, 2, 31 and 32 left unoc-
cupied.

Programming Flash EPROMs
UV -erasable EPROMs are usually
programmed by a device programmer
that generates the appropriate pro-
gramming voltages and signals. Many
EPROM programmers are capable of
programming flash EPROMs as well.
But since flash EPROMs can be
erased electrically, you might want to
include the ability to erase and pro-
gram them in -circuit.

To erase and program a flash
EPROM in -circuit, you have to pro-
vide the programming voltage and fol-
low the recommended procedures for
erasing and programming. These are
more complex than the simple write
instructions used when writing to con-
ventional RAM.

I'll use the 28F256A as an example
to illustrate erasing and programming

procedures (which may vary for other
devices). For erasing and program-
ming, the 28F256A requires +12 volts
at Vpp. When powered by a single 5 -
volt dc supply, the chip acts like a
read-only memory, using control sig-
nals and timing conventions similar to
those for RAM or UV -erasable
EPROM. Figure 4 shows interfaces
between a flash EPROM and 8031 and
68HC11 microcontrollers.

To control programming and eras-
ing, the 28F256A contains an internal
state machine, which consists of digi-
tal logic that executes defined com-
mands. To access the state machine,
Vpp must be +12 volts. The following
are the available commands:
 Read Memory. Writing OOh to the
command register causes the device to
act like read-only memory. This is the
default command on power -up.
 Set Up Erase/Erase. Erasing requires
writing 20h to the device twice in a
row. The first byte is the set-up byte.
The second byte starts erasure, which
returns all locations to FFh. Before
erasing, program all bytes to OOh to
ensure that all cells are equally
charged before erasure and guard
against over -erasing.

The 28F256A has an internal stop
timer that automatically terminates the
erase operation at the appropriate
time. In a preliminary version (the
28F256, without the A suffix), the
programmer was responsible for writ-
ing a Verify Erasure command pre-
cisely 10 ms after erasing. If this
wasn't done, you risked over -erasing
and destroying the ability to program
the device. Thankfully, in the
28F256A, this is no longer a concern.
 Verify Erasure. After erasing, each
byte must be verified to find out if
erase is successful. Writing AOh to the
command register causes the device to
internally generate a margin voltage
used in verifying erasure. Reading
FFh from a location indicates that era-
sure was successful. Unlike the Erase
command, which erases the entire
device at once, an individual Verify
Erasure must be written for each loca-
tion in the chip.
 Set Up Program/Program. Pro-
gramming is done in two steps: Write
40h to the device to set it up for pro-
gramming; and Write the desired
address and data to the device, which
programs the specified address with
the desired data.
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Fig. 4. Interfacing details for a 28F256A flash EPROM to an (A) 8031 microcon-
troller and (B) 68HC11 microcontroller.

 Verify Program. As with erasing,
each location must be verified after
programming. To verify, write COh to
the command register, and the next
Read operation will return the data
stored at the just -programmed loca-
tion. Like Verify Erasure, this opera-
tion uses an internally -generated mar-
gin voltage.
 Reset. If you follow a Set Up Erase
or Set Up Program command by writ-
ing FFh twice to the device, the erase

or program command safely returns
the device to read mode without alter-
ing the contents of memory.
 Read ID. Many nonvolatile memo-
ries, including the 28F256A, store
bytes that identify device and manu-
facturer. Programming equipment that
reads these identifiers can automati-
cally select the recommended pro-
gramming procedures. After writing
90h to the command register, reading
address OOh returns the manufacturer's

code (89h for Intel), and reading 01h
returns the device code (B9h for the
28F256A).

ID codes don't take up space in the
main memory array. They're accessed
only by this special command (or by
using the traditional EPROM identify-
ing method of raising A9 to a high
voltage and reading memory locations
OOh and 01h).

Intel specifies a timed series of steps
to take when erasing and program-
ming its flash EPROMs. The program-
ming procedure is a variation of
Intel's Quick Pulse programming
algorithm for UV -erasable EPROMs.
In short, the algorithm programs each
location and then reads it back to veri-
fy, with up to 25 tries allowed for each
location before a programming failure
is announced. In a new device, most
locations should verify on the first or
second try. After many program/erase
cycles, programming and erasing may
take longer.

The Quick Erase procedure uses
similar steps, with up to 1,000 tries
allowed. Figures 5 and 6 summarize
the programming and erasing proce-
dures. The specified delays in the pro-
cedures are minimums.

If you design a circuit that includes
the ability to program flash EPROMs
in -circuit, your software (or on -chip
firmware) must follow the recom-
mended algorithms. The following are
some things to be aware of in pro-
gramming and erasing 28F256A flash
EPROMs, with other devices having
similar requirements.

As with UV -erasable EPROMs, you
can program the bytes in any order,
and you don't have to program the
entire device at once. But once a bit
has been programmed to 0, you can't
change it back to a 1 unless you erase
the entire device and start over.

You can leave the 12 -volt dc pro-
gramming supply applied for the
entire erasing and programming pro-
cess. You can even leave +12 volts
applied to Vpp when you use the
device as read-only memory, although
this makes it easier to accidentally
overwrite the stored data. The pro-
gram and erase commands, not the
programming voltage, control pro-
gramming and erasing.

The 12 -volt dc source can be any
regulated supply between 11.4 and
12.6 volts. The 28F256A requires 30
mA (maximum) for programming. If
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START

PROGRAMMING

SET Vp 12V

PULSE COUNT

WRITE
SET UP PROGRAM (40h)

WRITE
DATA, ADDRESS

WAIT 10 MICROSECONDS

WRITE
PROGRAM VERIFY (COhI

1
I WAIT 6 MICROSECONDS

READ DATA
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ADDRESS

N

DATA
VERIFIES
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WRITE READ (00h)

SET V PP ( - 6.5V

PROGRAMMING
COMPLETE

SET Vpp <- 6 5V

1
PROGRAMMING
FAILURE

Fig. 5. Flow chart of Intel's Quick Pulse programming algorithm for flash
EPROMs.

your circuit already contains a regulat-
ed 12 -volt supply, you can use it. If
not, there are several single -chip con-
verters that generate a 12 -volt supply
from 5 volts. Maxim has a variety of
these, including the MAX661, which
outputs 30 mA at 12 volts and requires
no inductors, just five additional
capacitors.

Never leave open the Vpp pin when
Vcc is applied. If you plan to discon-
nect the 12 -volt supply after program-
ming, connect a 10,000 -ohm or larger -
value resistor from Vpp to ground.

The 28F256A returns to its read-

only mode whenever Vpp is less than
or equal to 6.5 volts. In read-only
mode, the value of Vpp isn't critical. In
fact, it can be as low as 0 volt.

On the circuit board, for each flash
EPROM, place a 0.1-µF ceramic
capacitor between Vcc and GND, and
another between Vpp and GND. Locate
these capacitors as close as possible to
the pins to which they connect. Also,
include one 4.7-µF capacitor for each
eight devices, locating it near the
power -supply connection.

Obtain and read the data sheet for
any flash EPROM you're using. Data

sheets contain much more information
than I can include here, and specifica-
tions may vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer.

Intel's Memory Products data book
(No. 210-830-011; $21.95) contains
many application notes, engineering
reports and article reprints on flash
memory, including a 45 -page design-
er's guide to hardware and software
for in -circuit programming, and a
guide to designing universal memory
sites. AMD's CMOS Memory
Products (No. CMEM; no charge) also
includes applications information.

Uploading Programs
With Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 to guide you,
use assembly language, C, BASIC or
just about any programming language
to write a program that copies data to
a flash EPROM from RAM, a port or
another memory location. But this
isn't enough if you want to upload an
assembled or compiled program from
a personal computer directly into flash
memory on a microcontroller board or
other single -board computer.

The missing link is a loader pro-
gram that receives a file from a per-
sonal computer and programs it into
the flash EPROM. With this ability,
you have a complete development sys-
tem that can load programs, operating
parameters, data or whatever you wish
into flash EPROM.

Motorola's 68HC11 microcontroller
has a special bootstrap mode that
enables easy loading of programs into
RAM on power -up. Minotaur Systems
takes advantage of this in its F1 -KIT
microcontroller-board kit. The board
uses bootstrap mode to upload a short
program that, in turn, programs a flash
EPROM with data received at the
HC11's serial port.

The F1 -KIT contains: a bare print-
ed -circuit board and components to be
soldered, including a 68HC11-F1FN
microcontroller, 28F256A FLASH
EPROM, 32K -byte static RAM, and
MAX232 serial interface; DL.COM
communications software to upload
programs to the HC11's internal RAM
or EEPROM or external flash
EPROM; Motorola's All freeware
cross -assembler for assembling HC11
programs on IBM-compatible comput-
ers; a sample program for testing file
uploading and flash programming; and
assembly and operating instructions.

To use the Fl -KIT, you must pro -
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Grantham College of Engineering,

now in our 43rd year, is highly experi-
enced in "distance education"- teaching
by correspondence-through printed mate-
rials, computer materials, fax, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at your
own pace, while continuing on your present
job. Learn from easy -to -understand but
complete and thorough lesson materials,
with additional help from our instructors.

Our Computer B.S. Degree Program
includes courses in BASIC, PASCAL and
C languages-as well as Assembly Lan-
guage, MS DOS, CADD, Robotics, and
much more.

Our Electronics B.S. Degree Pro-
gram includes courses in Solid -State Cir-
cuit Analysis and Design, Control Sys-
tems, Analog/Digital Communications,
Microwave Engr, and much more.

An important part of being prepared
to move up is holding the right college
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National Home Study Council

GRANTHAM
College of Engineering
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Slidell, LA 70460

vide the time and labor to solder com-
ponents to the board; a personal
IBM/compatible computer and serial
cable, for running DL.COM; regulated
5- and 12 -volt power supplies, or use
unregulated supplies and solder 7805
and 7812 voltage regulators to the
pads provided on the pc board.

After soldering the parts to the pc
board and installing socketed compo-
nents, connect the F1-KIT's serial
connector to your personal computer's
serial port and run DL.COM on your
PC to enable serial communication.
Then set the Fl-KIT's jumpers so that
the HC 11 powers up in its bootstrap

START
ERASURE

PROGRAM ALL
BYTES TO OOh

SET Vpp - 12V

ADDRESS - OOh
PULSE COUNT - 0

WRITE
ERASE SET UP (20h)

WRITE ERASE (20h)

WAIT 10 MILLISECONDS

WRITE
ERASE VERIFY (A0h)

WAIT 6 MICROSECONDS

READ DATA

INCREMENT
ADDRESS

WRITE READ (OOh)

INCREMENT
PULSE COUNT

SET Von <- 6.5V

ERASURE
COMPLETE

SET Vpp <- 6.5V

ERASURE
FAILURE

Fig. 6. Flow chart of Intel's Quick Erase algorithm for flash EPROMs.
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mode. Connect the power supplies to
appropriate terminals on the board and
power up.

On power -up in bootstrap mode, the
HC11 runs a small program stored in
its internal ROM. This program ini-
tializes the on -chip serial communica-
tions interface (SCI) and waits for a

program in S -record format to arrive
at the serial port.

DL.COM then sends the program
EEPROG 1 Y over the serial link to the
HC11. The HC11 copies the received
program into internal RAM and then
executes the program. EEPROGlY is
similar to the original program that the
HC11 ran on power -up, except that it
copies data from the serial port into
the flash EPROM, instead of to inter-
nal RAM. The Fl -KIT uses three port
pins on the HC11 to control the
EPROM's Write Enable, Chip Enable
and Output Enable inputs.

After the HC11 executes the loaded
program, you use DL.COM to send
your assembled or compiled program
to the Fl-KIT's flash EPROM. When
the flash EPROM is programmed, you
set jumpers to place the HC11 to
expanded mode and reboot to run your
program.

EEPROGlY is an adaptation of
Motorola's freeware EEPROGlY,
which copies programs into the
HC11's internal EEPROM. EE-
PROGlY has this capability as well. If
you prefer the 8051 microcontroller
family, L.S. Electronic Systems has
two 8031 boards that use flash memo-
ry. The DG31F ($110) contains a
28F256, and the EMC32F ($72) has a
28F001BX-B.

Each board includes a serial port
and monitor program that provides a
user interface for uploading and down-
loading files and programming and
erasing the flash EPROM. In the
DG31F, the monitor program is in UV
EPROM, while the EMC32F stores its

monitor in the boot block of flash
EPROM. The DG31F also has an
8255 peripheral interface and supply -
voltage supervisor circuits.

In addition to the assembled and
tested versions, both boards are avail-
able at reduced prices as complete kits
and bare boards with documentation
but no components. Documentation
includes hardware descriptions,
schematic diagrams and even source
code for the monitor program so you
can see how it works and modify it if
you wish. Many application examples
for the boards are available, including
a telephone pulse dialer with keypad
entry, infrared remote -control system,
EPROM programmer, EPROM emu-
lator and others.

Next time, I'll discuss prototyping
methods. Until then, you can contact
me on Compuserve at 71163,3555, or
by mail at P.O. Box 3374, Madison,
WI 53704-0374. Questions and com-
ments of interest to all may be pub-
lished and answered in this space. For
a personal reply by mail, please
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

Jan Axelson
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SPECIAL Coping with PC=
PI Problems
0 A roundup of hardware and software

products that help you diagnose
and repair PCs

Personal computers are, for the most
I. part, reliable machines. Like all
electronic products, however, PCs
sometime break down and require
repair. But unlike other machines, ser-
vicing may be complicated because PCs
are modifiable. That is, the computer
you first buy can-and usually does-
change and evolve by adding boards,
memory chips, peripherals and so forth.
Any time you decide to upgrade a PC,
you may inadvertently introduce prob-
lems. As a result, you sometimes face
a computer that isn't broken in the tra-
ditional sense but, nevertheless, needs
diagnostic help.

When a PC needs repair of one sort or
another, you probably require assis-
tance in determining and solving the
problem. There are many products in the
marketplace to help you do this job bet-
ter. For example, there are board -level
products that plug into an expansion slot
to diagnose PC problems, even if the
computer is completely dead. There are
also software programs that delve into
many areas of your system and report
on the results so long as the machine can
be booted up to load the program.
Furthermore, many computers have
limited built-in diagnostic programs,
many of which also require that the
machine be bootable.

In this two-part special feature,
ComputerCraft takes a look at 22 prod-
ucts you can use to diagnose and repair
PCs. Eight of them are hardware prod-
ucts you add to a PC to reveal its prob-
lems. Six others are software products
you can use to diagnose hard -to -resolve
problems on PCs that are capable of
booting up and displaying information
on a monitor. Each group is examined
here in separate installments. The sub -

By Joe Desposito

POST CODE MASTER

Version 1.18

BIOS Manufacturer

AMI BIOS

American Megatrends, Inc.

1346 Oakbrook Dr. Suite 128

Norcross, GA 38893

(484)263-8181

Current POST Cod

84

Corresponding Beep Code

POST CODE EXPLANATION

None

8259 Interrupt Controller Initialization

Fig. 1. POST Code Master includes POST codes on disk as well as in manual.

ject of this first installment is hardware
products. Next month, we'll finish up
with software products, including pro-
grams that handle Windows as well as
DOS problems.

Board -Level Diagnostics
With the right hardware or software, a
computer itself can diagnose many
problems that prevent it from working
properly. In fact, many computers have
built-in diagnostics, contained in a
ROM, that automatically step through a
series of tests when the machine is
turned on. You might observe it work-
ing as you stare at a blinking cursor
while it makes these checks or by rapid
display of user memory amounts
checked from zero to total. After this
delay, your computer loads the operat-
ing system.

This POST (power on self test) calls
out defects, if present, by displaying an
error code and very brief message on-
screen, as well as by issuing an audio
beep code. At this time, the system halts
and you can't use the computer for
meaningful work until the problem is
corrected. If you get a POST error code,
write it down quickly because a screen
refresh often eradicates its on -screen
presence.

In general, the POST routine exam-
ines the microprocessor, memory, key-
board interface, video signals and drive
status. Some computer makers also pro-
vide a supplementary diagnostic disk to
check a variety of other considerations,
such as a math coprocessor, mouse port
and so on. Many PCs also have an extra
built-in diagnostics program that
prompts you to choose the option when
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AT Test Suite

U74 CPU Registers and
Logic

U27 Landmark/SuperSoft ROM
A Checksum

U47 Landmark/SuperSoft ROM
B Checksum

U103 8254 Timer Channel 0
U103 8254 Timer Channel 1
U103 8254 Timer Channel 2
U111 8237A DMA Controller
1

U122 8237A DMA Controller
2

U124 74LS612 DMA Page
Registers

P126 8042 Parity Detected
16KB Critical Memory
Region

Memory Refresh
Protected Mode CPU
U114 8259 Interrupt
Controller 1

U125 8259 Interrupt
Controller 2

Hot Interrupt
Lnterrupt Level 0
Real Time Clock Interrupt
Nonmaskable Interrupt
U76 Numeric Co -Processor
U126 Keyboard Controller
Keyboard Scan Lines
CMOS RAM Test
Floppy Controller
Floppy Drive Read
MDA Memory
CGA Memory
EGA/VGA Memory
System Memory to XXXXXX
Slow Refresh to XXXXXX
System BIOS
CMOS RAM Configuration

Fig. 2. At Test Suite of Landmark's AT
Rom POST.

the machine is powered up. These are
generally limited to basic check-outs of
hard- and floppy -disk drives, keyboard,
video and adapter, and serial communi-
cation and printer adapters. Some com-
puters also self -correct configurations
when a new, different device is added.

If the foregoing isn't available on
your computer or they're too limited to
guide you toward isolating the PC's
problem, a hardware diagnostic board
(or software diagnostic program, cov-
ered) may provide you with the trou-
bleshooting weapon you need to solve
the dilemma.

Hardware diagnostic boards, exam-
ined here, include models specifically

designed to provide information about
an MS -DOS -type personal computer
that essentially doesn't start up, and to
attack other problems. Perhaps you turn
on the power and very little occurs. You
may hear the faint hum of a fan or see
an LED turn on, but nothing else. Maybe
the blinking cursor doesn't appear and
you're looking at a totally blank screen.
Perhaps the computer doesn't emit its
reassuring beep that lets you know
everything is functioning properly.
Whatever the symptom of a dead PC,
it's difficult to get started beyond check-
ing your ac wall outlet.

The particular attraction of hardware
diagnostic boards is their claimed abil-
ity to properly diagnose a PC computer
problem when the machine's POST
code doesn't even appear for one reason
or another.

We look here at a bevy of diagnostic
hardware models-boards and ROMs
-to find out if these products really
work in such situations and what dif-
ferentiates one from the other. We gath-
ered eight such products from seven
companies. These are in ascending
prices: Post Code Master ($59) from
MicroSystems Development; PC Fixer
$119.95) from Sibex, Inc.; Pocket Post
($199) from Data Depot; AT ROM
POST ($199) from Landmark;
WindsorPOST ($395) from Windsor
Technologies; POST Probe ($399) from
Micro -2000, Inc.; KickStart 2 ($599)
from Landmark; and R.A.C.E.R. II
($649) from Ultra -X, Inc. All of these
products work on AT-, 386- and 486 -
class ISA and EISA bus computers,
excepting WindsorPOST which isn't
designed for 486 computers. Most also
work on PC -class computers, and one
works with MicroChannel-bus designs.

Testing Diagnostic
Hardware
To test these eight diagnostic products,
we pulled out seven old PC, AT and 386
computers of various makes and mod-
els from our PC morgue. These com-
puters were pronounced dead many
months ago and thrown into a heap.
Since no one could recall the circum-
stances of their ruin, we had no clues tO
guide us in repairing these FCs.

When we closely examined each
computer, three needed only minor
work to bring them back to life. On these
computers, the diagnostic boards
weren't used to solve the problem. Thus,
it's important to realize that many "bro-

ken" PCs can be fixed through inspec-
tion, board swapping or other conven-
tional troubleshooting techniques.

Having eliminated the obvious, we
were left with with four dead comput-
ers-all AT -class machines. Computer
1 was an ITT Xtra 286 ATW with a pro-
prietary BIOS; Computer 2 was an AST
Premium 286 with an Award BIOS;
Computer 3 was a clone called the
Challenger AT with a Phoenix BIOS,
which had two chips missing on the sys-
tem board (the MC146818 clock chip
and 8254-2 timer chip); and Computer
4 was a clone without a name whose
BIOS was missing. Obviously, these are
especially tough dogs to troubleshoot.

Before we enter into details of how
well each diagnostic product performed
and what each offers, we want to give
you an overview of this field.

The overwhelming sentiment ex-
pressed by company representatives we
spoke to about their diagnostic hard-
ware products was this: These products
are meant to save you time. They should
help you decide, in a few minutes,
whether or not to repair the system board
of a computer or throw it away. Keep in
mind that with 286 system boards sell-
ing for as little as $50, it's not worth
spending much time troubleshooting a
problem. Even if you can single out
which chip caused the failure, it may not
be worth the effort to desolder and
replace the chip. Why go through this
hassle with a clock chip or system RAM
on an original IBM PC, which are sol-
dered into place?

If a chip is socketed, however, as are
most CPUs and many support ICs,
replacement can be a simple task. One
manufacturer, Micro -2000, told us that
this isn't the case with IBM MicroChan-
nel motherboards. With some mother-
boards, costing as much as $1,500, it's
indeed worth the time to repair, rather than
replace. Consequently, Micro -2000's
$399 Post Probe has an add-on attachment
for MicroChannel computers.

Whereas software diagnostic tools
require that most of the system be oper-
able, especially the floppy -disk drive
from which its program is loaded, a
hardware diagnostic product can often
ferret out problems even though the sys-
tem appears dead. Some hardware diag-
nostics need a working power supply,
but others have indicators that tell you
if the power supply is working and
whether or not it's operating within
accepted tolerances.
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Diagnostic hardware products differ
significantly in the signals they moni-
tor. Signals generally monitored are
power supply (+5, -5, +12 and -12
volts), ALE, clock, oscillator, I/O read
and write, memory read and write, and
reset. An Ultra -X spokesman, whose
R.A.C.E.R. II board (the highest -priced
one we examined) doesn't monitor
clock and oscillator signals, said that
these signals are best monitored with an
oscilloscope.

Most of the products reviewed here
display POST (power -on self -test)
codes. Keep in mind that some comput-
ers, such as those that use the DTK
BIOS, don't display these codes. If
you're trying to fix one of these, the
diagnostic product must necessarily
give you more information than POST
codes to be effective.

Good documentation isn't always
critical for many products. For most of
these diagnostic products, however,
good documentation is crucial to the
troubleshooting process. After a prod-
uct issues a POST code, for example,
you need the documentation to explain
the code and point you to the offending
chip or other defect. If the documenta-
tion doesn't do it, you have to telephone
the company's technical support team.
We found that technical support often
fills in the gaps left by the documenta-
tion, though it may be time-consuming
and add the cost of one or more long-
distance phone calls to the cost of a
repair. Excellent documentation, there-
fore, saves you time in tracking down
problems and money.

The products reviewed here range in
price from about $60 to more than $600.
This gives you an indication of who
these products are aimed at. The less -
expensive models are for end users who

want to troubleshoot their own PCs. The
more -expensive ones are for profes-
sional technicians. Of course, a question
arises as to the worth of a product in per-
forming its assigned task. No matter
how inexpensive a product may be, you
still expect it to help you fix your PC.
And if an inexpensive product provides
a solution, why do you need to buy a
product that costs ten times more? Our
reviews should give you some answers
to this question.

Finally, some words need to be said
about the products chosen for review in
these pages. The criterion we used is
this: Each product must be a general
hardware diagnostic tool that works
with ISA bus computers running under
MS-DOS. Each company was asked to
provide one product model for this
roundup, except for two diverse models
from Landmark. Most companies do
sell a range of diagnostic products, both
hardware and software, for DOS -based
PCs and other platforms.

Hardware Diagnostic
Technology
Many of the diagnostic products
reviewed here make use of POST codes
to do their job. POST codes are embed-
ded in the ROM BIOS of most IBM AT
and compatible computers. As a com-
puter begins to boot up, the micropro-
cessor sends these two -digit hexadeci-
mal codes to a designated port address.
By monitoring this address, a POST -
type diagnostic board can display the
code on two seven -segment displays.
Whenever an error occurs during the
power -on self test, the ROM BIOS stops
issuing codes. The POST board captures
the code that caused the error and dis-
plays it.

To decipher the code, you must know
the error message assigned to it by the
manufacturer of the ROM BIOS. The
meaning of the error code isn't neces-
sarily stored in the ROM, although
many machines do provide error mes-
sages along with it. If an error message
isn't provided, you'll have to get it from
another source, such as the manufactur-
er of the ROM BIOS. Boards that
employ these POST codes should
include the meanings in their product
manuals, of course.

Some manufacturers of diagnostic
products include their own ROMs,
which issue unique codes or perform
unique tests. In addition, the test suite

WindsorPOST Tests

1-80286 Microprocessor
2 -DMA 74LS610 Page Register
3-8254 TO
4-8254 Ti
5-8254 T2
6-8237 DMAO
7-8237 DMA1
8 -Keyboard Interface
9 -Keyboard Input
10 -Refresh Timing
11 -Dynamic RAM Refresh
12 -Port B Parity and
Speaker Control
13-CMOS RTC Battery
14-CMOS RTC Checksum
15-CMOS RTC Memory
16 -Master 8259 Interrupt
Controller
17 -Slave 8259 Interrupt
Controller
18 -Speaker
19 -Interrupt
20 -Interrupt
21 -Interrupt
22-31 0-704K System RAM
32-35 Monochrome Video
36-37 Color Graphics
Adapter (CGA) Video

Fig. 3. WindsorPOST battery of 37 tests
for an 80286 based copmputer.

isn't limited to the tests performed by
the system's ROM BIOS. Products of
this type can, and usually do, display
more information than a simple two -
digit hexadecimal code. A full -screen
display is the norm, if available, or else
the product may emit beeps or send the
results to a printer.

Hardware Product
Evaluations

POST Code Master
(MicroSystems Development: $59)

POST Code Master is half the price of its
nearest competitor. The board displays
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Prairie Digital, Inc.]
POST codes and has LEDs for ±12 and ±5
volts. An on -board jumper lets you switch
between the normal setting of port 80 and
the Compaq setting of port 84 for POST
codes. To install the board, you just plug it
into an expansion slot on the computer.

Documentation is a 23 -page manual that
includes the POST code meanings for two
versions of the AMI BIOS, the Award
Modular BIOS, the Chips & Technologies
BIOS, the IBM AT BIOS, the Microid
Research BIOS, the Mylex 386 System
BIOS, the Phoenix BIOS, and the Quadtel
AT compatible BIOS. There's just a single
page of general troubleshooting informa-
tion. To reach technical support, you call the
company's general number.

POST Code Master is the only one of
these products to include POST codes on -
disk as well as in the manual (see Fig. 1).
This database of codes went beyond the
manual to include codes for Compaq. The
software is simple to use. You enter the
POST code number for the appropriate
BIOS, and the software provides an expla-
nation of the code, which is the same as those
in the manual. Explanations sometimes
direct you to the chip -level source of the
problem and sometimes not.

When using POST Code Master on our
four test machines, we obtained the follow-
ing results. For Computer 1, POST Code
Master issued a POST code of 00, but there
was no way to interpret it, since the ITT
BIOS is proprietary.

For Computer 2, we obtained a code that
wasn't on the Award BIOS list. For
Computer 3, we obtained a 02 POST code
for the Phoenix BIOS. According to the
manual, the explanation for this code is
"CMOS Write/Read Failure." This kind of
general explanation forces you to call the
company's tech support line, unless you've
experienced the problem before and know
how to solve it. When we called Micro -
Systems Development's tech support line,
the person we spoke to correctly identified
the MC146818 clock chip as the culprit.

After inserting this chip, the POST Code
Master gave us an 04 code. In this case, the
manual explained this code as "Program-
mable Interval Timer Failure." Again, a call
to technical support indicated the likely chip
to be the 8254-2, which was correct. The
Post Code Master couldn't be used to diag-
nose problems with Computer 4, since there
were no BIOS chips in it. The card showed
that the power supplies of all four comput-
ers were operating.
Conclusion: Post Code Master is an afford-
ably priced diagnostic tool targeted at the
end user. Because the manual isn't so thor-
ough that you can solve every problem on
your own, you'll likely need the assistance
of MicroSystems Development's support
staff. This is a long-distance toll call for any-
one who isn't in the 408 area code. With the
assistance of tech support, Post Code Master

helped in reviving one of the four dead com-
puters we had on hand.

PC Fixer
(Sibex, Inc.; $119.95)

PC Fixer is a diagnostic board for IBM XT
AT, Compaq and compatible clone comput-
ers. It displays POST codes and has LEDs
for ±12 and ±5 volts. The board has two sets
of jumpers. One set lets you switch among
XT, AT, Compaq and clone computers. The
other lets you switch among OSC, ALE, CLK
and1OR. One yellow LED is an indicator for
all these options. To install the board, you
just plug it into an expansion slot on the com-
puter's bus.

Documentation is a 42 -page mini -size
manual that includes POST code meanings
for two versions of the AMI BIOS, the
Award XT and AT BIOS, the IBM AT
BIOS, the Phoenix BIOS and the Compaq
BIOS. Additionally, there's information for
the IBM XT regarding beep and error codes.
The documentation also includes trou-
bleshooting hints, a troubleshooting chart
and repair suggestions. To reach technical
support, you call the company's general
number.

In addition to the board, Sibex also
includes Landmark's PC Certify software in
the package. PC Certify is basic diagnostic
test software for IBM PC, XT, AT, PS2 and
compatibles.

When we used PC Fixer on our four test
machines, we obtained the following results.
For Computer 1, PC Fixer issued a POST
code of 00, but there was no way to interpret
it due to the proprietary ITT BIOS. For
Computer 2, we obtained a code that wasn't
on the Award BIOS list.

For Computer 3, we obtained a 02 POST
code for the Phoenix BIOS. According to the
manual, the explanation for this code is
"CMOS RAM failed, check battery; check
setup configuration." This explanation
didn't pinpoint the problem of the missing
timer chip. However, a call to tech support
indicated the MC146818 chip could be the
problem, which was correct.

After inserting the MC146818, PC Fixer
gave an 04 code. In this case, the manual
explained this code as "Programmable
Timer Failure." Again, a call to tech support
indicated the likely chip to be the 8254-2,
which was correct. (This was the same set
of events that occurred with the Post Code
Master).

PC DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM - $79
INCLUDES SOFTWARE ON 5.25" FLOPPY
MODEL 30 -FOR 386'S, XT'S, AT'S, PS2
MODEL 25 & 30'S.
FEATURES:
* 24 LINES OF PROGRAMMABLE INPUT/OUTPUT
* 8 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
* 8 CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXOR
* 12 BIT CMOS COUNTER
* EASY INTERFACE TO ALL POPULAR LANGUAGES
* OPTIONAL 7 CHANNEL 50V DRIVER AVAILABLE

FOR ADDITIONAL $5
APPLICATIONS:
* CONTROL RELAYS, LIGHTS & MOTORS
* MEASURE TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, LIGHT

LEVELS, & HUMIDITY
* INPUT SWITCH POSITIONS, THERMOSTATS, &

LIQUID LEVELS
* GREAT FOR ROBOTICS, SERVO CONTROL LOOPS

---""
....".."Prairir I)igitstl. I It ,

'1a,. .. 51/2 Digil - 18 Sol
.---' to R5212 convene,

MODEL 70 18 BIT (5.5 DIGIT)
A/D WITH RS232 INTERFACE $239
INEXPENSIVE - Equivalent resolution of 51/2 digit DVMs
costing over $1000! FAST -- 16.7 to 133 ms/conversion
depending on resolution and mode
MULTI -CHANNEL CAPABILITY - Up to 32 model 70's

can be daisy chained together off of 1 serial port
SOFTWARE - Virtual instrument software features easy

pull down menus, mouse support, CGA, EGA, VGA
support. Will log to screen, printer, or disk data file for
easy import to spreadsheets and graphic programs.
Source code included (QuickBasic)

$239 COMPLETE (- Includes software on floppy, PC
cable, 9 volt wall mount power supply and manual)

$199 WITHOUT - Software and cable

MODEL 150 TRUE RMS
DMM WiRS232 PORT - $149

INCLUDES RS232 PC CABLE AND
SOFTWARE ON 5.25" FLOPPY

* LARGE 33/4 DIGIT DISPLAY (3.999 VS. 1.999 FOR
3 1/2 DIGIT METERS)

* RS232 SERIAL INTERFACE COMMUNICATES WITH
COMPUTERS AND PRINTERS

* MEASURES AC -DC VOLTAGE AND CURRENT,
FREQUENCY, RESISTANCE

* 20 AMP CURRENT RANGE, 30 Hz TO 40 KHz
FREQUENCY RANGE

* DIODE TEST AND AUDIBLE CONTINUITY

SEND CHECK, MO, VISA, MC
INCLUDE $8 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING

Prairie Digital, Inc.
846 Seventeenth Street

Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin 53578
Tel: (608) 643-8599Fax: (608) 643-6754
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The PC Fixer could not be used to diag-
nose problems with Computer 4, due to the
lack of BIOS chips in this machine. For all
systems, the PC Fixer indicated that power
supplies were working and the condition of
the CLK, OSC, ALE and IOR signals.
Conclusion: PC Fixer is an affordably priced
diagnostic tool targeted at end users and ser-
vice technicians. Because the manual isn't
so thorough that you can solve every prob-
lem on your own, you'll likely need the assis-
tance of the Sibex support staff. This is a
long-distance toll call for anyone who isn't
in the 813 area code. With the assistance of
technical support, the PC Fixer helped in
reviving one of the four dead computers.

Pocket POST
(Data Depot: $199)

Pocket POST is a diagnostic board for IBM
XT, AT, Compaq, PS/2 Model 30 and com-
patible clone computers, as well as EISA-
bus computers. It displays POST codes and
has LEDs for ±12 and ±5 volts and Pwr OK.
The board has three sets of jumpers. One set
lets you switch among XT, AT, Compaq,
PS/2 -30, clone and EISA-bus computers.
Each jumper setting switches to a different
port setting, which is labeled on the board.

Another set of jumpers lets you switch
among OSC, ALE, CLK, REF (memory
refresh), IOR. IOW, MRD, MWR and AEN.
One yellow LED is an indicator for all of
these options.

The third set of jumpers lets you find out
if power -supply voltages are within 10% of
their rated values. As you switch from

jumper to jumper, the red Pwr OK LED lights
if voltage is sensed to be within 10% of the
rated value.

To install the board, you simply plug it
into an expansion slot on the computer.

Documentation is a 180 -page pocket-size
manual that includes POST code meanings
for three versions of the AMI BIOS, three
versions of the Award BIOS, the Chips &
Technologies BIOS, the Eurosoft/Mylex
BIOS, the Faraday A -Tease BIOS, the IBM
AT and PS/2 BIOS, the Landmark AT
JumpStart BIOS, the Microid Research
BIOS, two versions of the Olivetti BIOS, the
Phoenix BIOS, two versions of the Quadtel
BIOS and two Compaq BIOS versions.

Information is included in the manual for
the IBM XT regarding beep codes and error
codes and there's a listing of IBM display
diagnostic codes and their meanings. The
documentation also includes troubleshoot-
ing hints, connector data and a glossary.

To reach technical support, you call the
company's toll -free 800-275-1913 number.
In addition to the board, Data Depot also
includes Landmark's PC Certify software in
the package.

When we used Pocket POST on our four
test machines, we obtained the following
results. For Computer 1, Pocket POST
issued a POST code of 00, but there was no
way to interpret it, due to the proprietary ITT
BIOS. For Computer 2, we obtained a code
that wasn't on the Award BIOS list.

For Computer 3, we obtained a 02 POST
code for the Phoenix BIOS. According to the
manual, the explanation for this code is
"CMOS write/read test failed." This expla-
nation didn't pinpoint the problem of the
missing timer chip. However, a call to tech
support indicated the MC146818 chip could
be the problem, which was correct. After
inserting this chip, the Pocket POST gave an
04 code, which the manual explained as
"Programmable Interval Timer Failure."
Again, a call to tech support indicated the
likely chip to be the 8254-2, which was cor-
rect. The same sequence occurred with the
two previous boards examined.

The Pocket POST couldn't be used to
diagnose problems with Computer 4 due to
the lack of BIOS chips in this machine. For
all systems, the Pocket POST indicated that
power supplies were working and the con-
dition of CLK, OSC, ALE, REF, IOR, IOW,
MRD, MWR and AEN signals.
Conclusion: Pocket POST is a medium-
priced diagnostic tool targeted at service
technicians. Since the manual isn't so thor-
ough that you can solve every problem on
your own, you'll likely need the assistance
of the Data Depot support staff. This is a toll -
free call. With assistance of technical sup-
port, the Pocket POST helped to get one of
the four dead computers operational again.

When speaking with the Data Depot
representative, we were told that the com-
pany is working on an expert system for the

Pocket POST that works under Windows 3.1.
The program is supposed to tell what the
POST code means and which chip is caus-
ing the problem and is slated to be bundled
with Pocket POST.

AT ROM POST
(Landmark Research International; $199)

]ST
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Diagnostics
ionifPC

Unlike the other products reviewed here, AT
ROM POST isn't a similar general-purpose
diagnostic board. Rather, it's simply special
diagnostic ROMs for IBM AT and compat-
ible computers. For XT -type computers,
Landmark sells XT ROM POST for $99. If
you purchase both the AT and XT ROM
POST, the cost is $249.

To install AT ROM POST, you remove
the existing ROMs in the computer and
replace them with the Landmark ROMs. (AT
ROM POST is a two -chip set, but Landmark
also offers a one -chip version.)

Documentation is a 42 -page manual that
explains the tests AT ROM POST performs
and tells you what to do when a test fails. If
you have any trouble interpreting the tests,
you can call Landmark tech support toll -free
at 800-683-0854.

To use AT ROM POST for testing,
Landmark recommends a working graphics
adapter and display. If the display isn't
working, AT ROM POST emits beeps for
any failing test. We followed the recom-
mendations and tested AT ROM POST with
a monochrome/graphics display adapter and
monochrome display.

AT ROM POST tests a computer with 32
separate tests, called the AT Test Suite.
These tests, shown in Fig. 2, are displayed
on the monitor while in progress, and a pass
or fail is noted after the test is finished.

The AT ROM POST gave the following
results on our four test machines. For
Computer 1, no response was obtained-
nothing displayed on the monitor. For
Computer 2, AT ROM POST displayed the
test suite on the monitor. This is the only
product of the eight reviewed here that gave
any useful information about this system!
The system passed the first 12 tests and then
hung on test 13, "Protected Mode CPU."

The manual suggested, "If a failure occurs
in this test, try replacing the CPU and
observe results." We replaced the CPU, to
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V -ATE plus: More Diagnostics for More Dollars

Though not reviewed here, there are
other more-capable-and more-expen-
sive-diagnostic products for PC, XT, AT
and EISA computers. One is V -ATE plus
from Vista Microsystems, Inc. This prod-
uct is a redesign of the original V -ATE
diagnostic board. V -ATE offered diagnos-
tics for AT/compatible computers; V -ATE
plus adds compatibility with XT and EISA
computers as well.

Using an on -board 8051 microproces-
sor, V -ATE plus fully exercises all signals
that pass over the bus. Some of those tests
include: bus mastership emulation; DMA
Channels 0 through 7 emulation; IOCHCK
and IOCHRDY emulation; zero -wait -state
emulation; Address Bus 0 through 24 loop -
back; Data Bus 0 through 15 loopback;
Interrupt 0 through 15 emulation; IOCS16
and MEMCS16 emulation; and voltage
monitoring with noise detection.

V -ATE plus can run in stand-alone
mode, or it can be controlled from a sec-
ond PC running Vista's V -CON diagnostic
software. The V -ATE plus board fits into
a 16 -bit expansion slot on the computer
system under test. It has a metal shield and
ruggedized bus connectors. Two on -board
ports let you make a standard serial con-
nection to the controlling PC and connect
the board to the keyboard connector of the
test system. In addition to the wide variety
of built-in tests, you can download your
own test code or customize the V -ATE
board with library functions available from
Vista.

The advanced models of the V -ATE
hoard include logic analysis hardware con-
trolled by the V -CON software. V- CON
can display analyzer data as waveforms,
state information and disassembled
instructions. The waveform display shows
20 signals at a time. It looks and acts like
a traditional logic analyzer display. The
state display is a listing of samples that
shows the state of key signals for each sam-
ple point. The disassembler can filter out

certain bus transactions to aid in under
standing the data.

V -ATE plus comes in three models. The
V -ATE plus Field Service Inspection
System includes the V -ATE 1000
Diagnostic Board and sells for $995. The
V -ATE 2000 plus Manufacturing Test
System includes the V -ATE 2000
Diagnostic Board, probes and on -board
Deep Logic Analyzer (15 MHz by 2,048
samples) and sells for $1,495. The V -ATE
4000 plus Advance Manufacturing Test
System includes the V -ATE 4000
Diagnostic Board, probes and an on -board
Deep Logic Analyzer (25 MHz by 4,096
samples) and sells for $1,995. All products
include V -CON software, cables, cable
adapters and user's manual.

Vista Microsystems, Inc.
6 Whipple St.
North Attleboro, MA 02760
Tel.: 508-695-8459

CIRCLE NO. 167 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

no avail. After replacement, we no longer
got the AT ROM POST to display its tests
on -screen.

For Computer 3, we obtained a display of
the tests, which showed failure of the 8254
timer tests. Since this was the correct diag-
nosis, we inserted the 8254-2 chip into the
board and ran the tests again. This time, the
Test Suite continued up to test 13, "Protected
Mode CPU," and began to recycle.

All tests passed, and there was no indica-
tion that the MC146818 clock chip was miss-
ing. We spoke to a Landmark technician
about this, who thought the program skipped

the clock tests because it couldn't find the
clock chip, which isn't necessary for the sys-
tem to run.

Though Computer 4, which lacked a
BIOS, could be checked with AT ROM
POST, we obtained no response during the
test. AT ROM POST doesn't check the
power supply, but Landmark has other prod-
ucts that can do this.
Conclusion: AT ROM POST is a medium-
priced diagnostic tool targeted at service
technicians, manufacturers, distributors,
dealers and educators. The manual is thor-
ough enough that you can solve problems on

SUPER
12 HOUR

RECORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

Modified Panasonic
Slimline. 6 hrs per side.
120 TDK tape furnished.
AC/DC Operation.
Quality Playback.
Digital Counter.
Durable Lightweight Plastic

$119.00*

PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER

Starts & Stops Recorder
Automatically When FCC

Hand Set is Used. APPROVED

Solid State! $28.50 * 40,
VOX VOICE ACTIVATED CONTROL

Solidstate Adjustable $28.50 *
Sensitivity. Voices &
Sounds Activate Recorder.
Adjustable Sensitivity.
Provisions for Remote Mike.

*Add for ship. & handling. Phone Adapter & Vox $2.00
each, Recorders $5.00 each, Colo. Res. add tax. Mail
Order, VISA, M/C, COD's OK. Money Back Guar. Qty.
Disc. available. Dealer inquiries invited. Free data on
other products.

ALL MAIL TO: Box 20100, Boulder, CO 80308
AMC SALES INC., 193 Vaquero Dr.,

Boulder, CO 80303
Phones (303) 499-5405 1-800-926-2488
FAX (303) 494-4924  Mon -Fri 8-5 MTN. TIME
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DC/CAD
introducing . [

THE TERMINATOR
Super High Density Router
(Complete with Schematic & PCB Editor)
Features the following powerful
algorithm & capability:
 No copy protection ea/if
 Rip -up Retry ike OC'Ong,. /CAD
 Pre -routing of SMT 7373r7kMon 1129

s6
,hcomponents No off.

r
 User defined strategies
 Real -Time clean up and

via minimization
 Window 3.0 capability as DOS Task
 1-m11 Autoplacer and Autopanning
 Two-way Gerber and DXF
 Automatic Ground Plane w/Cross-

Hatching
 Complete w/Schematic & Dolly Libraries
 Optional simulation capability &

enhanced mode for 386 users

*PCB LAYOUT SERVICE AT
LOW COST*

LEASE PROGRAM & SITE LICENSE AVAILABLE

2Csall-Nru.

W-Aiir 1117

711DESIGN
IIECOMPUTATION

1771 State Highway 34, Farmingdale, NJ 07727
(908) 681.7700  (908) 681.8733 (FAX)
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;DC/CAD . The focal point of future CAD market"
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your own, but you may still need to call (toll -
free) tech support for advice on interpreting
certain actions related to the Test Suite.

The AT ROM POST gave information no
other product gave about Computer 2, but it
didn't completely solve the problem of
Computer 3. Consequently, it didn't get any
of the four dead computers completely oper-
ational again.

It's important to note that, when working
with a product like AT ROM POST, ROMs
are fragile. In conversations with Landmark,
it was recommended that we use ZIF (zero -
insertion -force) sockets for the ROMs.
These sockets aren't provided with the prod-
uct, nor is the advice about using them to be
found in the manual.

WindsorPOST
(Windsor Technologies; $399)
Windsor POST, like AT ROM POST, isn't
a diagnostic board, but special diagnostic
ROMs for IBM XT, AT and 386 computers.
To install WindsorPOST, you remove exist-
ing ROMs in the computer and replace them
with the supplied Windsor ROMs. Windsor
provides nine ROMs in all: a 128K 8088
ROM, two 128K 80286 ROMs, two 256K
80286 ROMs, two 128K 80386 ROMs and
two 256K 80386 ROMs. Each is mounted in
reliable machine -screw solder -tail sockets.

Documentation is a 24 -page manual that
explains the tests WindsorPOST performs.

To use WindsorPOST for testing, Wind-
sor recommends that you have a working
graphics adapter and display. If the display
isn't working, WindsorPOST sends its data
to the printer port. We followed the recom-
mendations and tested WindsorPOST with
a monochrome/graphics display adapter and
monochrome display.

WindsorPOST tests a computer with 37
separate tests. These tests are shown in Fig.
3. They're displayed on the monitor while in
progress, and a pass or fail is noted after the
test is finished.

WindsorPOST gave the following results
on our four test machines. For Computer 1,
we obtained no response. That is, nothing was
displayed on the video monitor. For Computer
2, once again, we obtained no response.

For Computer 3, the display monitor indi-
cated a failure of the 8254 timer tests. Since
this was the correct diagnosis, we inserted
the 8254-2 chip into the board and ran the
tests again. This time, all RTC (real-time
clock) tests and some related tests failed.
Additionally, the test procedure hung up at
the CMOS RTC interrupt test, after which
we waited 10 minutes before shutting down.

Although the test pointed to the failure of
the real-time clock, there was no indication
that the MC146818 clock chip was at fault.
The documentation also failed to pinpoint
this or similar chips. If you don't already
know the information, you have to call
Windsor tech support to find out.

Computer 4, which lacked a BIOS, could
be checked with WindsorPOST. However,
there was no response. WindsorPOST
doesn't check the power supply.
Conclusion: WindsorPOST is a high-priced
diagnostic tool targeted at service techni-
cians. The manual is sparse, and if you aren't
well -versed in PC chip technology you'll
have to call tech support for advice to help
you interpret certain test results. Windsor -
POST gave us no information on three of our
test computers, but it solved completely the
problem of Computer 3.

Windsor deserves credit for mounting its
ROMs in high -reliability socket assemblies.
This makes the ROMs relatively easy to
insert and remove and almost completely
wipes out the threat of damaging them.

POST Probe
(Micro -2000; $399)

POST Probe is a diagnostic board for all ISA
EISA and MicroChannel-architecture com-
puters. It displays POST codes, has LEDs
for ±12 and ±5 volts and four voltage pads
that allow you to make measurements with
a multimeter. A DIP switch on the board lets
you select one of four port addresses. Other
on -board LEDs indicate the presence of the
following signals: IOW, IOR, OSC, ALE, CLK
and MEM. One other LED, named RST,
lights whenever a hardware reset of the sys-
tem occurs.

POST Probe has two features that none of
the other products have. One is a Micro -
Channel adapter card, the other a logic -probe
board. A probe with a 3 -foot -long cable

plugs into a jack on the POST Probe card.
Three on -card LEDs indicate HI, TRI and LO
logic states.

To install the POST Probe card in an ISA-
or EISA-bus computer, you simply plug it
into an expansion slot. To install the POST
Probe card in a MicroChannel computer, you
first plug the MicroChannel adapter card
into an expansion slot and then plug the
POST Probe card into an ISA-bus connec-
tor on the adapter card.

Documentation is a 255 -page manual that
includes the POST code meanings for three
versions of the AMI BIOS, four versions of
the Award BIOS, the IBM AT and PS/2
(MCA) BIOS, the Hewlett-Packard BIOS,
the Microid Research BIOS, two versions of
the Phoenix BIOS, the Quadtel BIOS and
three versions of the Compaq BIOS.
Additionally, there's a listing of IBM dis-
play diagnostic codes and their meanings.

The documentation also includes trou-
bleshooting techniques, pinouts for many of
the chips that appear on system boards and
a list of chip and BIOS manufacturers. One
knock against the manual is the dearth of
information regarding use of the built-in
logic probe.

To reach tech support, you call the com-
pany's standard number.

The POST Probe card has a carrying case
that sells for an additional $25.

When we used POST Probe on our four
test machines we obtained the following
results. For Computer 1, POST Probe issued
a POST code of FF, but there was no way to
interpret it, due to the proprietary ITT BIOS.
For Computer 2, we obtained a code that
wasn't on the Award BIOS list.

For Computer 3, we obtained a 02 POST
code for the Phoenix BIOS. According to the
manual, the explanation for this code is
"CMOS RAM, battery." The manual further
directed us to another part of the manual,
which indicated the chip that caused the
problem-the MC146818-which was cor-
rect. After inserting that chip, the POST
Probe gave us a 04 code. In this case, the
manual explained this code as "8353/4
Chip," which correctly identified the chip
that caused the problem.

POST Probe couldn't be used to diagnose
problems with Computer 4, due to its lack
of BIOS chips.

For all systems, POST Probe indicated
that power supplies were working and the
condition of the CLK, OSC, ALE, IOR, IOW
and MEM signals.
Conclusion: POST Probe is a high-priced
diagnostic tool targeted at service techni-
cians. The manual is very thorough. With it,
you can probably solve every problem on
your own, without having to resort to assis-
tance of the Micro -2000 support staff.
However, POST Probe, like most of the
lower -priced competition, helped us to get
just one of the four dead computers up and
running again.
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ComputerCraft Magazine's
Connector Guide

This is the second in a continuing series of pull-outs that contain important and
often hard -to -find data needed for understanding, maintaining, troubleshooting
and repairing IBM PC and compatible computers ranging from the initial 8088-
based PC to the latest -technology systems now in use. The first pull-out, which
appeared last month in the February issue, provided tabular listings and pinout
drawings for Serial, Printer and Mouse Ports and Video Interfaces. This time
around, we focus on floppy-, hard -disk and SCSI interfaces.

Prepared by TJ Byers. Copyright 1993 CQ Communications, Inc.,
76 North Broadway, Flicksville, NY 11801

Disk -Drive Interfaces
Floppy and Hard Disk -Drive Interfaces

Floppy -Disk Drive A Interface
(34 -Pin Edge Connector)

Pin Signal Signal Description

2 RPM/LC Speed Select For Two -Speed Drives
4 N.A. Not Used
5 Key Missing Pin
6 N.A. Not Used
8 INDEX -Track Index

[10 MOTORO -Motor Enable Drive 0]
[12 FDSEL1 -Floppy Drive Select 1]
[14 FDSELO -Floppy Drive Select 0]
[16 MOTOR I -Motor Enable Drive 1]
18 DIR Direction
20 STEP -Step
22 WDATA -Write Data
24 WE -Write Enable
26 TRKO -Track 0
28 WP -Write Protect
30 RDATA -Read Data
32 HDSEL Head Select
34 DSKCHNG Diskette Change

1,3,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33 Go To Ground

Single cable with two printed -circuit board edge connectors services both A
and B floppy drives. Twist in cable changes pinout of control signals, mak-
ing it simple to activate desired drive without affecting the other.

Pin 1

Pin 34
Drive

1

Color stripe

Drive
2

U
O
H

Floppy -Disk Drive B Interface
(34 -Pin Edge Connector)

Pin Signal Signal Description

2 RPM/LC Speed Select For Two -Speed Drives
4 N.A. Not Used
5 Key Missing Pin
6 N.A. Not Used
8 INDEX -Track Index

[10 MOTOR I -Motor Enable Drive 1]
[12 FDSELO -Floppy Drive Select 0]
[14 FDSEL1 -Floppy Drive Select 1]
[16 MOTORO -Motor Enable Drive 0]

18 DIR Direction
20 STEP -Step
22 WDATA -Write Data
24 WE -Write Enable
26 TRKO -Track 0
28 WP -Write Protect
30 RDATA -Read Data
32 HDSEL Head Select
34 DSKCHNG Diskette Change

1,3,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33 Go To Ground

Single cable with two printed -circuit board edge connectors services both A
and B floppy drives. Twist in cable changes pinout of control signals, mak-
ing it simple to activate desired drive without affecting the other.
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ST -506/412 Hard -Disk Drive Interface
(34 -Pin Control -Cable Edge Connector)

ESDI Hard -Disk Drive Interface
(34 -Pin Control -Cable Edge Connector)

Pin I/O Status Signal Description

1 1 -Head Select 8
3 I -Head Select 4
5 I -Write Gate
7 0 -Seek Complete
9 0 -Track 0

I 1 0 -Write Fault
13 I -Head Select 1
15 N.A. To Data Cable Pin 7
17 I -Head Select 2
19 0 -Index
21 0 -Ready
23 I -Step
25 I -Drive Select 1
27 I -Drive Select 2
29 I -Drive Select 3
31 I -Drive Select 4
33 I -Direction In

2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34 Go To Ground

ST -506/4I2 hard -disk drives interface to controller via 34 -pin control and 20 -
pin data cables. Like floppy drives, twist in 34 -pin cable changes control -sig-
nal pinouts so that two drives can be controlled from single cable. However,
twisted area is wider, making floppy -drive and ST -506/412 cables non -inter-
changeable, though ST -506/412 cables are interchangeable with ESDI cables.

Indexing
notch

11111111111111111'
Pin Pin

2 34

NOTE:
All odd -numbered pins are on reverse side.

Pin I/0 Status Signal Description

1 I -Head Select 3
3 I -Head Select 2
5 I -Write Gate
7 0 -Configure/Status Data
9 0 -Transfer Acknowledge

11 I -Attention
13 I -Head Select 0
15 0 -Sector/Address Mark Found
17 I -Head Select 1
19 0 -Index
21 0 -Ready
23 I -Transfer Request
25 I -Drive Select 0
27 I -Drive Select 1
29 I -Drive Select 2
31 I -Read Gate
33 I -Command Data

2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34 Go To Ground

ESDI hard -disk drives interface to controller via 34 -pin control and 20 -pin
data cables. Like floppy drives, a twist in 34 -pin cable changes pinout of con-
trol signals so that two drives can be controlled from single cable. However,
twisted area is wider, making floppy and ESDI cables non -interchangeable.
ESDI and ST506/412 cables are interchangeable.

Indexing
notch

1111111111111U
Pin Pin

2 34

NOTE:
All odd -numbered pins are on reverse side.

ST -506/412 Hard -Disk Drive Interface
20 -Pin Data -Cable Edge Connector)

Pin Signal Description Indexing
notch

1 Drive Selected
3 Reserved
5 Reserved
7 To Control Cable Pin 15
9 Reserved

13 +MFM Write Data Pin Pin
14 -MFM Write Data (MFM Write Signal Return Line) 2 20
17 +MFM Read Data NOTE:
18 -MFM Read Data (MFM Read Signal Return Line) All odd -numbered pins are on reverse side.

2,4,6,8,9.10,11,12,14,15,16,19,20 Go To Ground

See note at end of ST -506/4I2 Hard -Disk Interface control -cable table for details.
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ESDI Hard -Disk Drive Interface
(20 -Pin Data -Cable Edge Connector)

IDE Hard -Disk Drive Interface (For PC/XT)
(40 -Pin Dual In -Line Berg Connector)

Pin Signal Description

1 -Drive Selected
2 -Sector/Address Mark Found
3 -Command Complete
4 -Address Mark Enable
5 Step Mode (Reserved)
7 -Write Clock Return Line
8 +Write Clock
9 Cartridge Changed

10 +Read/Reference Clock
1 -Read/Reference Clock Return Line

13 +NRZ Write Data
14 -NRZ Write Data Return Line
17 +NRZ Read Data
18 -NRZ Read Data Return Line
20 -Index

6,13,15,16,19 Go To Ground

See note at end of ESDI Hard -Disk Drive Interface for further details.

Pin Pin

2 20

NOTE
All odd -numbered pins are on reverse side.

Pin Signal Signal Description

Reset -Reset
3 D7 Data Bit 7
5 D6 Data Bit 6
7 D5 Data Bit 5
9 D4 Data Bit 4

I1 D3 Data Bit 3
13 D2 Data Bit 2
15 D1 Data Bit 1
17 DO Data Bit 0
20 Key Pin Missing
21 AEN Address Enable
23 IOW I/O Write Data
25 IOR I/O Read Data
27 DACK DMA Acknowledge
29 DRQ DMA Request
31 IRQ14 Interrupt Request From IDE
33 Al Address Bit 1
35 AO Address Bit 0
36 A2 Address Bit 2
37 -CSIFX Drive Chip Select 0 (1F0 Through 1F7)
39 N.A. Not Used

2,4,2,8,10,12,14,16,18,19,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36,38,40 Go To
Ground

Because IDE control electronics is built into drive, no external controller is
needed and drive generally just plugs into data lines on motherboard via a sin-
gle cable. IDE interfaces exist for 16 -bit PCs (80286 and later designs) and
eight -bit PCs (8086 and 8088).

39 0  OOOOO  OOOOO  
2 40

IDE Harc-Disk Drive Interface (For PC/XT)
(4C -Pin Dual In -Line Berg Connector)

Pin Signal Signal Description Pin Signal Signal Description

1 RESET -Reset 28 ALE Address Latch Enable
3 D7 Data Bit 7 29 DMAC DMA Acknowledge
4 D8 Data Bit 8 31 IRQ14 Interrupt Request From IDE
5 D6 Data Bit 6 32 -IOCS16 Current Data Transfer = 16 Bits
6 D9 Data Bit 9 33 Al Address Bit 1
7 D5 Data Bit 5 34 PDIAG Passed Diagnostics
8 D10 Data Bit 10 35 AO Address Bit 0
9 D4 Data Bit 4 36 A2 Address Bit 2

10 Dll Data Bit 11 37 -CSO Drive Chip Select 0 (1F0 Through 1F7)
II D3 Data Bit 3 38 -CS1 Drive Chip Select 1 (3F6 Through 3F7)
12 D12 Data Bit 12 39 ACTIVE IDE Drive Active
13 D4 Data Bit 4 2,19,22,24,26,30,40 Go To Ground
14 D13 Data Bit 13
15 D1 Data Bit 1 See note at end of IDE Hard -Disk Drive Interface (For PC/XT) for more details.

16 D14 Data Bit 14
17 DO Data Bit 0
18 D15 Data Bit 15

1 39
20
21

KEY
DMARQ

Pin Missing
DMA Request

 ***** 
23 IOW I/0 Write Data   ***** 
25 IOR I/O Read Data 2 40

27 IORDY I/O Channel Ready
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SCSI Ports

SCSI Single -Ended Interface
(50 -Pin Connector, All Versions, Berg Shown)

Pin Signal Signal Description Pin Signal Signal Description

2 DBO Data Bit 0 44 SEL Select
4 DB1 Data Bit 1 46 C/D C/D
6 DB2 Data Bit 2 48 REQ Request
8 DB3 Data Bit 3 50 I/O Input/Output

10 DB4 Data Bit 4 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,27,28,29,30,31,33,34,3
12 DB5 Data Bit 5 5,37,39,41,43,47,49 Go To Ground
14 DB6 Data Bit 6
16 DB7 Data Bit 7 Single -Ended SCSI cable can stretch up to 20 feet in length, while differen-
18 DBP Parity tial SCSI cable can reach lengths of 75 feet. Pinout numbering is same for all
25 N.A. Not Used three different SCSI connectors.

26 TEMPWR Terminator Power
32 ATN Attention

1 49
36 BSY Busy
38 ACK Acknowledge
40 RST Reset
42 MSG Message 2 50

SCSI Differential Interface
(50 -Pin Connector, All Versions, Berg Shown)

Pin Signal Signal Description Pin Signal Signal Description

I SG Earth Ground (Shield Ground) 33 +BSY Busy
2 -) GND Ground 34 -BSY Busy Twisted -Pair Return
3 +DBO Data Bit 0 35 +ACK Acknowledge
4 -DBO Data Bit 0 Twistted-Pair Return 36 -ACK Acknowledge Twisted -Pair Return
5 +DB1 Data Bit 1 37 +RESET Reset
6 -DB1 Data Bit 1 Twisted -Pair Return 38 -RESET Reset Twisted -Pair Return
7 +DB2 Data Bit 2 39 +MSG Message
8 -DB2 Data Bit 2 Twisted -Pair Return 40 -MSG Message Twisted -Pair Return
9 +DB3 Data Bit 3 41 +SEL Select

I 0 -DB3 Data Bit 3 Twisted -Pair Return 42 -SEL Select Twisted -Pair Return
I I +DB4 Data Bit 4 43 +C/D C/D
12 -DB4 Data Bit 4 Twisted -Pair Return 44 -C/D C/D Twisted -Pair Return
13 +DB5 Data Bit 5 45 +REQ Request
14 -DB5 Data Bit 5 Twisted -Pair Return 46 -REQ Request Twisted -Pair Return
15 +DB6 Data Bit 6 47 +I/0 Input/Output
16 -DB6 Data Bit 6 Twisted -Pair Return 48 -I/O Input/Output Twisted -Pair Return
17 +DB7 Data Bit 7 22,23,24,27,28,31,32,49,50 Go To Ground
18 -FB7 Data Bit 7 Twisted -Pair Return
19 +DBP Parity See note at end of SCSI Single -Ended Interface for details.
20 -DBP Parity Twisted -Pair Return
21 DIFFSENS Differential Sense 1 49

25 TERMPWR Terminator Power
26 TERMPWR Terminator Power
29 +ATN Attention so
30 -ATN Attention Twisted -Pair Return

Cumulative Index
floppy -Disk Interfaces
Floppy -Disk Drive A Interface (34 -Pin Edge Connector) Mar Serial Printer Port (25 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
Floppy -Disk Drive B Interface (34 -Pin Edge Connector) Mar

SCSI Interfaces
Hard -Disk Interfaces SCSI Single -Ended Interface (50 -Pin Connector, All Versions) Mar
ESDI Hard -Disk Drive Interface (34 -Pin Control -Cable Edge Connector). Mar SCSI Differential Interface (50 -Pin Connector, All Versions).Mar
ESDI Hard -Disk Drive Interface (20 -Pin Data -Cable Edge Connector) Mar
IDE Hard -Disk Drive Interface (For PC/XT) (40 -Pin Dual In -Line Berg Connector) Mar Serial Ports
ST -506/412 Hard -Disk Drive Interface (34 -Pin Control -Cable Edge Connector) Mar RS -232C Serial PC Modem Port (9 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
ST -5-6/412 Hard -Disk Drive Interface (20 -Pin Data -Cable Edge Connector) Mar RS -232C Serial PC Modem Port (25 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb

RS -232C Serial Port (25 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
Mouse Ports RS -422 Serial Port (377 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
Nine -Pin D -Shell Connector Feb RS -423 Serial Port (25 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
Six -Pin Miniature DIN Connector Feb

Video Interfaces
Printer Ports EGA/CGA Color (9 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
Centronics Printer Connector (36 -Pin Amphenol Connector) Feb VGA Color (15 -Pin Miniature D -Shell Connector) Feb
Parallel Printer Port (25 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb VGA Monochrome (9 -Pin D -Shell Connector) Feb
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PC Diagnostic Boards

- 

Features
AT ROM
POST KickStart 2

PC-
Fixer

Pocket
POST

Code
Master

POST
Probe R.A.C.E.R. II WindsorPOST

BIOS POST Code Listings
AMI x x x x x

AMI 2.2x x x x x x x

AMI AT/EISA x x x

Award XT x

Award XT 3.1 x x x

Award AT 3.0x x x x x

Award AT 3.1 x x

Award AT 3 3 x

Award ISA/EISA 4 0 x x x

Chips & Technologies x x x

Compaq x x x x

Compaq Deskpro 286 x x

Compaq Deskpro 386s, 386s/20,
386/20e,386/25e

x x

Compaq Deskpro 386/33, 386/33L,
486/25, 486/33L

x

Eurosoft 4.71 x

Eurosoft/Mylex EISA x

Faraday A -Tease x x

HP Vectra ES x

HP Vectra QS & RS x

IBM AT x x x x x

IBM PS/2 x

IBM PS/2 (MCA) x

Landmark XT JumpStart x

Landmark AT JumpStart x x

Landmark/SuperSoft PC/XT/AT x

Microid Research 1 OA x x x x

Mylex 386 x x

Olivetti EISA 2.01 x

Olivetti PS/2 x

Phoenix XT x

Phoenix x x x x x x

Quadtel 16K XT x

Quadtel AT 3.00 x x x x

Tandy 3000 x

IBM XT Beep Code Listing x x

IBM Diagnostic Display Error Code Listing x x

POST Code 7 -Segment Display x x x x x x

LED Signals
+5V, -5\J +12V, -12V x x x x x x

Power OK x

OSC x x x

ALE x x x

CLK x x x

IOR x x x

IOW x x

REF x

MEM x

MRD x

MWR x

AEN x

Proprietary Diagnostics Pass/Fail x

Ports/Systems
60 (XT) x x x

80 (AT) x x x x x x

84 (Compaq) x x x x

90 (PS/2 -30) x x

280 (Clone) x x

300 (EISA) x x

680 (MCA) x

SPXT x

AT 386 x

Proprietary Error Diagnostics x x x x

Proprietary Beep Codes x

POST Code Listings on Disk x

Built-in Logic Probe
MCA Adapter x

Voltage Pads x
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SPECIAL

KickStart 2
(Landmark Research International; $599)

KickStart 2 is a diagnostic board for all PC,
XT, AT, 386 and 486 ISA- and EISA-bus
computers. It displays POST codes and has
LEDs for ±12 and ±5 volts (which can be set
at either 2.5% or 5% tolerance levels). Five
additional LEDs let you set memory para-
meters. A RESET switch and battery (for
storing configuration settings in CMOS
RAM) round out the board.

KickStart 2 also includes two ROMs,
called the Landmark JumpStart ROMs, you
can substitute for ROMs on the system
board. Other hardware includes loop -back
plugs for the serial port (9- and 25 -pin) and
the parallel port (25 -pin).

KickStart 2 is one of two products
reviewed here that has its own set of diag-
nostic tests (in ROM) and also displays
POST codes.

To install KickStart 2, you plug the board
into an expansion slot on the computer. If
you aren't certain of the meanings of the
POST codes for the system's ROM BIOS,
you can substitute the Landmark JumpStart
ROMs by removing system ROMs and
replacing them with the supplied ROMs.

Documentation is a 114 -page manual that
includes the POST code meanings for two
versions of the AMI BIOS, two versions of
the Award BIOS, Mr. BIOS, the Mylex
BIOS, the IBM AT BIOS, the Phoenix
80286 BIOS, the Quadtel AT BIOS 3.0 and,
of course, the Landmark JumpStart BIOS.
Also included are troubleshooting aids, glos-
sary, description of chip sets, and explana-
tion of all diagnostic tests.

To reach tech support, you call the com-
pany's toll -free number.

We used KickStart 2 alone and with the

JumpStart ROMs on our four test machines,
obtaining the following results. For
Computer 1, KickStart 2 displayed a mean-
ingless FF code on its display and indicated
that power was okay. For Computer 2, we
obtained the same results.

For Computer 3, the 02 code appeared on
the display. Referring to the Phoenix 80286
POST codes in the User's Manual gave us a
"CMOS write/read bad" error message. This
is correct, but it didn't direct us to a specif-
ic chip to replace.

When we inserted the missing chip and
powered up again, POST code 04 appeared
on the display. The error message in the
User's Manual stated, "Programmable
interval timer bad." Again, the message
didn't direct us to a specific chip. After
insetting the 8284-2 to correct the problem,
we turned the computer on once more.

When the POST tests were completed, the
board displayed on the monitor a menu of
diagnostic tests. These tests can be run from
the keyboard or directly from the KickStart
board through appropriate switch settings.

KickStart 2 had the ability to diagnose
Computer 4, but results were the same as
those for Computers 1 and 2.

You can leave KickStart 2 in a computer
permanently if you wish. The board includes
a standard serial port for communicating
with it remotely. The board also allows you
to set a password to stop unauthorized use
of the computer.

With KickStart 2, you can output results
of a test to a printer or disk file, using its
built-in parallel port. This is especially use-
ful in pinpointing intermittent failures
because the tests can be set to run continu-
ously or for a certain number of passes.
Conclusion: KickStart 2 is a premium -priced
diagnostic tool targeted for three major types
of applications: service (on both local and
remote systems), PC manufacturing and sys-
tems integration (for permanent placement
of the board). The manual is good, but it
doesn't provide all the information you need
to diagnose a system problem. You'll prob-
ably need the assistance of the Landmark
tech support staff to solve some problems.
Finally, KickStart 2, like most of its lower -
priced competition, correctly diagnosed just
one of the four dead computers.

R.A.C.E.R. II
(Ultra -X; $6649)

R.A.C.E.R II is a pricey diagnostic board for
all PC, XT and AT -type computers. It dis-
plays POST codes and has LEDs for ±12
and ±5 volts. One of two DIP switches on
the board lets you select one of four choic-
es: PC/XT, SPXT (special XT clone),
AT286 and AT386. The other lets you select
RAM, COM1, COM2, keyboard, LPTS,
DMA, 8253, 8259, RAP (diagnostics mode
or POST mode) and LT (lamp test).

R.A.C.E.R. II comes with ROMs you sub-
stitute for those on the system board. In
the component -level diagnostic mode,
R.A.C.E.R. II displays its test results on the
computer's display. If the display isn't work-
ing, there are two pass/fail LEDs on the card
that indicate how the system fared on a test.

One other piece of hardware is included
with R.A.C.E.R II-an I/O loop -back tester
for the serial and parallel ports of a system.
Note that R.A.C.E.R II has its own diagnos-
tic tests and also displays POST codes.

To install R.A.C.E.R. II for component -
level diagnostic tests, you first remove the
ROMs from the target computer and replace
them with the supplied ROMs. You then
plug the R.A.C.E.R. II card into an expan-
sion slot in the computer. If the system's
video adapter and monitor are operational,
you should see a display as soon as you turn
on the failed system. If you want to use
R.A.C.E.R. H in POST mode, you don't need
to replace system ROMs.

Documentation is a 127 -page manual that
includes the POST code meanings for two
versions of the AMI BIOS, the Award BIOS,
the Chips & Technologies BIOS, the
Faraday A -Tease BIOS, the IBM AT BIOS,
the Phoenix BIOS and the Tandy 3000
BIOS. Also included are troubleshooting
techniques, an explanation of all diagnostic
tests and block diagrams of IBM and other
systems.

To reach tech support, you call the com-
pany's standard number.

We used R.A.C.E.R. II' s component -
level diagnostics mode on our four test
machines and obtained the following results.
For Computer 1, R.A.C.E.R. II didn't per-
form its built-in diagnostic tests. We then
followed the guidelines given in the manu-
al for troubleshooting a dead system. These
point out the chips most likely to fail in a
system. However, we didn't have any luck
in getting Computer 1 operational using
these guidelines. The same results were
obtained for Computer 2.

For Computer 3, diagnostics appeared on
the display and indicated failures for both
timer and clock. The display also pointed to
the suspect chips-MC146818 and 8254-
which was correct. Of the products tested
here, R.A.C.E.R. II was the only one to pro-
vide information directly, without the help
of the manual or a tech support staff!

R.A.C.E.R. II had the ability to diagnose
Computer 4, but the board didn't perform its
diagnostic tests.
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Company Information

POST -Code Master
Micro Systems Development
4100 Moorpark Ave.
San Jose, CA 95117
Tel.: 408-296-4000

CIRCLE NO. 109 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

PC Fixer
Sibex, Inc.
1040 Harbor Lake Dr.
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
Tel.: 813-726-4343

CIRCLE NO. 110 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Pocket POST
Data Depot
1525 Sandy Lane
Clearwater, FL 34615
Tel.: 813-446-3402 or 800-275-1913 (toll -
free technical support)

CIRCLE NO. 111 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AT ROM POST; KickStart 2
Landmark Research Int'l.
703 Grand Central St.
Clearwater, FL 34616
Tel.: 800-683-6696 or 800-683-0854 (toll -
free technical support)

CIRCLE NO. 112 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

WindsorPOST
Windsor Technologies
130 Alto St.
San Raphael, CA 94901
Tel.: 415-456-2200

CIRCLE NO. 113 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

POST Probe
Micro -2000
1100 East Bway, 3rd Fl.
Glendale, CA 91205

CIRCLE NO. 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

R.A.C.E.R. II
Ultra -X, Inc.
P.O. Box 730010
San Jose, CA 95173
Tel.: 408-988-4721

CIRCLE NO. 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

R.A.C.E.R. II can output test results to a
printer. This is especially useful in pin-
pointing intermittent failures since the tests
automatically cycle and a printout is pro-
duced after each series of tests. One draw-
back of the printout is that it doesn't include
all information displayed on -screen. Thus,
you must copy down suspect chip numbers
by hand.

Labeling on the diagnostic ROMs should
be improved. Printing is in a direction oppo-
site to the orientation of insertion (arrows
point to the proper direction). This is con-
fusing and can lead to improper insertion and
damage to the ROMs.

As with other products that use diagnos-
tic ROMs, it's a good idea to mount the
ROMs in ZIF sockets to avoid damaging the
pins on the ROMs.

Conclusion: R.A.C.E.R. H is a premium -
priced diagnostic tool targeted at service
technicians. The manual is good, and the
built-in diagnostics are excellent when they
provide information for a system. With this
board, you probably can solve most prob-
lems on your own, without the need of Ultra -
X support staff assistance. However,
R.A.C.E.R. II, like most of its lower -priced
competition, helped just one of the four dead
computers to become operational again.

Final Thoughts
The reviews in this roundup provide a
good flavor of the range of diagnostic
hardware available for IBM PC and
compatible computers. It's clear from
our test results that even the most -inex-
pensive of these tools can help you fix
a system that's repairable. You may,
however, have to spend more time find-
ing exact solutions with the less -expen-
sive products. In other words, you may
have to lean on a company's technical
support staff until you gain experience
with a product.

Although we were disappointed that
a number of systems that were already
dumped couldn't be resurrected by
speedy magical suggestions of these
diagnostic boards, in a sense, each of
them did its job properly. All gave
enough information to get Computer 3
operational, and all indicated (by their
lack of supplying useful repair infor-
mation) that the system boards of
Computers 1, 2 and 4 be trashed. All of
the boards are more useful in solving
more mundane problems.

In deciding which of these products
to buy, you first have to decide which
category you represent-end user or
service technician. Then you have to
determine a price point suitable to your
situation. Finally, you need to establish
how much information you want the
product itself to provide (check Table 1
for a feature comparison). For example,
you may decide to buy one product over
another based on the BIOS POST codes
it supports or the signals it monitors.

From our viewpoint, the R.A.C.E.R.
II board did its job the best. We didn't
have to check the manual or call tech
support to find a complete solution to
the problems of Computer 3. Also,
R.A.C.E.R. II provides a good way to
catch intermittent problems in a system.
But $649 may be too dear a price to pay
for the conveniences of R.A.C.E.R. II,
unless you do full-time system servic-
ing and repair.

POST CODE MASTER
Debug PCs, Using Built in

Power On Self Test (POST)
0 Listings and database
for major BIOS types
0 Power Supply LEDs
0 For IBM AT & comp-
atibles including Compaq
CI Only $59.00

.1110

mama
maw"

PORT TEST
PC Serial/Parallel Port
Diagnostic Software.

0 Comprehensive
Diagnostics and Utilities
0 Universal Loopback
plug Included
0 Identify Addresses
0 Only $89.00

Ir
V.A.

(408)296-4000

MicroSystema Deeclopment
4100 Mocrpark Avenue, 6104
San Jose, CA 95117

Fax: (408)296.5877

('IRCLE NO. 71 ON FREE IS FORMATION CARD

ANNOUNCING THE REDESIGNED URDA®, INC.

SDK -51
8051 BASED

8 BIT MICROCONTROLLER TRAINER
AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Sell Contained Single Board System With On -Board Power
Supply, LCD Display, OWERTY (ASCII) Keyboard, 16K SRAM,

8K EPROM Monitor, Serial/Parallel I/O, Etc.

Onboard Assembler / Disassembler

Upload / Download Communication Capability with a PC

CALL URDA®, INC.
1-800-338-0517 or (412) 683-8732

URDAO, Inc. Has Additional Single Board Products:

68000 68020 68030 32010 DS P
SDK -51 SDK -85 SDK -86 SDK -386'

With Cross Assemblers for MS-DOS Computers
'386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. Used by permission

CIRCLE NO. 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

68HC1 1 System

-42

Con

FAST 2.45 Mhz Bus Speed.
RS -232 Host Interface.
32K RAM -32K EPROM.
Trirnmeble Crystal Oscillator.
Configurable Analog Input Buffers.
Buffered end Optically Coupled I/O.
Single Supply - Local Power Regulation.
Full Reset/Power Supply Management.
Battery Backup the RAM or Entire Board.
Banked Memory Logic allows up to 2Meg.
Four Pre -Decoded Cho -Selects Available.
Buffalo Monitor Supplied on EPROM.
BASIC1 1 and Real -Time Kernel Available.

$ 159 `lt'''°410 8'H`L"

heatstone (203) 669-0401
MicroSystems, Inc.
Suite 418, 105-14 Elm St. Old Saybrook, CT 06475

Call for FREE 68HC16 Info
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Enhancing By Ralph Tenny

Boost the Performance
of an Old PC

Using RAM disks can breathe new life into an old
PC at little or no cost for new hardware or software

Is your old PC/XT or AT beginning
to show its age by taking an inor-

dinately long time to run new software
you absolutely must use nowadays? If
so, you're probably considering trad-
ing up to a newer -technology 386 or
486 machine to get the performance
boost and extra memory demanded by
new software applications. Hold on,
though, because you just may not
have to go this expensive route if you
use RAM disks. Given certain condi-
tions, all computers-not just older
ones-can be enhanced to run faster
with most software

Some DOS -based computers can
accommodate total user RAM of
more than 4M. With normal DOS op-
eration, only 640K of this memory can
be used for applications. Under DOS,
any application that requires more
memory uses overlays to accommo-
date available memory. (An overlay is
a segment of a program that's too
large to fit into RAM memory. When
a different part of the program is re-
quired, the new segment is written
over the current segment.)

In this article, I introduce you to a
neat trick you can use to speed up the
performance of older PCs that may
just save you a bundle of money. The
RAM -disk technique discussed here
works for all kinds of software, but
performance enhancement is greater
for programs that require overlays.
Any computer that includes or can be
expanded to include a high -density
5 " or 3 '/2 " disk drive or a hard
drive, RAM in excess of the base 640k
and the RAM used by DOS (provided
it can be configured as a RAM disk)
and, optionally, battery -backup for
the RAM disk is a candidate for the

speed -enhancement technique de-
scribed here.

Time Requirements

The method of the speed-up described
here is based on reducing computing
time. This includes the time used by
applications software to compute the
required data, time to load software
and data and to write new data back
to disk and time required by the oper-
ator interface. Data computation time
is defined by the software used and
CPU factors you can't change. To en-
hance speed, you need a faster CPU
and faster software.

Software and data loading time is
affected by disk -access time, disk
data -transfer rate and number of bytes
loaded. Programs that use overlays
spend time loading each overlay when
they're used. The only way to decrease
loading time is to use a faster disk.
RAM -disk data transfer times are es-
sentially zero, compared to the load-
ing time of hard drives. So using RAM
drives greatly reduces data loading
and saving time.

The largest component of comput-
ing in DOS is the operator interface-
specifically, the DOS command struc-
ture. DOS commands operate very
quickly, but some are difficult to un-
derstand. Others are complex and
long and are prone to errors when be-
ing entered.

As you read about the techniques
presented here, DOS command se-
quences may seem formidable. How-
ever, you can use batch files (see Batch
File Basics box) to automate these
commands to provide much more rap-
id start-up than is possible using con-
ventional techniques and setups.

Using the Windows interface with
a mouse is fairly rapid and much sim-
pler than DOS commands, but only
for single operations. The techniques
described here typically require two or
three keystrokes, which is much faster
than mouse activity for most users.

Computer Configuration
The Toshiba T1000SE, an example of
an older (and slower) laptop, is a
prime candidate for enhanced opera -

Table 1. Programs Required in Root Directory for Speed -Up Operations

Filename Extension

COMMAND COM
DRIVER SYS
VDISK SYS
EMM SYS
MOUSE COM
MORE COM
AUTOEXEC BAT
CONFIG SYS

Comments

(Installed by system during formatting)
Required interface for hardware
Establishes RAM disks
Manages expanded memory
Interface for mouse
Utility for listing long files
Special startup file (see Table 2)
Special configuration file (see Table 2)
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Batch -File Basics

Batch files are simple programs that con-
sist of one or more regular DOS com-
mands. Filenames for batch files can be
any legal DOS file name with a .BAT ex-
tension, such as X.BAT, L.BAT, etc.

Since saving time by minimizing key-
strokes is one of their advantages, batch
files are often given single -character
names that are mnemonically related to
the function they perform. For example,
U.BAT (up) changes to the next higher
level directory and T.BAT (top) changes
to the root directory. You invoke U.BAT
with the syntax "u" and pressing Enter
and T.BAT using "t" and pressing Enter.
U.BAT saves four keystrokes, and T.BAT
saves four keystrokes for each directory
level between the current and root di-
rectories:

File Name U.BAT T.BAT
File Contents cd cd \

Creating Batch Files
You can create batch files using a text
editor or word processor. By the rules,
a batch file must be stored on -disk as a
pure ASCII file with no blank lines.
Don't end any line with a period and
don't end the last line of the file with a
carriage return (Enter).

If you don't have (or don't want to use)
a text editor or word processor, an alter-
native is EDLIN.COM, which is a basic
part of DOS. EDLIN is a rudimentary
editor that contains many com-
mands. A subset of six of these com-
mands suffices for batch -file editing.
Spend enough time practicing these
commands until you're comfortable
using EDLIN.

Begin an EDLIN session by typing
edlin name.bat and hit Enter at the DOS
prompt. If the file name.bat exists,
EDLIN opens the file for editing. If it
doesn't, EDLIN creates a directory entry
and an edit buffer.

Table A. Useful EDLIN Commands

i or I Insert. For a new file, this command creates the first line of the file.
i2 or 12 Insert a line ahead of line 2.
e or E Exit. Terminate edit and save file. If an existing file was being edited,

rename the old file name.bak
q or Q Quit. Close the file, ignore edits, don't create .bak file.
1 or L List. Display all existing lines of file. (For files with more than 20 lines,

consult your DOS Manual.)
d or D Delete current line. Use 6D to delete line 6.

Figures A and B illustrate creation, re-
view for correctness and file editing of a
batch file using EDLIN. User entries are
shown in bold type. Figure A is the File -
Creation Transcript.

Let's analyze Fig. A. Invoking EDLIN
yielded the prompt "*." After line 3:,
EDLIN prompted for line 4:, which isn't
needed. The response " C" (control -C)
is made by holding down the ctrl key and
pressing C. This key combination is often
used to stop DOS processes.

Line 2 in the file contains an error,
which must be corrected before the batch
file will perform as desired. Figure B
shows how this is done.

As the batch file examples in the main
article execute, each command is dis-
played on -screen. However, if you place
an @echo off command in the first line
of a batch file, only lines with an "echo"
command as the first word on the line will
be displayed as the program executes.

EDLIN commands used in the
demonstration transcripts shown in Fig.
A and Fig. B are normally all you need
to create batch files. The commands are
listed in Table A.

The information presented here has
been excerpted from a primer on DOS
batch files, Batch Filesfor Casual DOS
Users. This 40 -page booklet is available
from Computer Automation Hardware,
P.O. Box 830545, Richardson, TX
75083, for $7.95 plus $2.50 postage and
handling. Texas residents, please add
8.25% state tax.

C:\> edlin sample.bat
New file
*i

1.*line one
2.*line 2
3.*line three

*e

C : \ >

Fig. A. File -creation transcript for
creating an EDLIN file.

C:\> edlin sample.bat
End of input file
*1%%

*2

*1

*e

C : \ >

1:*line
2: line
3: line

one
2

three

2:*line 2
2:*line two

1:*line one
2: line two
3: line three

Fig. B. File -edit transcript for editing an
EDLIN file.

tion using the RAM -disk technique. It
has no hard drive, but it does have pro-
visions for memory expansion using
1M or 2M RAM cards. Other laptops
with memory -expansion capability
can use the speed-up techniques as
well, as can almost any desktop
computer.

In this discussion, I use a Toshiba

T1OOOSE laptop as an example of how
to configure just about any computer
for rapid changes of computing envi-
ronment and enhancement of the op-
erator interface. The T1000SE is ful-
ly loaded, with 1M of standard RAM,
a 1.44M floppy and 2M of memory ex-
pansion. The expansion memory can
be configured variously as expanded

or extended memory, RAM disk (not
battery -backed), battery -backed
RAM drive or some combination of
these techniques.

Toshiba refers to the battery -
backed RAM as Hard RAM that must
be formatted before it can be used as
a hard drive. (RAM disks set up using
VDISK.SYS aren't backed up and,
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thus, lose their contents on power -

down and don't have to be formatted).
The target machine uses 1,958K of

Hard RAM (configured by SETUPIO,
a resident utility) and 272K of RAM
disk that's set up by VDISK.SYS when
the computer boots. After running
SETUP10 and booting the machine,
DOS uses the standard configuration
files (see Table 1 and Table 2) to set up
the following disk drives:

A:-The 1.44M 3 '/2" floppy drive
installed in the machine.

B:-An external 5 V," floppy drive,
available as an accessory.

C:-ROM resident in the machine
(contains a selected subset of DOS
used for initial booting of a new ma-
chine that can be used to salvage the
computer in case of virus attack)

D:-Hard RAM disk that must be
formatted whenever the size (using
SETUP10) is changed.

E:-A virtual drive that's accessed
via the A: drive mechanism and for-
mats high -density media to 720K.

F:-Volatile RAM disk that's set up
by VDISK.SYS with 272K capacity and
is used as a scratchpad during normal
operation. When using the F: drive,
you must save files before turning off
your PC because whatever was stored
on drive F: is lost on power -down.

Required Boot Files
The key to easy context switching to
change the computing environment
begins with software that's fully con-
figured on a bootable floppy in the
standard fashion. Some special DOS
files must also be available in the root
directory of the boot disk because
drive C: doesn't contain a full set of
DOS programs.

The bootable disk must have a
\ USER directory in which to store the
applications and DOS programs in the
root directory, as detailed in Table 1.

Table 2. Example Boot Configuration Files for Speed -Up Operation

AUTOEXEC.BAT

echo off
path d: \ ;d: \ user;c:;a: \ ;a: \ user
set comspec = c: \ command.com
verify on
prompt $p$g
C:

CONFIG.SYS

break = on
buffers = 25

fcbs = 20,8

files = 20

lastdrive = f
device = driver.sys /d:0
device = vdisk .sys 272 512 16

After being configured, RAM drive
D: should contain exactly the same
data as the boot disk, including the
same program in the D: \ USER direc-
tory. (The reconfiguration process
changes only the software in the
D: \ USER directory.)

To compute entirely in RAM, active
applications software must reside on
RAM disk; data file(s) for the applica-
tions must reside on RAM disk; and
special command files (batch files) are
created to automate the user interface
for speed and accuracy.

Maximum speed gain requires the
RAM disks to be battery -backed (to
avoid having to load software each
time you start the computer).
First Time Operation-Single Applica-
tion. Beginning with an empty
D: \ USER directory, I copy the pro-
gram from A: \ USER to D: \ USER

and the data file to drive F:, which is
used as a temporary data disk. Since
DOS returns to the disk where a com-
mand sequence originates, I switch to
drive F: to begin operation.
Dual -Environment Operation. Some
tasks use more than one program for
one application, such as an editor and
compiler, an editor and separate
grammar checker, etc. I put the most -
computation -intensive program in
D: \ USER and the other program on

drive A:. At the end of a work session,
I replace the program disk on drive A:
with the data disk. Then I save the
work file (or files, in the case of com-
piler and assembler operations) to
drive A:.

As an example of running two pro-
grams together, I put a text editor on
drive A:, C compiler on drive D: and
data file on drive F:. I can then make
rapid changes between edit and com-
pile cycles for quicker program devel-
opment. Depending on relative pro-
gram sizes, it may be possible to have
two or more programs in Hard RAM
simultaneously.
Multiple Environments. Since neither
a spelling checker nor help files for the
text editor are needed in assembly -
language program development,
D: \ USER has room for my text edi-
tor, assembler and simulator. With all
three programs and the source file in
RAM, my assembly -language devel-
opment cycle times are dramatically
shortened over normal operation us-
ing files on three separate disks. Even
with all three application programs on
a typical hard drive, there's a signifi-
cant time gain with RAM operation.

After a work session, the environ-
ment can be changed simply by eras-
ing the contents of D: \ USER, chang-
ing to a different boot disk and copy -

Listing 1. L.BAT

d:

cd d:\user
erase *.*

copy a:\user\*.*
dir /w

REM
REM
REM

REM
REM

change to drive D:
and select the USER subdirectory
erase the contents (DOS will verify this

command).
copy the applications software
and verify the copy.
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For DOS 5.0 Users

Version 5.0 has three features that aren't
available in earlier DOS versions. These
are: the MS-DOS EDITOR, an easy -to -
learn full -screen text editor; DOSKEY, an
editor for DOS commands; and MA-
CRO, a special command structure that
supplements batch files. MS-DOS EDI-
TOR is an alternative tool for creating
batch files, while DOSKEY helps manage
DOS commands and can be used to cre-
ate macros.

A macro is similar to a batch file. It can
be called by entering the macro name,
just as you would with a batch file. Al-
though macros are similar to batch files,

there are significant differences between
the two, as summarized in the table.

With the availability of MS-DOS ED-
ITOR, EDLIN need no longer be used.
However, I use EDLIN for short batch
files. It's faster for batch files that con-
tain five or fewer lines. With EDLIN,
testing of the file is faster, too, because
you can create a batch file and immedi-
ately test it. With EDITOR, you must load
the editor, create and save the file and exit
the editor before testing the new com-
mand. With both EDLIN and MS-DOS
EDITOR in RAM, EDLIN is still faster
until a batch file becomes fairly large.

Differences Between Macros and Batch Files

Characteristic

Where Stored
Loses Power on Power -Down
Uses Program Memory
Number of Commands
Commands Per Line
Stop Operation
Replaceable Parameters
Uses GOTO Command
Calls Batch File
Calls Macro Command
Uses Echo Off to Inhibit Command Display
Create Using

Batch Files

Disk File
No
No
Unlimited
1

/C
%1 thru 0709
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Text Editor
or EDLIN

Macros

RAM
Yes
Yes
127 Maximum
127 Maximum
/C Each Command
$1 thru $9
No
Yes
No
No
Text Editor
or DOSKEY

ing the new program to D: \ USER, as
before. When starting from power -
off, boot with the new disk and per-
form the delete/copy cycle as before.

Listing 2. G.BAT

d:
cd user
dir /w

Usually, software configuration on
the boot disk is easiest to accomplish
by making a standard installation to
D: \ USER. Once the software is work-
ing from D: \ USER, it can be copied
to A: \ USER. Each computing envi-
ronment is set up on a separate boot -
able disk, unless the program requires
more room. (A special procedure has
been developed to handle larger pro-
grams on computers that don't have
a hard drive.)

J

System Parameters

Correct speed-up operation requires
that you set certain parameters. DOS
uses the AUTOEXEC.BAT and CON-
FIG.SYS files to set parameters on
boot -up. My files are shown in Table 2.
Critical boot -file statements include
the following:
PATH, which uses the PATH state-
ment as a list of directories to search
for commands. The search accesses
the directories in the sequence they ap-
pear in PATH. For maximum speed-
up during RAM operation, the search
must start with D: \ , as coded in the
example. During most RAM opera-
tion, only drive D: contains the com-
mands, since a data disk or a second
environment will be in drive A:.
SET COMSPEC specifies which COM-
MAND.COM file to use. DOS uses this
file each time an applications program
terminates. Without this statement,
DOS pauses to request a disk contain-
ing COMMAND.COM.
DEVICE = VDISK.SYS 272 512 16 spec-
ifies the parameters for the RAM disk.
Capacity is 272K, sectors are 512 bytes
and no more than 16 files can be saved.
If a larger data work space is needed,
adjust the VDISK parameters.

Using a RAM disk can dramatical-
ly increase operating speed under
proper conditions. Maximum speed is
obtained when both software and data
files are in RAM. This requires a min-
imum hardware configuration and
careful planning. For many users, this
means some investment, a new system
configuration and a change in com-
puting discipline.

Power back-up is the most impor-
tant single factor for safe computing
in RAM. Most laptops satisfy this re-
quirement automatically. Data is pre-
served long after the main battery has
run down. Also, work files should be

Listing 3. LEBAT

a:
copy %1 f:
copy %2 f:
f:
edit %1

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

change to Drive A
copy first data file to RAM work disk
(Optional) Copy a second file to RAM
change to work disk
start the text processor and open data file
(This command may vary with the requirements
of the software used.)
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Listing 4. PC.BAT

f:

erase *.bat
copy *.* a:
a:

a: dir /w

change from current directory to F:
delete all backup files
copy all remaining files to the disk in A:
change directory to Drive A
verify that the files were copied

echo ***SAVE USER DICTIONARY***

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

Listing 5. SP.BAT

a: REM
cd user REM
copy d:\user\words.use REM
dir w* REM
cd REM

change to A:.
change to /USER
copy user dictionary
list all files beginning
return to root directory

with 111wIl

saved frequently (which should be
done with any computer configura-
tion you use). Minimum computer
memory configuration must include
the following:

RAM Disk 1 with enough space to
hold the largest applications software
package you expect to use. If this
block of RAM is battery -backed, you

save software loading time during
boot -up.
RAM Disk 2 with enough space for the
largest data file you need.
System RAM exceeding the minimum
requirement used by the applications
software.

When the software residing in
D: \ USER doesn't include the pro-
grams you need for a given task, it's

Listing 6. FX.BAT

f:

erase *.&*
copy *.* a:\cs
a:

cd cs
dir /w

Choosing RAM -Disk Size

AT -type desktop computers rarely ac-
commodate more than 3M of RAM on
their motherboards and often only 2M.
All installed memory beyond 1M can be
used as either expanded or extended
memory. In the Toshiba T1000SE exam-
ple cited in the main text, Hard RAM had
to be installed in expanded memory. Any
application that uses expanded memory
requires that EMM.SYS be loaded as a
memory manager.

Three factors should govern how you
partition memory beyond the 1M limit
DOS can access. These are: size of the ap-
plication you wish to run; the maximum
size of a data file you expect to use; and
the amount of available extended
memory.

Let's assume you have 2M of RAM
and no hard drive. The setup I use on my
Toshiba is 272K in VDISK RAM disk and
the rest in Hard RAM. A 1.44M 3'/2"
diskette just barely accommodates
QuickBASIC (1,270K) and the boot files,
which makes this the practical limit for

running from boot floppies.
If you boot from a hard drive and use

a 272K scratchpad RAM disk, a batch file
can automatically load whatever combi-
nation of utilities will fit into the remain-
ing RAM in your computer. Without a
utility like SETUP (available only on the
Toshiba; you must use VDISK .SYS to
configure the scratchpad and one other
RAM disk with the remaining RAM).

Obviously, if you have more RAM,

larger applications and larger work files
will fit. With only 1M of expanded mem-
ory, everything must be scaled down.
Welcome to the world of agonizing
choices.

The table lists applications I've in-
stalled as individual environments on my
Toshiba T1000ES, some in combination
with others for maximum utility. Sizes
listed in it are installed versions, not to-
tal files.

Applications Author Installed on a Toshiba T1000ES

Application/Utility

PC Write
PseudoSam A51
Snooper
SuperCAD
QuickBASIC
IT

Type

Shareware Word Processor
8051 Assembler
8086 Disassembler
Schematic -Capture
BASIC Compiler
Shareware Communications

Required Boot and Batch Files Used on Toshiba T1000ES

Size

450K
86K

330K
900K

1,270K
57K

164K
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Volume in drive A is WP1
Directory of A:\USER

<DIR> 4-20-92
<DIR> 4-20-92

7:45a
7:45a

WPHELP FIL 215030 9-25-91 12:00p
WP EXE 228352 9-25-91 12:00p
WP FIL 617619 9-25-91 12:00p
WP MRS 6072 9-25-91 12:00p
WP QRS 17034 9-25-91 12:00p
WPSMALL DRS 47892 9-25-91 12:00p
WP5 1 INS 2307 4-20-92 7:28a
WP(WP) SET 2952 5-29-92 3:13a
WP)WP( CHK 0 4-20-92 8:05a
WP)WP{ TV1 0 4-20-92 8:05a
WP)WP( BV1 0 4-20-92 8:05a
WP)WP( SPC 4096 4-20-92 8:05a

14 File(s) 314368 bytes free

Volume in drive A is
Directory of A:\USER

<DIR>
<DIR>

WP2

5-29-92
5-29-92

5:08a
5:08a

WP51 <DIR> 5-29-92 5:17a
STANDARD IRS 4905 9-25-91 12:OOp
STANDARD PRS 1942 9-25-91 12:OOp
STANDARD VRS 30482 9-25-91 12:00p
WP QRS 17034 9-25-91 12:OOp
HPDES500 PRS 16386 4-20-92 7:29a

8 File(s) 765440 bytes free

Volume in drive A is WP2
Directory of A:\USER\WP51

<DIR> 5-29-92
<DIR> 5-29-92

5:17a
5:17a

WPMS50 ALL 202851 1-18-91 3:20p
WP51 INS 2307 5-29-92 2:17a
WP)WP{ WPM 1325 5-29-92 2:17a
WPMS1 ALL 302566 11-05-91 12:OOp
HPDE5OAD PRS 32373 5-29-92 2:38a

7 File(s) 765440 bytes free

Fig. 1. Example distribution of WordPerfect files on boot disks.

time for a change. Usually, because
this RAM disk has limited capacity,
the current contents must be replaced
with the software you need. To load
and use the software, do the following:

(1) Switch to D: \ USER and erase
all files there. This process may be
somewhat complicated if the existing
application uses more than one
directory.

(2) Copy the new software to
D: \ USER.

(3) Copy the data file to drive F:
(scratchpad RAM drive).

(4) Change to drive F: and run the
applications program.

Software replacement is a some-
what complex operation. Unless these
changes can be done quickly and auto-
matically, much of the savings in com-
puting time will be lost. Two or more
batch files can be written to perform
all the software changes and handle
file management. For example, batch
files L.BAT and G.BAT help speed up
changes in computing environment
and general operation of the comput-
er. A typical operating cycle with an
environmental change is as follows:

(1) Boot the computer from a boot
disk in drive A:.

(2) Type I and hit Enter to install new
software in D: \ USER (L.BAT).

(3) Type g, followed by Enter to ac-
cess the installed program in
D: \ USER (G.BAT).

Alternate configuration steps are as
follows:

(3) Use a specialized batch file tai-
lored to match the program's needs.
See LF.BAT for a simple example.

(4) Change to a data disk in drive
A:, copy the data file to drive F: and
start the new program (see LF.BAT).

If RAM drive D: already contains
the desired software, skip Step 2.

I use an archive disk and save to
both the original disk and an archive
disk each time I save a working file.

Listing 7. LW1.BAT

@echo off
d:
cd d:\user
erase *.*

echo ',Insert disk wpl

REM change to drive D:
REM change to USER subdirectory
REM kill existing files; DOS will

query "OK?"
then activate lw2.bat" REM prompt for

first disk
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Listing 8. LW2.BAT

@echo off
copy a:\user\*.* REM copy all files to D:\USER
echo ',insert disk wp2 then activate 1w3.bat" REM prompt for

second disk

Listing 9. LW3.BAT

@echo off
copy a:\user\*.*
and wp51
cd wp51
copy a:\user\wp51\*.*

REM
REM
REM
REM

copy all files to D:\USER
create directory
and go there
copy the remaining files

Listing 10. CW.BAT

a:
copy %1 f:
f:

wp

REM
REM
REM
REM

switch to drive A:.
copy file ',filenames' to drive F:
and change to F:.
and start WordPerfect

Besides having back-up files for data,
a virus can attack only the boot disk
and drive D:, both of which are easy
to rebuild, if necessary. Power -failure
protection on a laptop computer is es-
sentially automatic, as long as you al-
ways remember to save the data in
drive F: before you turn off your
computer.

The following batch files contain
REMarks that define operations.
These REMarks aren't part of the file
and must not be entered. If the PATH
statement contains the location of the
batch files, batch commands can be
executed from any directory.

Let's look at some general-purpose
batch files.

L.BAT in Listing 1 is a universal batch
file for changing the applications soft-
ware in D: \ USER. It's executed after
booting with an environment disk that
contains the new software you need.
G.BAT in Listing 2 transfers control to
D: \ USER from any active directory.
This program reminds you of the com-
mand to start the software (normally
an .EXE file) if the program must be
started from its home directory.
LF.BAT in Listing 3 automatically
loads one or two data files and starts
a text processor. Total load time is less
than 5 seconds. The command syntax
for this file is: If fileone filetwo, fol-
lowed by an Enter. Additional param-
eters 07(13 through WO may be added to

the file. If the number of file names
entered is less than the number of pa-
rameters, parameters not used are
ignored.

PC.BAT in Listing 4 erases backup
file(s) and copies the modified data
files to drive A:. To make a backup
file, change disks and execute FC.BAT
again. You execute SP.BAT in Listing
6 after work files have been saved and
the text editor boot disk has again been
placed in drive A:. This file copies the
supplemental spelling dictionary from
D: \ USER to A: \ USER and makes a
directory listing to verify the copy.
SP.BAT. in Listing 5 is executed after
work files have been saved and the
text -editor boot disk is placed in A:

cd d:\user\progl\subl\sub2 REM begin with lowest level directory
erase *.* REM and erase each in turn
cd
rd sub2
erase *.*
cd
rd subl
erase *.*
cd
rd progl
erase *.*
1 REM execute L.BAT

Fig. 2. Nested erase commands required when a program needs adirectory structure two or three levels deep.
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Listing 11. RWP.BAT

cd d:\user\wp51

erase
cd
rd wp51
1

REM

REM
REM
REM
REM

change to the WordPerfect
subdirectory
and erase the files there.
go up to the /USER directory
and remove the wp51 subdirectory.
execute L.BAT to complete the change.

again. This file copies the user's sup-
plemental spelling dictionary from
D: \ USER and makes a directory
listing to verify the copy.

FX.BAT in Listing 6 is a variation of
FC.BAT. In this case, the work file is
copied to a subdirectory on the data
disk.

Working With
Large Programs
Large programs like WordPerfect can
also be accommodated, with certain
compromises and special techniques,
by the boot disks. For WordPerfect,
the compromise is to load style sheets
from drive A: and run the spelling
checker from drive A:.

Two boot disks are required to hold
resident WordPerfect files because
total resident code is more than one
high -density disk can accommodate,
not including boot files. I prepared the
boot disks by making a standard small
installation of WordPerfect on
D: \ USER and verifying that it works
properly. These files were then copied
to two 1.44M floppies, each with a
USER directory. Fig. 1 shows my file
distribution. Except for the contents
of \ WP51, exact file distribution isn't
important.

Files required for WordPerfect, in-
cluding a special driver for a Hewlett-
Packard DeskJet 500 printer, total
1.75M. With these files distributed be-
tween two diskettes, the batch file re-
quired for program updating is more

complex. Actually, it becomes three
batch files that prompt me to change
diskettes as needed while loading
WordPerfect.
LWx.BAT is a trio of batch files (List-
ings 7, 8 and 9) that replace the appli-
cation program currently in D: \ USER
with Wordperfect. These batch files
must be used together. Each prompts
for the next file in the chain. This
seemingly extreme measure is required
because data files have no mechanism
for operator interaction, except to is-
sue instructions via the ECHO com-
mand. These files have an extra fea-
ture: the line " @echo off" prevents
each line of the file, except those be-
ginning with "echo," from being dis-
played on -screen during the operation.
CW.BAT in Listing 10 copies a data
file to drive F: (after WordPerfect
loads) and executes WordPerfect. The
syntax for this command is cw
< FILename > , followed by Enter.

When a large program like Word-
Perfect or any program that requires
more than one level of directory struc-
ture to be removed from the RAM
drive, the special RWP.BAT batch file
given in Listing 11 can automate the
reconfiguration process. If some pro-
gram needs a directory structure two
or three levels deep, the equivalent
RWP.BAT would need nested erase
commands, as detailed in Fig. 2.

Special Cases for
Laptop Enhancement
If your laptop has a hard drive, boot

disks aren't needed. Simply install ap-
plications programs in different direc-
tories on the hard drive. Normally, in-
stallation instructions for commercial
programs do this automatically. The
major change in the batch files is that
L.BAT will have to become a unique
file for each application. In particular,
the batch command to load WordPer-
fect might be as shown in Fig. 3.

The major problem in having
multiple -loading batch commands is
remembering the different com-
mands. It's helpful to use mnemonic
names for these commands to help the
memory process.

Speeding Up
Desktop Computers
The most important differences be-
tween laptop and desktop computers
are that most of the latter don't have
battery backup for RAM, they typic-
ally have hard disks and standard
DOS forces complete RAM erasure on
reset. Reliable RAM computing re-
quires that these machines have an
uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
to obviate data loss in the event of an
ac power -line failure during normal
operation.

Once the data has been protected,
batch files can be written to move ap-
plications software and data from the
hard drive to RAM disks. If you leave
your computer powered up after you
finish configuring it, operation be-
comes identical to that for a laptop.

d:
cd d:\user
erase *.*
copy c:\wp51\*.*
dir /w

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

change to drive D:
and select the USER subdirectory
erase the contents (DOS will verify this command)
copy the applications software
and verify the copy.

Fig. 3. Batch command to load WordPerfect on a laptop computer's hard drive.
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Enhancing By Nick Goss

Build -It -Yourself Digital Laser
This project offers a unique opportunity to do
sophisticated experimenting and build a host of
practical application projects you control from
your computer

Nowadays, lasers aren't something
for just the scientific community,

built into commercial and consumer
products or something to be used as prop
in sci-fi movies. They're practical, mod-
erate -cost items with which a home user
can use to perform serious experiments,
as exemplified by the Cyber Laser pro-
ject described here.

What makes our Cyber Laser rela-
tively unique is the fact that you control
it with your PC via a card that plugs into
your computer's serial port. With this
arrangement, you can use your PC to
digitally modulate/demodulate laser -
based data. This gives you the opportu-
nity to experiment with a wide variety
of applications. Among the literally
hundreds of things you can do with
Cyber Laser are making ultra -precise
distance measurements using digital
interferometry; setting up computer -to -
computer and computer -to -peripheral
data links; control laser light shows and
demonstrations with your PC; prototype

optical systems; build laser security sys-
tems;and do laser seismology, to name
just a few.

About the System
The laser diode is essentially a LED

that has been carefully designed to pro-
duce coherent laser energy when it's
electrically driven beyond its threshold
current. This condition represents the
minimum amount of electrical energy
that must be applied to stimulate light
"amplification."

In the Fig. 1 cross-section of the laser -
diode semiconductor, photons created
in the active layer are reflected back and
forth between the cladding layers until
they begin to spill - out the edges of the
device. Energy emitted from the back of
the semiconductor is directed onto a
photodetector that measures the relative
number of photons being released. This
integral monitoring feature is important
in a laser diode because excessive ener-
gy in the semiconductor material can

produce high temperatures that can
damage the device.

Photons emitted from the front of the
laser diode are temporally and spatially
coherent but not well -aligned. This
"beam divergence" (as much as 40°)
requires a collimator lens to create the
concentrated beam of energy associat-
ed with lasers.

In many laser -diode designs, photons
are emitted at infrared frequencies, well
below the spectral range of the human
eye. Energy created by this type of laser
diode is invisible and difficult to exper-
iment with. Cyber Laser however, uses
a newly developed form of laser diode
that emits visible red light at about 670
nm, which greatly simplifies alignment
and operation.

The solid-state Cyber Laser connects
to an RS -232 port on a computer or to
any other digital output port or device.
This self-contained laser has an internal
automatic current -limiting driver cir-
cuit, RS -232 and direct digital modula-
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CON SUMERTRON ICS
2011 Crescent Dr., P.O. Drawer 537

Alamogordo, NM 88310

(505) 434-0234, 434-1778
FAX: (505) 434-0234 (if you get answer-
ing machine press 'N", then '1' any time)

VOICE LINES' SAM- 8 PtA MST, Phor+Set
FAX (orders only): 24 -hour, 7 days/week

Add $5 SA -I (total USA, Canada). All Items In
stock. COD (UPS cash only). VISA, MCard OK.
New Catalog Is $2 w/ order, $4 w/o (no tree cata-
log). In business since 1971. As seen on TV, etc.
John Williams - former Lockheed Senior Engi-
neer. NMSU Ftdessa d Cbrnpuler Sdence, NH
Health Physicist. Educational purposes only.

'All software supports all IBM-PC
compatible systems (8088 - 80488)

Off -The -Shelf HARDWARE
Van Eck Systems, Automated Tempest
Module, KX Radar Emitter, CarJacking
Folder, Personal Body Alarm, Voice Dis-
guiser, Shriek Module, Hearing Assistor,
EM Countermeasure, TENS, 8th Sense
Communicator, many Nifty Phone Boxes,
Bumper Beeper, Subliminal Mixer/Amp,
Super MWO, Rife Device, Hieronymus
Machine, Neurophone, MU Magnetom-
eter, Dwelling Security System, Levhator,
Stealth Paint - morel See new Catal..,.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
We design, build, repair, modify, maintain
and -or consult on any device, system,
process or project - electrical, electronic,
computer, phone, mechanical, optical,
automotive. Invention prototyping. Confi-
dentiality guaranteed. Describe and Include
$25 pre -engineering lee (does not obligate
you). Time and cost estimates In 7-10 days.

TECHNICAL RESEARCH
SERVICES

Unique 57+K electronic and computer design ar
tide database accessed by title and subject: Digi-
tal, pP. PC. analog, hybrid, nomograph, software.
Many hacker, In-house, non -published articles.

keys, we return list You select articles
$25 search lee (1-25 keys, you may combine unre-
lated topics), plus $1 per selection. 25 cents per
copied page, $4 S/H. Saves R&D $1

COMPUTER PHREAKING
R  , I I 1, I - ,etc. an

countermeasures. Includes disk with 360K of
hacker text files and utilities, and powerful FLU -
SHOT+ protection system (Ed. Choice, PC Maga-
zine). Dozens of computer crime and abuse meth-
ods and countermeasures. How systems are pen-
etrated. BBS advice, password defeats, glossary -
much morel Manuals + Disks' $39.

BEYOND VAN ECK PHREAKING
Eavesdropping on VDT and TV video signals using
an ordinary Documented In security Industry
literature. Range up to 1 KM. Plans include both
the CONSUMERTRONICS and the original TOP
SECRET VAN ECK designs! $29.

HARD DRIVE MANUAL
Covers all hard drive and controller Implementa-
tions (emphasis on PCs). How to select. interface,
Initialize, set up, use, maintain, troubleshoot and
repair them. How to protect them from mistakes,
sabotage, prying eyes and sticky fingers. How to
recover damaged and lost files. How to prevent
crashes to begin with. Software reviews. Loaded
with Information. advice, tips $29.

DISK SERVICE MANUAL
Maintain, !mu. °shoot repair, adjust, align floppy
drives without special equipment or software - 3.5"/
5.25"/8", PC/XT/AT/386/488, Apple, Tandy.
Commodore, Kaypro, Epson Atari. 11, HP, DEC,
etc systems. All floppies need regular upkeep. $29.

DISK DRIVE TUTORIAL
Theory and practical facts on floppy drives, disks.
FDCs, formatting. software protection. Systems
described above. Invaluable advice and Ups on
how to best select, interface and use drives and
asks. $19. $39 with DISK SERVICE MANUAL

PRINTER & PLOTTER MANUAL
Types, descriptions, specs and 100+ Interlaces

serial). Detailed plans for X-switchers, buffers,
and serial -to -parallel and parallel -to -serial interfaces.
breakout boxes. Many buy, use. service, tips $14.

CRYPTANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Five powerful menu -driven crypt° programs (in
.COM and their .BAS sources) to analyze, decrypt
'secure' dphertexts. Worked -out examples. Rec-
ommended In prestigious COMPUTERS & SECU-
RITY. Manual + Disk' $29.

ABSOLUTE COMPUTER
SECURITY

Dozens of simple, versatile, secure methods and
tips. Plus our Invulnerable Cipher Program (In
.COM and its .BAS source). Plus $1,1:100 Cipher
Contest ciphertext and rules. ManuekDlsk' $24.

CELLULAR PHONE MANUAL
How cellular phones are designed, operated, re-
programmed. How cellular systems are vulnerable
to hack attacks, and countermeasures. Compre-
hensively describes modifying NAMs and ESNs
(Includes specific Into, on 30+ popular models),
scanning, scanner restorations (Includes UHF TV
method). Iraq and channel allocations, roaming,
tracking, ECPA - morel $39.

VOICE MAIL BOX HACKING
How Voice Mall Box (V MB) systems are used and
the specific ways they are hacked. Includes AS-
PEN, MESSAGE CENTER, BIX, EZ, SYDNEY,
PHONE MAIL AUDDL etc. Absolutely required for
all users and sysopsl $29

PHONE COLOR BOXES
As designed by Phone Phreaksl 15 phone color
boxes described. Dozens of circuits, simulator pro-
grams. Plus call forwarding, conferencing, phreak
history, 50 useful and legal phone circuit plans -
morel $29.

ROBOFONE AUTODIALER
Powerful, versatile, menu -driven "Wargames-
autodiaier lets you dial any quantity (up to 10K) or
mix of local/long distance numbers in any order,
over any length of time, whether busy or answered
(your choice) and log the times, commands and re-
sults to monitor, printer and -or disk. Quick -dial di-
rectory of up to 600 numbers. BUSY radial options.
Direct modem command and control. All Result
Codes, including VOICE and RINGING. Optional
shell to terminal program upon CONNECT. Exit to
menu or DOS (for botching) Manuel + Disk' $29.

PHONE RECORDER INTERFACES
Plans for undetectable (ultra -h input impedance),
Indestructible TELECORDER to record phone con-
versations. Also monitors for bugs, taps. Plus
simple FM transmitter plans for It. Plus our Infa-
mous ear -piercing SHRIEK MODULE plans. $9.

VOICE DISGUISER
Plans for clever devices to change voice pitches.
Effective against snoops using voice analyzers, for
women, elderly and latch -key children, for anti -In-
trusion systems, and for gags and parlor games.
Voice sounds natural. $19.

TV DECODERS & CONVERTERS
Tutorial, hacker plans for several popular TV de-
coders and converters. Plus satellite TV compo-
nent selectkm, use tips $14.

HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICES
de ces plans: Stun Gun, Taser, Prod, Cane,

Fleisher, Neater, Zapper, Audc/11F/Radar, Jam-
mer. Jacob's Ladder, Plasma and Van de Graff
Gene., Fence Charger, Gel Counter, Ozone
Gen., Fish Stunner, Plant Stimulator, KIrlian -
Mel Shocking! $29.

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIO
Optimum survival and security radio equipment,
methods. Iraq allocations and voice/data scram-
bling/encoding. Includes small receivers/transmtt-
ters, telemetry, antenna optimizations. remote
monitoring and control, security, surveillance, and
ultrasonic. fiber-optic and infrared commo. 70+ cir-
cuit plans, tables. $29.

THE "GOLDFINGER"
Tired of digging Up rusty nails and bottle caps?
The 'GoldInger detects GOLD, SILVER, PLATI-
NUM, ALUMINUM and COPPER - rejects all
FERROMAGNETIC METALS. Plans. $14.

THE "SILKWOOD"
The 'SU kwood' detects X- and Gamma Rays, and
Alpha and Beta particles. Simple, pocket-size, 9 -
volt battery -operated rad detector requires no Gel-
ger-Mueller tubes or high voltages. 95+% linearity
between 10 and 1K rads/min. Indicates to less
than 0.1 rads/min. Check out your Job, home, land
and possessions. And a real lifesaver for nuclear
survival situations. Plans. $14.

POOR MAN'S SUPER LASER
Plans for el cheapo Ruby Rod Laser. Used In intru-
sion systems, weapons targeting, precise optical
alignments, seismography, signaling and commo.
strobes, holography, science projects, etc. In-
cludes a 1st of dozens of sources for ruby rods and
other =as. Excltini and illuminatin.1 $14.

NEW CIRCUIT DESIGN
CONCEPT

Describes new circuit design 'MAGIC POLYHE-
DRON' concept. Soldering typically reduced to
less than 20% of PC and pert board designs -
much less risks of toxic chemicals, bums bad sol-
ders, cooked parts, etc. Compact. efficient. low -
noise, reliable. Versatile size, shape, layout. Easy
to troubleshoot and change design. Cost effective.
Easy to integrate with chassis, controls, connec-
tors, displays, power supplies, etc. Assemble cir-
cuits ust about an here' 19.

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY
Police radar is lasdnating! It also has error rates of
10-20%I Every known error mode - stealth method
and malarial used to minimize radar reflections -
tactic and strategy to fight unjust radar tickets (that
cost you $100s In insurance and risk cancellation)
- methods to detect and jam signals - fully de-

LOADFINDER
Quick, simple, accurate, cheap and unique method
to completely determine load R (Resistance). L (In-
ductance). PF (Power Factor), C (Capacitance to
correct for unity PF), P (Real Power), 0 (kn winery
Power) and S (Apparent Power) values of any bad
(0.1-100 amps, 1-3 phases) b situ. Only accurate AC
voltmeter and simple Inexpensive device (plans in-
cluded), andhl/i-school algebra ability required. $9.

Please Order Todayl - (505) 434-0234

STOPPING POWER METERS
As reported on CBS "60 MINUTES": How certain
devices can slow down - even stop - watthour
meters - while loads draw full power' Device
simply plugs into one outlet and normal loads Into
other outlets. Also describes meter creep, overload
droop, etc. Plans. $29.

THE I.G. MANUAL
External magnetic ways (applied to the meter It-
self) to slow down and stop watthour meters while
drawing full loads. $19.

KW -HR METERS
How watthour meters work, calibration, error
modes (many), ANSI Standards, etc. Demand and
Polyphase Meters. Experimental results to slow
and stop meters by others. $19.

LIBERATE GAS & WATER
How gas and water meters car; be reversed using
commonly available household equipment. $14.

GAS FO' ALL!
Every known vulnerability of gas and diesel fuel
pumps and dispensers - both electronic and me-
chanical. $19.

VORTEX GENERATOR
Heal and cool with simple, amazing 3 -port device.
Uses no moving parts, electricity, fossil fuel, liquid
or been. Guaranteed scientifically sound! Plans. $9.

THE MDVR METHOD
Plans for the elfective and inexpensive MDVR
method to legally save electrical energy (30-60%).
Develops optimum efficiency, safety and versatility
for your operation without significant losses of per-
formance and service. $12.

UNDER ATTACK!
Electromagnetic Interference and Electronic
Weapon Attacks can cause: Cancer, birth defects.
and profound psychological, neurological, cardio-
vascular and Immune system disorders! Destructive
to people, animals, plants, equipment! Includes AC-
TUAL CASES OF EM ATTACKS ON PEOPLE (we
Investigated) - more common than believed! In-
cludes how to verily and pinpoint EMI and electronic
attack sources, and specific countermeasures. $29.

Tutorial and plans for powerful ELECTROMA
NETIC WEAPONS and LAB DEVICES. Optimum
circuits. frogs, waveforms, duty cycles, Intensities.
Comprehensive. $29.

RADIONICS MANUAL
xciting a ectrica , electron c an' electromagnetic

therapeutic, diagnostic and preventive devices
(mossy experimental). History, descriptions, plans
(dozens), avallabilitles of Radionlcs Devices from
early to modern. While drugs cost $ Hundreds,
electildly costs pennies' $29.

Some electronic and electromagnetic medical e -
vices are now licensed by the FDA for therapies.
Plans for three major device types that YOU can
build and use yourself! Save $ Thousands] Plus
details on many other devices $19.

BIO-SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Covers entire V spectrum rom DC to a near in-
frared (0-300 GHZ), with special emphasis on DC.
50 HZ, 60 HZ, 2.45 GHZ, 3 GHZ. Includes 8 ELF
bands. Cites 100s of studies by researcher, date.
source, effects and subject types; physical proper-
ties and FCC assignments of various bands; and
signal intensities, Kegs. durations, duly cycles,
waveforms and modulations. Graphical layout of
EM spectrum sorted by frogs tested In biologic
studes - all at your fingertips. $19.

X-RAY TO DEATH!
Diagnostic X -Rays may be harmful to youl
Comprehensive manual includes a list of exposure
levels for every major kind of diagnostic X -Ray,
arid the resulting doses to active bone marrow,
ovaries and uterus (fetus), testes, thyroid. Corn-
pletely worked out examples. X -Ray definitions,
standards, harmful effects, studies, etc $14

PREVENT & CURE DENTAL
DISEASE

About 70% of all tooth losses are from periodontal
disease - not cavitlesl This Insidious, devastating
disease inflicts pain, swelling, debilitation and die-
figurement, and the damage Is costly to repair.
Frequent brushing. flossing and teeth cleaning are
usually not enough. Little-known regimen (doesn't
use baking soda) takes only a few minutes and
costs only a few pennies. $19.

COMBAT & SURVIVAL WEIGHT
FITNESS

eig rt training for combat, survive, police, marl,
arts, contact sports, brawling and street lighting.
Scientifically designed to maximize the explosive
power, quidmess, agility, endurance and hardness
required for combat and survival - the arena that
separates the men from the chest -beating phonies.
Survival of the fittest' $14.

oc in
UFOs and ETs

. I  an sig ings, se-
cret, massive International efforts to communicate
with ETs the New World Order, recent and current
visits and txobings, and the prospects of large ET
visits or attacks on the earth in the near future. $14.

SECRET & ALTERNATE IDS
-rivacy s virtue it t e huge .atabases
now maintained and controlled by credit bureaus
and governments, your privacy, sanity and survival
are at great risk. Some escape by using a secret
and alternate ID. Details legal methods - not a re-
hash of Paper Trip books $14.

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES
ATM crimes, abuses, vulnerabilities and de-
feats exposed' 100+ methods detailed. Include.
Physical, Reg. E, dpher, PIN compromise. card
counterfeiting, magnetic stripe, false front. TEM-
PEST, Van Eck, tapping, spoofing. Inside job. su-
per -cool, vibration, puiser, high voltage - others
Case histories, law, countermeasures, detailed se-
curity checklist, labeled internal photos. figures.
ATMs contain up to $250,000 in cash) Recent
$350,000 ATM crime spree still unsolved' $39.

CREDIT CARD SCAMS
Cardholders, merchants and banks suffer Billions
in losses annually because of credit card fraud.
Describes every known means of credit card fraud
and scams. Protect yourself' $29.

ULTIMATE SUCCESS MANUAL
Underpaid? Harassed? Manipulated? Stuck in a
dead-end job? Expect to be laid off, fired or trans-
ferred? The ultimate no -holds -barred, looking -al-
ter -11 Machiavellian techniques to find, obtain, oo-
timize and keep top jobs and benefits. THE
RULES OF THE GAME FOR A GAME WITHOUT
RULESI From first resume to CEO. $29.

CONS & SCAMS
ons a . scams eece  mencans o 100+ ion

per year! The most comprehensive survival
manual on cons and scams of all kinds - from the
classic to the high-tech. Details on 100s and their
many variations. Protect youreeff I $29.

CREDIT REPORTING ENTITIES
Giant commercial and government databases con-
tain millions of detailed financial, employment,
medical, family history, Re -style, religious, political
records Instantly accessible to many. How to pro-
tect your privacy and security. How to monkey
wrench these databases. Comprehensive $29.

GOVERNMENT LAND GRAB!
Little-known method to force the U.S. Government
to sell you premium land at ridiculously low prices
with no competing bide allowed, because of a 120+
year old Federal Law. Includes actual case histo-
ries and forms. You can still realize the Ameri-
can Drearrun

Every known method of getting things free or at
much reduced costs: FREE money! FREE jobal
FREE lend! FREE housing' FREE vehicle us-
age' FREE first-rate food' FREE medical and
hospital caret FREE reedblneel FREE clothes!
FREE equipment' FREE merchandise! FREE
credit! FREE postage! FREE cable TVI FREE
air/bus/ship/train passage! Morel And how to
cancel bills and restore or establish  sterling
credit record to

STOCKPRO
Unique, powerful, shrewd and unconventional
common stock investment strategy. Professionally
created for NMSU and core of costly consulting

ckage Manual + Disk* $29.

BY AN ORDER
OF THE MAGNITUDE

e most compre ens ye ar' ng,-Inc
survival book ever written! Topics include elec-
tronics. computers, energy, weapons, conceal-
ment. revenge, alarms, etc to survive today and In
the Day After. We all lace increasingly financially
and physically brutal times! Field -expedient use of
technology In various threat and conflict environ-
ments and scenarios $49.

SURVIVAL GUNS & AMMO
The Ultimate Guns & Ammo Survival Manual'
Describes optimum guns & ammo. conversions, si-
lencers, explosive devices, Improvised weapons,
End Times scenarios, retreats, etc. $19.

ROCKET'S RED GLARE
ow to sign an so props ant amateur,

survival, pare -military rockets. Emphasis on formu-
lation, manufacture, Installation of propellants, mo-
tors, igniters. etc. Includes list of commonly avail-
able materials, and the design of launch pads and
test beds and their electronics $29.

FIREWORKS!
Describes how Iirsciackers (M -80s, blockbusters,
cherry bombs), small rockets, volcanos, fountains.
srklers and safety fuses are made and colored.
Simpaple, cheap, common Ingredients. $9.

' SOFTWARE
.PROTECTION SYSTEM

Unique system that highly discourages costly soft-
ware piracy while not interfering with legit archival
copies. No known way to defeat. No special equip-
ment required. Simple and automatic to Install on
your clstributed software Compatible with all other
copy -prevention systems. Manual + Disk" $59.

MMPI PERSONALITY GAME
Based upon the actual 550 lest Items, the validity
scales, and the 1005 of traditional, special and
supplementary clinical scales and configure' Indi-
ces. the MMPI PERSONALITY GAME Is a zany,
satirical and critical hands-on evaluation of and
education about personality testing In general, the
MMPI in particular and exactly how It classifies
YOUR PERSONAUT(IES). Not only very reveal-
ing but a real blast at parties. $29.

NUMEROLOGY PROGRAM
Many ancients believed Mat much hidden knowl-
edge is revealed from the study of numbers. As
does many current belief systems. Scientists have
recognized for centuries that certain numbers and
combinations have special meanings. Whether you
lake numbers deadly serious or you are just curi-
ous, NUMERNAM is the ultimate, near -Instanta-
neous computerized means of relating alpha and
numeric strings. $29.



tor circuit, laser diode and heat sink, col-
limator lens and adjustable objective
lens and polarizing filter holders.

An extremely simple, though unsta-
ble and possibly dangerous, solid-state
laser can be built using just a battery,
current -limiting resistor and laser diode.
Without a sophisticated setup like that
used for Cyber Laser, any research work
with lasers that require a very stable
light source would be useless. For
example, Cyber Laser can resolve dis-
tances down to around 335 billionths of
a meter! You can't get anywhere close
to this kind of resolution with a bare -
minimum laser setup.

For serious work, a laser must pro-
duce very constant coherent energy out-
put. As the semiconductor material pro-
duces light, it heats and becomes less
efficient. Consequently, you need an
automatic current regulator that can
monitor or "track" actual energy output
of the laser diode. Cyber Laser accom-
plishes this with the Fig. 2. circuit.

The laser diode you'll be using is
rated at 3 mW, but it can produce 50 mW
or more if allowed to draw excessive
current, if only for only a brief time
before the laser diode destructs. Until
destruction occurs, however, excessive
current draw can be dangerous.

You need a way to collimate and
focus the laser diode's energy beam.
Cyber Laser uses an adjustable objec-
tive lens for fine-tuning beam diameter.
It also provides an in -line polarizing fil-
ter mount scheme that you'll use in some
experiments.

Your last laser need is a direct digital
interface. For communications work
and holographic research, you must be
able to modulate the laser beam. You
can operate Cyber Laser in several
direct -modulation modes directly from
your PC or other direct -digital device.

About the Circuit
Cyber Laser uses an automatic current -
regulator circuit to precisely control the
output of the laser diode. The Toshiba
TOLD9200 laser diode (DI in Fig. 2)
was chosen based on cost, ease of use
and excellent visible energy output. It
also contains an internal optical energy
output monitoring photodiode. The
TOLD9200 is housed in a solid alu-
minum housing and heat sink. When
producing laser energy, the TOLD9200
generates appreciable thermal energy.
Cyber Laser's heat sink has enough
thermal mass to absorb this unwanted

heat and re -radiate it as infrared energy
over a large surface area.

Voltage regulator U2 provides the
very stable power source required by the
circuit. A 9- or 12 -volt dc plug-in power
supply lets the driver circuit source +5
volts to the circuit.

Notice that the body of laser diode DI
is filtered by C2 and C4. Ideally, the cur-
rent through the laser -diode section in
DI is set between 70 and 100 mA. A
minimum of 70 mA or so is needed to
cause DI to "lase." This current level is
called the "threshold" of the device. In

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the structure of a laser diode.
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Historical Background

The theory of light amplification by stim-
ulated emission of radiation, commonly
shortened to "laser." can be traced to work
done by Albert Einstein shortly before
World War I. He reasoned that "optical
chain reactions" could be created in spe-
cial highly -energized atomic structures,
just like the nuclear chain reactions in
radioactive materials. In fact, he coined
the phrase "stimulated emission of radia-
tion" we use today.

As history records, it wasn't until the
summer of 1960 that the first laser was
brought on-line. A simple xenon flashtube
was wrapped around a synthetic ruby rod
and a high voltage was discharged through
it. Photons released by the xenon tube
"pumped" atoms in the ruby rod to high-
ly energize them. As the high -voltage
charge dissipated in the flashtube, chromi-
um atoms in the ruby dropped back to their
original energy state and released massive
numbers of photons.

As photons were released, mirrors at
each end of the ruby rod reflected and redi-
rected them back into the rod. These pho-
tons stimulated release of even more pho-
tons, resulting in light amplification. Thus
was born the first working laser.

Many different types of lasers have
been developed since that historic first

the
same physical laws that govern the ruby
rod process.

Nowadays, to build a laser for home
experimenting, you don't need an expen-
sive ruby rod and flashtube. Today, creat-
ing laser light is as simple as biasing a spe-
cial type of light -emitting laser diode
(LED). Similar to the ordinary visible
LED, the solid-state laser diode operates
at low voltages and currents that make it
ideal for digital control. The laser diode is
covered in more detail in the main article
under the "Laser Diode" heading.

some cases, threshold current is a little
greater, in others a little less. As the tem-
perature of DI increases, more current
is required to maintain a constant ener-
gy output.

For the foregoing reasons, you need
an active current regulator that monitors
actual energy output and adjusts the
amount of current needed to maintain a
constant level.

Resistors RI and R2 make up a sim-
ple resistive voltage divider at the top of
trimmer R3. Trimmers R3 and R6 must
be multi -turn pots. Less -expensive sin-
gle -turn trimmers will compromise the
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Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram of Cyber Laser's circuitry.
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amount of resolution obtainable to the
point that you can damage DI while try-
ing to adjust these them.

The wiper of DRIVE CURRENT trimmer
R3 applies a percentage of the approxi-
mately 70 mV at the top of the trimmer
to the noninverting (-) input at pin 3 of
U3. Here, U3 and Ql are configured as
a voltage -to -current converter. Current
along the path from the anode of DI and
through DI, R4, Ql and R5 are sensed
at the pin -2 inverting (-) input of U3.
This feedback loop tracks the actual cur -

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors
D l-TOLD-9200s laser diode (Toshiba)
QI-MJE-3055 npn power transistor
Q2,Q3-VN0300 hex FET (Siliconix)
U1-MAX232 RS -232 interface
U2 -78L05 +5 -volt regulator
U3-LM358 dual operational amplifier
Capacitors
C1,C2-47-uF, 16 -volt electrolytic
C3-1-uF, 16 -volt electrolytic
C4 thru C8-10-uF, 16 -volt electrolytic
Resistors ( I/4 -watt, 5% tolerance)
RI -100 ohms
R2-6,800 ohms
R3,R6-100,000 multi -turn trimmer

potentiometer
R4,R5-1 ohm, 1 -watt
Miscellaneous

Printed -circuit board (see text); laser
base assembly; objective lens holder;
objective lens element; polarizer filter
holder, polarizer filter element; colli-
mator lens; 9 -volt dc, 200-mA power -
supply module; Cyber Laser aluminum
cover; DB-9 or DB-25 pc -mount con-
nector; mounting hardware; hookup
wire; solder; etc.

Note: The following items are available
from U.S. Cyberlab, Inc., 14786 Slate
Gap Rd., West Fork, AR 72774 (tel.:
501-839-8293): TOLD -9200s (3 mW)
laser diode, $39.95 (call for 5- and 10-
mW prices); kit of only mechanical
parts that contains laser base, objective
lens holder, polarizing filter holder,
heat -sink for laser diode, PC board
holder and painted cover, $39.95; kit
of all electronics components, includ-
ing power supply and TOLD -9200s
laser diode, $84.95; complete kit of all
Cyber Laser parts, including all metal
parts, objective lens element, collima-
tor assembly, TOLD -9200 laser diode,
power supply, all electronics, etc.,
$154.95. Add $5.60 for UPS delivery
for partial kits, $10.30 insured UPS
delivery for full kit.

rent in the emitter of Ql. As R3's wiper
moves closer to R2, the voltage applied
to U3 increases. This increases the cur-
rent available to Dl.

Current required by DI to maintain
constant energy output will fluctuate
widely. The pn junction of DI becomes
very inefficient when temperature
begins to rise.

A photodiode inside Dl samples the
energy coming from the rear of the laser
diode. The photodiode converts photons
released by the die directly back into
electrons in a very efficient process that
produces in excess of 1.7 volts at the
anode of the photodiode. Trimmer R6
provides the photodiode with a current
path to ground.

Connecting the wiper of R6 directly
to the gate of hexFET Q2, permits pre-
cise monitoring of the voltage and, con-
sequently, relative strength of DI's out-
put. FET Q2 has a forward gain of more
than 50,000. When coupled with the fact
that the gate current required to operate
the device is only nanoamperes, Q2
becomes an ideal "comparator."

With gate potential below the preset
gate threshold voltage, Q2's drain
"floats" and doesn't provide a ground
path for R3's wiper. In this condition,
the laser -diode circuit operates as dis-
cussed above. However, when the pho-
todiode detects high photon levels, Q2's
gate voltage rises above the gate thresh-
old, causing the drain to drop very near

to ground potential. Due to the high gain
of the device and clamp the current -con-
trol voltage at the wiper of R3, this tran-
sition occurs rapidly. -

As Q2's drain pulls down pin 3 of U3,
it directly reduces the current in DI.
This reduces the number of photons
released and creates the feedback nec-
essary for the circuit to self -regulate.
The drive circuit would output a con-
stant source of laser energy. In this
steady-state mode, Cyber Laser serves
as a "static" emitter and can be used with
a digital interferometer, laser gyro and
similar applications.

Notice the MAX -232 interface IC
used for U/ operates from the +5 -volt
power bus on the driver board and con-
verts standard ±15 -volt RS -232 input
levels to 0- and 1.5 -volt TTL levels. Pin
9 of U I connects to the gate of Q3. The
drain of Q3 pulls down when a gate volt-
age (greater than the gate threshold) is
applied to the gate.

Pull -down is independent of the
action created by Q2 and won't be a
function of the photodiode. Rather, it
drops the voltage at U3' s wiper to very
near ground potential, causing a radical
reduction in Dl's drive current and
resulting in cutoff of the laser diode.

When
PC, Ul and Q3 directly influence oper-
ation of D1. This forms the direct -digi-
tal interface from a PC to Cyber Laser.
As you can see, serial data from the PC

Interior view shows how pc -board assembly, heat sink, lens and filter are to be
arranged inside enclosure.
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They're fun! They're informative!
They're the "Video Elmer" who's always there to help!

Introducing an ALL NEW series of Videos about Amateur Radio.

Let the experts show you
how it's done

Three -time Emmy Award winning
Producer Richard Moseson,
NW2L, has pulled out all the stops
to create the most exciting and
entertaining video series ever
about Amateur Radio. Four
"Getting Started" videos cover indi-
vidual subjects for the newcomer
to Amateur Radio, as well as the
oldtimer who's branching out into
something new.

 Getting Started In Ham Radio walks the viewer through setting up the first station, including the anten-
na, and gets you on the air.

 Getting Started in Amateur Satellites guides the satellite newcomer through the equipment, the tech-
niques, and the jargon of satellite communications.

 Getting Started In Packet Radio shows you how to set up the necessary equipment and actually get
on the air on Packet. No theory . . . just the nuts and bolts of how to do it.

 Getting Started In DXing shows the DX'ers station, and how to root out and work the rare DX. Top
DXers share their tips and techniques to help you hold your own with the "Big Guns."

Available at your favorite Amateur Radio dealer or by mail, phone or fax from CO Communications.

$19.95 each
All videos are available only in VHS NTSC format.

Yes, please send me videos at $19.95 each:
Getting Started In:  Ham Radio  Amateur Satellites

 Packet Radio  DXing
Name Call

Address

City State Zip

Send only $19.95 each ,plus $3.50 shipping and handling (First Class Mail in USA and possessions/ $7.00 for overseas shipment).

 Check  Money Order  MasterCard  VISA  AMEX

Mail your order to:

CQ Productions . . .

A division of CO Communications, Inc.
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801

Telephone 516 681-2922; FAX 516 681-2926

Exp Date:

CC 3/93



Fig. 3. Mechanical fabrication and mounting details.

switches on and off Cyber Laser's out-
put. When used in this mode, Cyber
Laser can transmit digital data over
great distances.

In some cases, it may be desirable for
you to connect Cyber Laser directly to
a Discrete Digital Modulator (DDM),
which can, in turn, be connected across
the drains of Q2 and Q3.

Construction
Begin building Cyber Laser by fabri-
cating the various metal components.
This project is designed around standard
1.25" square aluminum stock. You can
make the parts yourself or obtain pre -
machined and conversion -coated ones
from the source given in the Note at the
end of the Parts List.

Though it's easiest and best to use a
vertical mill and lathe to machine the
metal parts, as a home builder you can
make do with a hacksaw and hand drill.
If you use the "hacksaw" method, work
very carefully.

Referring to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, cut the
various pieces to length and smooth the
edges with 600 -grit wet/dry sandpaper
or a file. Then drill the various holes.
Work up through several smaller sizes
of drill bits for the larger holes to obtain
smooth holes of the final diameters.

Keep in mind that the objective lens
and polarizing filter holder through
holes must be slightly larger than the
lenses themselves. If you use surplus
lenses and filters, be sure to get them
before drilling the final hole to the
required diameter. You'll find that lens-
es and filters of the same specified
diameter vary slightly from one vendor
toanother.

The hole that mounts the laser diode
should be extremely close to the body
diameter of the case. You want a slight-
ly snug fit between the body of the diode
and the aluminum heat sink. In my expe-
riences, I've found that about a 0.005"
clearance works best.

After drilling all holes and tapping
those that must be threaded, prepare the
laser base. You can fabricate it from
sheet metal or machine it from a solid
piece of 1/4" aluminum stock. Make sure
all mounting holes and slides are aligned
parallel to the sides of the base to ensure
proper optical alignment.

Give the base a coat or two of flat
black paint. You may also want to give
the other metal components a flat black
finish to absorb any reflected laser ener-
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Danger Warning

Whenever you work with or are in the
vicinity of an operating laser, it's impor-
tant that you exercise caution. The Cyber
Laser is a Class IIla device that emits less
than 5 mW of coherent energy. Though
it's safe to work with and operate, it's no
exception to safety rules. There's only one
way to assure complete safety: rigidly
adhere to strict rules of operation.

Never look into the front of the laser
nor directly into the window of a laser
diode.

Carefully set the laser diode's operat-
ing current so that it never exceeds the
100-mA maximum specification.

Treat any laser, regardless of its type
and power, like a serious scientific instru-
ment. Lasers of any type are not toys.

Don't let anyone operate your Cyber
Laser who isn't qualified to do so in com-
plete safety. Remember that it's your
responsibility to maintain safety.

Post on your Cyber Laser and in the area
in which you operate it warning decals
photocopied from the artwork given in
Fig. 7 in the main article.

gy and help re -radiate the infrared ener-
gy emitted from the heat sink.

Fabricate the laser cover from 0.050"
aluminum. Shear and fold the aluminum
and drill the mounting holes to match
the base. Use No. 4 or 5 sheet -metal
screws to secure the cover during nor-
mal operation.

Now mount the objective lens and
polarizing filter (if used) in their respec-
tive mounting blocks. I used a small
amount of super glue to secure lens and
filter in place. If you go this route, be
sure to avoid getting glue on the ele-
ments. Even a small amount of glue on
an optical surface can significantly
reduce the performance of your laser.

With lens and filter mounted, attach
both holders on the laser base. Don't
fully tighten the screws until after
you've aligned the laser.

To mount the laser diode, first press
it into the heat -sink assembly with a
small -diameter brass or aluminum tube
that's slightly larger than the area
defined by the diode's leads. Align the
leads on the laser diode to correspond to
the proper pads on the pc board. Make
absolutely certain of the pinout before
soldering the pins into place because
improperly connected pins will destroy
the laser when power is first applied to
the circuit! Also, be sure to exercise

Fig. 4. Machining details for fabricating Cyber Laser's mechanical elements.

safe -handling procedures for static -sen-
sitive devices. Ground yourself, your
soldering iron and the heat sink when
working with the laser diode.

Be sure to use some heat -sink com-
pound on the diode body but not so
much that it collects in front of the
diode's body as you slide it into place.
Otherwise, this opaque material might
interfere with the path of the energy
emitted from the diode.

The output from the laser diode

diverges at about a 30° to 40° angle. The
collimator lens focuses the diverging
beam into relatively parallel rays. The
adjustable objective lens further aligns
these parallel rays and lets you set beam
diameter.

Position the collimator lens as indi-
cated in Fig. 4 and secure it with super
glue, being careful to avoid getting glue
on the small optical surfaces. If you have
super -glue accelerant, use it to make the
glue set in seconds rather than the min -
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Fig. 5. Actual -size artwork for fabricat-
ing Cyber Laser's driver -circuit pc
board.

utes normally needed or use an ultravi-
olet -cure cyanoacrylate cement.

With the mechanical and optical
assembly done, use Fig. 5 to fabricate
the printed -circuit board needed for this
project (or purchase a ready -to -wire
board from the source given in the Note
at the end of the Parts List). This done,
populate the board as detailed in Fig. 6.

As you populate the pc board, take
your time and double-check your work
frequently. With laser diodes costing as
much as they do, you don't want to ruin
Dl because of something you over-
looked. Though Q1 gets only warm to
the touch under normal operation, it's a
good idea to apply a little heat -sink com-
pound on the base of it to provide an
added measure of insurance.

When you mount R4 and R5, space
them so that they're about 1/16" above
the surface of the pc board to allow air
circulation to carry away heat. Also, Fig. 6. Wiring guide for pc board.
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DEVELOP YOUR OWN MICRO -
CONTROLLER BASED PRODUCTS!

DESK -TOP MANUFACTURING
USING YOUR OWN PC COMPUTER!

PUT YOUR PC TO WORK DEVELOPING NEW PRODUCTS!
Why not use the Winter months constructively by developing a
new product based on the Motorola MC68HC705C8? Using
your PC computer and the Cyber HC5 as a development
system, you can now develop your own micro -controller
products more easily than ever before! Self-contained in a
professional enclosure with integral power supply, the Cyber
HC5 is fun and easy to build and use. Even if you have never
programmed in Assembler before, the Cyber HC5 will have you
"up and running" in no time! Completely supported with an
official Motorola documentation package, membership on their
BBS and FREEWARE Assembler and Programmer software, the
Cyber HC5 will serve you for years to come. Join thousands
of others who are busy building and using this remarkable new
device. Complete kit and power supply is only $89.95!
MC68HC705C8S (EPROM type) $22.95 each! Add $6.60 P&H.

MOVE INTO A CYANCE CHASSIS
AND ADD COMPUTER SLOTS!

IT'S TIME TO MAKE YOUR PC A POWER -HOUSE!
The Cyance Chassis and Cyance Expander offer the serious PC
computer user an upgrade path like no other. Tired of having
to reach around your PC to get at the cables and expansion
cards? The Cyance Chassis offers you exclusive UP -FRONT
access to your expansion cards and cables by remounting your
motherboard "backward" in the front of the chassis. As
featured on the cover of February '92 ComputerCraft, the
Cyance Chassis can also be used to house the Cyance
Expander. This amazing kit uses an 8 slot passive
motherboard to expand your existing PC motherboard bus.
Imagine having those extra slots for additional cards! The
Cyance Chassis comes as a professional aluminum pre -painted
and assembled enclosure for $99.95. The Cyance Expander kit
is easy to assemble and comes complete with cables for
$169.95. Add $7.95 P&H for each. MC/Visa COD welcomed.

JOIN THE 21st CENTURY REVOLUTION NOW!
Imagine being able to machine three dimensional parts in
wood, plastic and light metals! This easy to assemble CNC X,Y
& Z table turns a serial port on your computer and a standard
Dremel(tm) tool into a "Santa Claus" machine. The standard
18" by 18" by 6" Neuractor(tm) Linear Actuators translate CAD
generated files into actual working parts. Machine three
dimensional prototype or production parts. Drill printed circuit
boards, or use the CNC Neuractor in CMM applications. Cash -
in on this new revolution in computer peripherals. Make
custom signs and plaques. Do advanced wood carvings, etc.
Comes complete with all electronic components, Boards, pre -
machined mechanical parts and stepper motors. (You supply
the Dremel!) A BASIC program controls the Neuractor CNC
directly from your PC computer. Accepts manual input or
reads ASCII files; only $549! Add $22.95 P&H. ORDER NOW!

BUILD THIS DIGITAL VHF
DATA TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER!

EXPERIMENT WITH DIGITAL RF DATA LINKS!
If you have ever wanted to experiment with digital RF telemetry,
here's your chance! You choose either crystal control or digital
synthesizer for the VOICEDAT Receiver or Transmitter. Use
your PC computer to automatically select the transmit and
receive frequency. The VOICEDAT Receiver direct digital port
brings data straight out of the on -board data separator. Here
is your chance to build and use a professional long-range RF
link using the new "code -free" Communicator Class license.
The VOICEDAT system can also be used to transmit voice and
television pictures from your lab or in the field. Perfect for
mobile and remote sensing applications. The VOICEDAT can
also be used in conjunction with the Cyance Satellite Down -
Converter in L (C & Ku) Bands. Receiver (fixed freq.) only
$89.95! Transmitter (fixed freq.) only $114.95! Synthesizers are
$39.95 & $49.95 each. Add &6.60 T/R P&H. Get yours today!

U.S. CYBERLAB
Call now to order! (501) 839-8293 Rt 2 Box 284, Cyber Rd., West Fork, AR 72774 Now over 60 kits!
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properly orient the electrolytic capaci-
tors, transistor and ICs for proper polar-
ization, basing and pinouts.

Solder U/ directly onto the pc board
since it's a durable component that
should never need replacing. Exercise
the usual static -prevention precautions
when handling, mounting and soldering
Q2 and Q3 into place.

Test & Calibration
Begin calibration by soldering a visible
red LED in place of the laser diode in
the DI location, between pins 1 and 2.
Use of a visible LED, rather than the
laser diode, for checking out the circuit
is for safety reasons.

Connect a dc milliammeter or DMM
set to a dc current range that measures
up to 200 mA between the cathode of
the LED and the side of R4 to measure
the current in the drive circuit very accu-
rately. Because the laser diode isn't con-
nected to the circuit at this point, it won't
be able to lase and, consequently, won't
bias the internal photodiode. With the
photodiode not active, R6 and Q2 won't
be operating in the driver, which leaves
you free to concentrate on the R3/U3/Q1
circuit.

After checking your wiring one more

VISIBLE LASER RADIATION

-AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE

PEAK POWER 50mW

WAVELENGTH 600-700nm

CLASS Ilb LASER PRODUCT

Fig. 7. Place one or more photocopies of this label to your Cyber Laser to warn any-
one in the vicinity of the possible danger this project represents to vision.

time, plug the power supply into an ac
outlet while monitoring pin 1 of regula-
tor U2 to ascertain that +5 volts appears
at this point. If not, unplug the supply
and correct the problem.

The LED may or may not be on at this
point. Slowly adjust R3 to increase the
voltage applied to pin 3 of U3 while

Fix Dead PC's with
QUICKPOST PC PLUSTM

 Eliminates down time
 Quick and easy installation
 Uses the latest in decoding technology

QuickPost-PC Plus is a full -featured, plug-in hardware
diagnostic card that allows you to monitor the POST (Power
On Self Test) sequence generated by the system BIOS during
pre -boot. With its proprietary memory address selection
capability, QuickPost-PC Plus can test virtually any system
whose BIOS outputs POST codes. This Card will work on all
PC/AT/286/386/486, compatibles and even EISA system boards.

Call: 800-722-3789 408-988-4721 CA.

Ultra -X, Inc.
Diagnostics for the Professional

P.O. Box 730010, San Jose, CA 95173-0010
VISA/Mastercard accepted Federal Express available

observing the milliammeter as you
increase the voltage. The LED should
become increasingly brighter as the
voltage increases. Adjust the trimmer
until drive current is about 100 mA and
then back off until it's less than 10 mA.
Do this several times to make sure that
the current -drive circuit is functioning
properly.

When working with semiconductors,
most failures occur in the first few min-
utes of operation. Because proper oper-
ation of the circuit is so important in
terms of user safety, you might want to
let the circuit burn -in for a few hours to
make sure it doesn't fail in full -power
mode. Resistor values in this circuit
were calculated to limit worst -case cur-
rent to slightly greater than 100 mA.

With the voltage -to -current convert-
er working properly, set LED current to
about 70 mA and power down. Unsolder
the LED from the circuit and solder the
leads of the laser diode into place, mak-
ing sure to observe the usual precautions
for handling static -sensitive devices.
Don't overheat the leads of the laser
diode during soldering.

Final Adjustments
Before switching on your system, fix
firmly in mind the need for safety and
read the "Danger Warning" box else-
where in this article. Then set up your
Cyber Laser in a clear area. Try to visu-
alize exactly where the beam will strike
when the system is powered. Make sure
no shiny or reflective objects are in the
beam's path that might reflect the laser's
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energy into your eyes or the eyes of any-
one else in the vicinity.

If you want to be extra -cautious, wear
sunglasses when tuning on your Cyber
Laser for the first time. Place a plain
white-buff, not glossy-sheet of
paper where you anticipate the beam
will strike.

With Cyber Laser's enclosure top off,
power up while monitoring the mil-
liammeter. You should obtain a reading
that's close to the 70-mA level you pre-
viously set using the visible LED. If the
reading is significantly greater, imme-
diately power down and recheck your
work. A lower reading is okay and may
be the result of the uncalibrated photo -
diode current -limiter circuit acting on
the drive circuit.

With current at about 70 mA, look for
the beam on the sheet of paper. It will
probably be fairly bright and 1" to 2" in
diameter. If necessary, slide the objec-
tive lens holder in both directions until
the beam's image on the paper is
between 1" and 2" in diameter.

While monitoring the milliammeter,
slowly adjust R6 until you see the cur-
rent begin to decrease, which represents
the gate threshold voltage of Q2. Adjust
R6 in the other direction until the full 70
mA is restored. Then take an extra turn
of R6 in the same direction to give your-
self a little headroom as you increase
drive current. Slowly increase drive cur-
rent to 80 mA with R3. If you find that
R6 and Q2 limit maximum current,
adjust R3 a bit to give about 80 mA.

Repeat the above procedure until you
obtain a reading of about 95 mA. As a
final adjustment, use R6 to bring drive
current to about 90 mA. This gives the
circuit about 5 mA of control range with
which to work.

Check the temperature of the heat
sink with the tip of a finger from time
to time to make sure it's less than 100°
F. As you check the temperature, avoid
obstructing the path of the laser beam.
The laser energy won't hurt your finger,
but excessive reflection of it from your
finger can be harmful to your eyes.

Monitor drive current for about 30
minutes to an hour. It will fluctuate as
the laser diode comes up to operating
temperature. Keep in mind that drive
current automatically tracks the optical
output of the laser diode, which will be
reflected in the reading on the mil-
liammeter.

Now, connect the project to the seri-
al port on your PC with a suitable DB-

9 or DB-25 cable. Use the MODE com-
mand to set up the communication para-
meters for: COM1, no parity, eight data
bits and one stop bit (format is MODE
COM1:300,N,8,1). If you're using a
port other than COM1, substitute
whichever it is for COM1.

Initially test Cyber Laser at 300 baud
because you'll want to be able to see the
laser beam modulated at a low, visible,
rate. Using a communications program,
or from a BASIC program, output some
characters to the serial port. You'll see
Cyber Laser's beam rapidly pulse on
and off, which indicates that the beam
is being modulated.

When wiring the DB-9 or DB-25 con-
nector, be sure to connect together the
appropriate pins, as indicated. These
connections "fool" the handshaking
lines commonly used in conjunction
with the RS -232 standard so that your
computer automatically transmits data
without regard for the status lines that
aren't being used.

With final calibration complete,
remove the power source and discon-
nect the milliammeter. Jumper the
meter loop so that the cathode of DI
connects to the high side of R4. Daub a
nail enamel on R3 and R6 to lock their
settings.

When you finish adjusting the circuit,
objective lens and polarizing filter,
assemble the enclosure. Photocopy the
artwork for the Class Ma label shown
in Fig. 7 and cement it to the enclosure
where it will be readily seen. For safe-
ty's sake it's important that you let oth-
ers know what the unit is and the dan-
ger it can represent when misused. If
necessary, overemphasize the possible
danger represented eye contact with the
laser beam. And, if you can, photocopy
Fig. 7 blowups to place around the area
in which you work with Cyber Laser.

Next month, I'll present plans for
building an optical device you can con-
nect to a second serial port to provide
short- and long-distance computer -to -
peripheral interfacing.

Nick Goss

lloordMoker
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There's lots of stuff to cover this time
around. So I'll get right to it. First off, I
have a few comments about the Fall
COMDEX show. I'll restrict what I have
to write here to just the few things that
struck me as interesting/important. The
COMDEX shows, Fall in particular, are
huge. More than 2,000 exhibitors and
about 135,000 attendees were there this
time around.

In four days, I doubt I saw even half of
what was on the floor. In fact, the sheer
size of this show makes covering it a
daunting task, something akin to Sisyphus
pushing the rock up the hill. Never -the
less, it does provide a good indication of
what the industry itself finds important.

The Big Splash
This year, the big splash was for multime-
dia and handheld PCs. Many of the multi-
media exhibits were located at Bally's
hotel, but plenty of companies with multi-
media products were scattered hither and
yon about the rest of the show floor at The
Los Vegas Convention Center, The Sands
Convention Center and five hotels.

After spending several hours wondering
about the exhibits at Bally's, with all of the
multimedia vendors blasting their products
at high volume, I had a raging migraine.
But I expect several really interesting
products to show up soon to play with and,
of course, report on.

One of the more interesting of these,
which should start shipping a bit after this
column sees print, is Studio Magic from
Brown -Waugh Publishing. This is the
company that bootstrapped the Sound
Blaster into its current position of market
prominence. Now that CMS is handling its
own product, B -W is marketing the first of
its own internally developed line.

Studio magic is a combination of hard-
ware and software that provides image
acquisition, video editing, audio editing
and special video effects. These capabili-
ties are already available in an Amiga -
based add-on called Video Toaster, which
costs in excess of $5,000-hardly a home
or hobbyist item at this price.

Studio Magic claims to offer many of
the same capabilities as the Video Toaster
for less than $500. We'll see how well it
lives up to the claims made for it and the
demonstration I sat through when the
review unit arrives. If they even deliver
half of what they promise, it will be a
dynamite product.

Ted Needleman

A Bit of This, a Bit of That

"Pick A Project!" screen from Broderbund's "Kid Cuts."

The other big deal at this particular
COMDEX was for products that don't
even exist yet, except in prototype form:
Personal Digital Assistants, or PDAs.
Apple's Newton, announced in early 1992,
was only the first of the horde. IBM and
ATT were also showing off their versions
in private suites, and you can expect to see
another half -dozen or so companies jump-
ing into the fray when these units actually
start shipping later this year.

With touch screens, and pen -based
handwriting recognition, these "super
organizers" will be expensive. When
Apple's Scully first announced the Newton
at the Winter CES (Consumer Electronic
Show), his announcement was meant to
signal Apple's entrance into the consumer
area. The response he received from the
trade press about the likelihood of success
for an over -$1,000 electronic "Day Book
Plus" caused Apple to quickly reposition
the upcoming Newton as an essential for
busy executives and business people.
Other companies that are now announcing
their own PDAs, have adopted this posi-
tioning as well.

I look forward to examining these sys-
tems when they become available, but I
have some serious doubts that they'll take
the business world by storm. PDAs may be
showcase examples of technology, but the

target market for them already gets even
more benefits from their existing PHAs
(Personal Human Assistants: secretaries
and executive assistants). I'm a big believ-
er in automation. Machines (including per-
sonal computers) can often handle repeti-
tive tasks a whole lot better than humans
can. At the same time, you have to know
where the limitations of any particular
technology are.

In my job, I use PCs to augment, not
replace, staff. Our PCs make all of us a lot
more productive, and I'd hate to have to go
back to the old way of doing things. At the
same time, I know that my staff has the
experience and judgment to handle the
unexpected. Equally comforting is know-
ing that if I've forgotten to do something,
one of my associates in the office can han-
dle it for me.

Organizers, both the dedicated kind like
the Wizard and BOSS and those residing
in handhelds and notebooks, are really use-
ful business and personal productivity
enhancers. And maybe PDAs will be the
next step. But from what I've seen up to
this point, I'm just a little bit skeptical
about all the hoopla.

On the other hand, I did see another
product on the show floor that should be
shipping by the time you read this and that
I think might have a profound effect on the
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market. If you've been reading this column
for a while, you've no doubt noticed that I
very much like having the ability of print-
ing in color.

At least at the moment, good color out-
put tends to be very expensive. The
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500C I reviewed
here last year having been returned, my
main color printer for business -related
documents is a NEC ColorMate PS, an
expensive 300 -dpi thermal -transfer unit.
At home, I have an Epson LQ-860 dot-
matrix printer with four-color ribbon that's
fine for much of the stuff my kids like to
do and draft copies of business documents.
But even with its 360 X 180 resolution,
print quality from the LQ-860 doesn't
approach what I get out of the NEC.

A new printer from Fargo Electronics
just might be the solution for getting good -
quality output at a reasonable price. By
leaving out complex controller electronics
and PostScript, Fargo has produced a color
thermal wax -transfer printer with 300 -dpi
resolution for a list price of just $995! And
the per -copy cost of using this printer is a

very reasonable 45 cents.
The downside of the Fargo approach is

that all page processing takes place on the
PC side of the combination, and printing
must take place under Windows 3.1, which
contains the scalable TrueType technology
that substitutes for PostScript. At $995,
which is less than 25% of what the tech-
nology costs right now.

Fargo's printer is also much slower than
current thermal -transfer color printers. In
fact, it's not all that much faster per page
than the DeskJet 500C. But at this price,
you can afford to be patient. I'm supposed
to receive one for review in the next month
or two, and I'm exited at the possibilities it
presents.

Windows for Workgroups
In the January GUI Guts column, Yacco
provided a good overview of Microsoft's
new peer -to -peer network built around
Windows-Windows for Workgroups, or
WFW. I've had a bit of experience with it
during the past month that I'd like to share.
Since I'm sure that Yacco will be provid-
ing more detailed coverage of the product,
I'll limit my description of WFW to the
fact that it builds easy -to -use sharing of
resources, like disks and printers, right into
Windows.

My first experience with WFW was very
positive. I networked the three 386SX PCs
my kids use. Setting up a three -node net-
work took about an hour and half, much of
which was installing three Intel Ether -
Express network interface cards. These
cards, available in standard thick/thin
EtherNet (which use coaxial cable) and 10 -
Base T (which uses twisted pair cable and
eight -conductor telephone -like RJ connec-

1c441 File Edit Goodies

Example of a fun mask children can make with "Kid Cuts."

tors), are unusual in that you set the inter-
rupt and base address through a software
program included with the card. I used thin
EtherNet, which uses coax and BNC con-
nectors.

Card and cable installation took about
45 minutes, most of which was spent on
mechanical tasks like taking off the PC's
case, installing the card and cable and
putting the case back on. Setting the inter-
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 TDI Mode
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 Real Time Zoom
 Antiblooming
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TARGA Formats
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Ted Needleman
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rupt and base address took about 5 minutes
for all three systems. I spent the remainder
of the time installing the Windows for
Workgroups software and specifying the
shared resources.

WFW automatically recognized the Intel
card and configured itself. The network
was instantly available, and my seven-
year -old and six -year -old twins seem to
have no trouble with the concept of
"Scotty's hard disk" being available on
Marc's and Bryan's machines.

My second experience was quite the
opposite. WFW can be run concurrently
with several in -place networks, including
NetWare, LanMan, and others. The one
caveat Microsoft gives is that the ArcNet
(a less -popular type of network setup) ver-
sions of these LANs can't concurrently run
the network operating system and WFW.
Believe it! I tried to set up WFW in my
office, which has an ArcNet twisted -pair
NetWare LAN. It was my hope that even if
we couldn't run currently with the Novel
NetWare LAN, we might be able to share
the wiring. No such luck!

The bottom line is that as the primary
network for a workgroup, WFW is one of
the easiest to install and use that I've yet
come across. Sharing resources is as easy
as clicking on an icon, and drag and drop
(in the File Manager) works just fine for
transferring files across the network. On
the other hand, adding a WFW workgroup

 Memory mapped variables

 In -line assembly language
option

 Compile time switch to select
8051/8031 or 8052/8032 CPUs

 Compatible with any RAM
or ROM memory mapping

 Runs up to 50 times faster than
the MCS BASIC -52 interpreter.

 Includes Binary Technology's
SXA51 cross -assembler
& hex file manip. utiL

 Extensive documentation

 Tutorial included
 Runs on IBM-PC/XT or

compatibile

 Compatible with all 8051 variants

 BXC51 $ 295.

508.369-9556
FAX: 508-369-9549

Binary Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 541  Carlisle, MA 01741

to an existing network setup may not go
quite that easily.

Kid Cuts
Even though this is primarily an adult -ori-
ented column, with so many readers hav-
ing children and grandchildren, every once
in a while I try to cover some of the many
excellent programs that are available for
them. Several readers, and many vendors,
have asked me how I decide which soft-
ware products I'm going to cover. After
all, as an adult, my perspective of what's
interesting is obviously much different
from a child's (or at least it's supposed to
be; in reality, it probably isn't all that
much different!). The answer's easy-I
have my own "pediatric software test lab"
right in my own home.

This lab has a staff of four kids, ranging
in age from seven down to four years old.
When a package comes in, I install it on
one of the three 386SX PCs my kids use,
give all four of them a walk-through on the
package and step aside. Their actions and
reactions over the next few weeks deter-
mine whether or not a program gets
reviewed.

The first step is to see if any of the other
kids demand that the software be installed
on their PCs. (Please don't write to tell me
that this violates the license agreement. I
tell vendors that for their packages to be
considered for review, it will have to be
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used by at least two, and possibly three
kids simultaneously. If they aren't willing,
they don't send their package.) If at least
two kids want the package and are still
using it three or four weeks later, it gets
reviewed.

The latest hit here at the "lab" is
Broderbund's Kid Cuts. Broderbund is
famous for its Print Shop program and the
Carmen Sandiego series (which has even
been turned into a TV show) and has lots
of great software for kids. Kid Cuts is a
follow-on to Broderbund's very successful
Kid Pix package and is virtually an arts -
and -crafts studio on a disk.

Conceptually, Kid Cuts is very much
like Broderbund's Kid Pix. It provides lots
of easy -to -use drawing tools, like "wacky"
paintbrushes and lots of "rubber stamps"
that let kids reproduce the same designs all
over the screen. Where Kid Cuts differs
from Kid Pix and the software really
shines is in its pre -defined templates,
called "projects."

These projects provide basic outlines for
kids to color and otherwise embellish on
and are organized into animals, masks,
puzzles, hats, dolls, puppets, greeting
cards, shapes and "rainy day" surprises. To
use the software, a child picks a topic, such
as masks and chooses from a list of what's
available under that topic. For example,
under masks, he can choose from a cat
mask, butterfly, monster or knight. When
the mask chosen appears on -screen, the
child can apply a pattern or, if a color prin-
ter is being used, a color to it. Then the
mask is printed out and assembled. Along
with the particular project being printed,
the program also prints out accessories,
such as a magic dagger to accompany the
knight mask.

Documentation for Kid Cuts gives clear
directions on how to use the program,
though my "lab assistants" found it pretty
much intuitive. There are also assembly
instructions for some of the more -compli-
cated projects (though none are all that
complex), and suggestions for further dec-
orating ideas. Kid Cuts even includes a
pair of safety scissors for kids to cut out
their projects.

Broderbund's literature gives the target
audience as kids between 4 and 12. While
I believe that many 12 -year -olds might
find the projects a bit too childish, my
four-, six- and seven -year -olds haven't
stopped playing with Kid Cuts since it was
installed. In fact, they're already asking if
Broderbund is going to provide any addi-
tional projects.

Kid Cuts is a DOS -based program
(though it should also be available for the
Mac, since most Broderbund software is)
and requires a hard disk and mouse. It also
requires VGA video, and a sound card is
both supported and recommended. The

Sound Blaster cards installed in all of the
kids' systems work just fine, though the
noise level in the playroom when Kid Cuts
is running on all three systems is not to be
believed! The Disney Sound Source, the
$40 sound box that's available for the
Disney Software line, is also supported.

Kid Cuts supports a wide range of prin-
ters, including dot-matrix, ink -jet, and
PostScript color types. It's best used, how-
ever, with a printer that can feed heavy
construction paper or report covers
through it. These make much better masks
and playthings when cut out.

One of the most delightful discoveries
I've made as a middle-aged parent is just
how imaginative children can be. Give
them a napkin or tablecloth, and they
become Zorro, Superman or a Ninja

Turtle. At a list price of $59.95 (which is
probably closer to $40 or $45 at big com-
puter superstores), Kid Cuts is a terrific
way to leverage that imagination. I think
it's a great program, and so do all four of
my kids!

Product Reviewed

Kid Cuts, $59.95
Broderbund Software
P.O. Box 6125
Novato, CA 94948
Tel.: 800-521-6263
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Low -voltage logic circuitry has be-
come the rage for low -power and portable
computer equipment. With this in mind, I
lead off this column with a new 3.3 -volt
RISC microprocessor that features internal
clock that operates at speeds ranging up to
150 MHz.

Low -Voltage RISC
Microprocessor
The VR4400 from NEC Electronics, Inc.
(401 Ellis St., P.O. Box 7241, Mountain
View, CA 94039) is a fully optimized fam-
ily of RISC microprocessors that operate at
3.3 or 5 volts. These devices feature exter-
nal clock speeds of up to 75 MHz and
internal clock speeds that can double this
figure to 150 MHz. With more than 2 -mil-
lion transistors on a chip, the VR4400 fam-
ily is suitable for workstation, high -end PC
and multi -processing system applications.

The VR4400 family of RISC micropro-
cessors is based on the MIPS R4400 archi-
tecture that implements such techniques as
super-pipelining, pipelined floating-point
unit, two -level cache memory and high-
performance on -chip translation look -aside
buffer (TLB). In addition, cache and a
memory management unit (MMU) offer
high-performance in handling both large -
address -space tasks and a large number of
users.

This microprocessor offers 64 -bit inte-
ger and floating-point operations, registers
and virtual addresses. On -chip primary
cache memory consists of 16K each of
instruction cache and data cache, which
allows for higher integer and floating-point
performance. Simulation of an R4400 pro-
cessor delivers 113 SPECmarks overall,
with 95 SPECint89 (integer performance)
and 126 SPECfp89 (floating-point perfor-
mance).

A 0.6 -micron fabrication process was
used to boost external and internal clock
speeds to 75 and 150 MHz, respectively.
The VR4400 family also includes 67 -MHz
external/34-MHz internal and 50 -/100 -
MHz versions in both 3.3- and 5 -volt
designs. The devices feature an optional
128 -bit secondary cache interface that
allows for up to 4 megabytes of secondary
cache.

This fully integrated CPU chip is also
upward -compatible with all NEC VR-

Joseph Desposito
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Low -Dropout Regulator; and
Multi -Function Supervisory IC
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Fig. 1. Maxim Integrated Products' MAX703 and MAX704 guard microprocessors, RAM and
other critical circuits against power -supply interruptions and failures. Offering battery -back-
up, power -fail warning, reset and manual -reset functions, these compact eight -pin devices
draw only 200 µA of quiescent supply current. In back-up mode, they draw only 50 µA.

Series 32 -bit and 64 -bit microprocessors,
which includes the VR3000A and VR4000
families.

Included in the VR4400 device family
are the VR4400PC primary cache version,
VR4400SC secondary cache version and
VR4400MC multi -processing version.

NEC plans to offer VR4400-family
devices, in more -than -10,000 -piece quanti-
ties, for $1,250 each for the VR4400PC;
$1,450 each for the VR4400SC; and $1,750
each for the VR4400MC.

Dynamic Bus Sizer
Motorola's (2200 W. Broadway, Mesa, AZ
85202) new dynamic bus sizer reduces
design time and board space and allows
32 -bit buses to communicate bi-direction-
ally with 32-, 16- and eight -bit peripherals
and memories. The MC68150 Dynamic
Bus Sizer dynamically recognizes the size
of the selected peripheral/memory and
then reads or writes the appropriate data to
or from the accessed location.

The MC68150 bus sizer gives designers

an easy method of bus sizing to eight- and
16 -bit peripherals while designing with
MC68040, MC68EC040, MC68LC040
and other processors. The Dynamic Bus
Sizer also allows designers to choose
between synchronous and asynchronous
timing control, which allows greater appli-
cation flexibility. Also, systems designed
to use the 68000 processor, which has
built-in bus sizing features, can now be
easily upgraded to the 68040 processor by
incorporating the MC68150 Bus Sizer.

With the MC68150 Bus Sizer, designers
have an advantageous alternative to exist-
ing ASIC and discrete approaches. Designs
done with ASICs are more expensive,
require an NRE charge and additional
design time. Discrete solutions take up
more board space and also require addi-
tional design time.

The Dynamic Bus Sizer replaces PALs,
latches and transceivers, which are the dis-
crete solutions currently used to size buses.
Therefore, printed -circuit -board layout is
simplified and board real estate is reduced,
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thanks to the Dynamic Bus Sizer's reduc-
tion in number of components needed to
implement a design.

Typical operations that call for bus siz-
ing are boot -up instructions from eight -bit
ROM and communicating with eight -bit
SRAMs for scratch -memory storage dur-
ing interrupt operations. The dynamic
property is necessary because the proces-
sor doesn't always know the size of the
bus used in the peripheral it's accessing, as
in the case of communicating with a VME
bus. Specifically, the MC68150 is useful in
any application that uses MC68040,
MC68LC040 or MC68EC040 processors
when bus sizing is required to access
eight- or 16 -bit peripherals or eight-, 16- or
32 -bit variable -size buses.

The MC68150 Dynamic Bus Sizer is
available in a 68 -pin PLCC package with
an operating temperature range of 0°C to
+70°C. In 100 -piece quantities, the chip is
priced at $9 for U.S. delivery only.

New 4M VRAM
Micron Semiconductor, Inc. (2805 East
Columbia Rd., Boise, ID 83706) has a
next -generation video RAM. The 4M
VRAM, designed with a JEDEC-standard,
provides 512 X 16 full-length SAM (Serial
Access Memory) for upward compatibili-
ty. This latest VRAM design anticipates
the demands of the rapidly evolving work-
station and graphics markets.

With such JEDEC-standard features as
eight -column block write, split read/write
transfers, full-length SAM and program-
mable splits, the 4M VRAM is said to
fully support the higher bandwidth require-
ments and faster display refresh capabili-
ties of state-of-the-art graphics applica-
tions in high-performance systems.

In addition to providing full compatibili-
ty with previous generations, the 4M
VRAM's full-length SAM requires fewer
transfers than a half-length SAM, thus
increasing performance. The MT42C-
256K16 4M VRAM has the same function
set as the full -featured MT42C8256 2M
VRAM, providing an easy path for
upgrading.

Micron plans to begin sampling its 4M
VRAM in the second quarter of 1993. The
first parts will be available in speeds as
fast as 70 ns, with 20-ns serial access time.
Organized as 256K X 16, the MT42-
C256K16 is packaged in a 64 -pin SOP.

Low -Dropout
Voltage Regulator
Linear Technology Corp. (1630 McCarthy
Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035) has a family of
micro -power low -dropout regulators with a
very high ratio (10,000) of output current
to quiescent current. Though the LT1129
family (LT1129-5V, LT1129-3.3V and

LT1129-2.85V) operates on a quiescent
current of 50 µA, it can supply up to 700
mA of output current with a dropout of
only 0.45 volt.

Due to their low quiescent current, this
new family is a good choice for battery -
powered systems. The devices also will
find application in many other low -current
line -powered systems, post -regulators for
switching power supplies and SCSI active -
termination circuits.

All devices in the LT1129 family are
equipped with a pin that permits the output
to be shut down. Quiescent current is only
30 µA in shut -down. Quiescent current of
the new family is well controlled and
doesn't increase significantly in dropout,
unlike other pnp low -dropout regulators.
The new devices have trimmed outputs of
2.85, 3.3 or 5 volts.

A benefit of the LT1129 is its ability to
operate with a small 3.3-µF output capaci-
tor, rather than the 10- to 100-µF capacitor
required by older low -dropout regulators.

If the input of the LT1129 is connected
to ground or a reverse voltage, it doesn't
permit current to flow from the output
back to the input. This makes the device
suitable for back-up power situations
where the output is held high and the input
is pulled to ground or some negative
potential. When the output is held high by
an external source, only 16 µA flows from
the output pin to ground.

Pricing of the LT1129-2.85, LT1129-3.3
and LT1129-5 in 100 -and -up quantities is
$2.25 to $2.35, depending on packaging.

Multi -Function
Supervisory ICs
Maxim Integrated Products' (120 San
Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086)

MAX703 and MAX704 ICs guard micro-
processors, RAM and other critical circuits
against power -supply interruptions and
failures. Offering battery -backup, power -
fail warning, reset and manual -reset func-
tions (Fig. 1), these compact eight -pin
devices draw only 200 µA of quiescent
supply current. In backup mode, they draw
only 50 µA.

The ICs differ only in their supply -volt-
age monitor levels. The MAX703 gener-
ates a reset when the supply drops below
4.65 volts, and the MAX704 generates a
reset below 4.4 volts.

On power -up, RESET* is guaranteed low
after Vcc reaches 1 volt and remains low
until approximately 200 ms after Vcc has
risen above the trip threshold. Other auto-
matic RESET* signals are issued in
response to power -down, brownouts and
momentary power interruptions. An MR*
input lets you command manual resets, and
the RESET* pulse's width (140 ms mini-
mum) effectively debounces this input.
RESET* signals are valid for supply -rail
Vcc as low as I volt.

The MAX703 and MAX704 protect the
contents of system RAM and other critical
circuits by switching over to an emergency
backup voltage when Vcc drops below the
trip threshold.

Batteries can provide this backup. For
other applications, a large capacitor, such
as MaxCap or SuperCap, charged via Vcc,
provides adequate backup voltage.

An independent power -fail circuit moni-
tors an applied voltage, issuing a digital
warning (PFO*) when the potential is less
than 1.25 volts. This power -fail compara-
tor can give the uP early warning of a Vcc
failure, or monitor any other voltage.

Prices for the MAX703 and MAX704
start at $1.38 when purchased in quantities
of 25,000 pieces or more.

si-,sS` Little PLC' S/9,
I

Program It In C
Our new Little PLC'. measures only 4.33 x 2.85 inches
and can mount on standard DIN rail. This miniature
controller costs only $195, including 8 optically isolated
inputs and 8 relay driver outputs. Low cost expansion
cards allow you to add more inputs and outputs: digital
and analog. It has dual RS -485 serial I/O, battery
backed memory and time/date clock, programmable
timers and a watchdog. Our easy to use and affordable
Dynamic Cr. integrated development system also costs
$195. You can write simple programs in an hour, or you
can develop major applications with 20,000 lines of C
language.

Z -World Engineering
1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616

(916) 757-3737 Fax: (916) 753-5141
24 hr. Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618
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Windows Memory Management

A byte just won't buy what it used to any
more. Remember when you were growing
up? Andy Cap's would pour you a straight
shot, or draw one from the tap, for half a
byte (just four bits or one thin nibble). You
could get a gallon of high-test gas at the
Flying "A" or a pack of Old Golds ciga-
rettes at the check-out counter, for two
bits. You could even take a bit to the
movies, and that girl you liked behind the
candy counter would give you a Look and
a Big Hunk.

Back in the "Good Old Days," if you
had a couple of kilobytes, people called
you a "killionaire." Mainframes had only
4K bytes, and if a system had 16K, it was
darn near a super -computer. Heck, you had
no idea what you'd ever do with all that
memory. People even began to speculate
that someday COBOL might not need an
ALTER command.

That's not the way it is today. DRAM
isn't core. A past when memory cost a dol-
lar per byte seems as dim as a 3 -watt bulb.
Even many kilobytes, more or less, on
each of several hundred workstations adds
up to only a few inexpensive megabytes.
Nevertheless, there are some bytes that can
bring back the old cost of memory with a
vengeance.

"No way," you say? If a new driver or
TSR requires just an extra byte or two, the
cost could go way, way over a buck a byte.
Ask yourself this question. What's the cost
to your company if you can't run needed
applications because they won't fit on your
workstations?

Unfortunately, until now, memory man-
agement under Windows' Enhanced mode
has largely been a moot point. You could
talk it to death, but with a few specialized
exceptions, you couldn't do much about it.

Memory managers, such as Qualitas
386Max and Quarterdeck QEMM-386, let
you precisely tailor memory for DOS. You
can use them to move things about and
free large areas, but only for use by DOS
applications. Windows' Standard mode
works with these memory managers to
provide their services to DOS applications
too. However, Windows operates as only a
task switcher in Standard mode. It doesn't
allow you to multitask DOS applications.

If you want to run DOS tasks, such as
diskette formatting or file downloading, in
the background, you must use Windows
Enhanced mode. But Enhanced mode's
first step is to replace any existing memory
management with services that are carefree

but largely beyond user control. Some
extra memory is no longer available for
direct use by DOS applications (see
"Windows Tip" box).

This relationship between Windows and
memory -management software is about to
change-in a major way-with introduc-
tion of Helix Software's Cloaking technol-
ogy. This February, Helix will introduce
its NETROOM Version 3.0 memory man-
ager. It will quite likely have a new name
that smacks slightly less of networking and
better reflects its wide applicability. But
you'll know it when you see it (if not from
Cloaking, then perhaps from my "Memory
Management" article in the May and June
1992 issues of ComputerCraft).

Product Summary
Here's a summary of NETROOM 3.0 fea-
tures that are most relevant to users of cur-
rent hardware and systems software. NET -
ROOM continues to offer a replacement
for HIMEM.SYS (to provide XMS and
HMA memory). It provides both UMB and
EMS memory and loads TSRs, drivers,
DOS BUFFERS, DOS FILES, and COM-
MAND.COM high. (NETROOM loads dri-
vers high from either CONFIG.SYS or
from AUTOEXEC.BAT or the command
line, eliminating the need to reboot when
adding modules to a configuration.)

The program's sophisticated automatic
installation finds not just the TSRs and dri-
vers in AUTOEXEC.BAT, but also those
in nested batch jobs. (A vast array of para-
meters alternatively gives you precise con-
trol of memory resources. NETROOM's
DISCOVER module provides both a mem-
ory map and an editor you can use to find
available memory regions and add them to
the XMS or EMS pools by modifying
CONFIG and AUTOEXEC files.)

NETROOM claims to be more clever
than most memory managers at excluding
areas like hard -to -detect token -ring cards.
It runs on just about any technically cur-
rent hardware and normally allocates all
memory from a shared pool. Moreover,
this version of NETROOM is also a DOS
Protected Mode Interface (DPMI) host.

The NETSWAP4 utility is still part of
NETROOM. It creates a virtual machine
you can load drivers and some TSRs "out."
Helix says that loading out, combined with
loading high, can give you a total of at
least 704K for TSRs and drivers-in addi-
tion to application memory. It can provide
776K using some NETROOM BIOS -com-

pression tricks, and as much as 800K for
monochrome applications by combining
BIOS compression with recovery of some
extra video -buffer space. Of course, this
functionality comes at the expense of a
performance penalty as NETROOM
switches between virtual machines during
inter -process communication.

Helix admits that its worst -case perfor-
mance degradation for such large virtual
machines can amount to as much as 30%
on a busy network server, but the company
claims less than a 10% hit on average.
Furthermore, NETROOM can also create a
smaller virtual machine that overlays only
the area occupied by upper memory blocks
(UMBs) and not all of conventional mem-
ory. This arrangement can sometimes run
relocated code without degradation,
because there's a performance loss only if
code in one virtual machine communicates
with code in the other. Code in low memo-
ry can't conflict in this case since it
doesn't occupy the same address space as
the smaller virtual machine.

Does the foregoing mean you can have
more than 1M of DOS addressable real
memory? Yes. You could, for instance, run
PC Tools, NetWare and a CD-ROM drive
without using any conventional space. It
works with any graphics application,
including Windows in Enhanced mode.
You can actually have a network re -direc-
tor running in one Windows DOS session
working in conjunction with a DOS pro-
gram that you're running in a completely
different session.

I began this column with the premise
that the Windows Enhanced mode doesn't
use the services of a memory manager.
This is usually true. However, SWAP-
NET4 is written as a VxD, or virtual
device driver. A VxD can perform privi-
leged functions under Windows. (VxDs are
documented in the Windows Device Driver
Kit, or DDK.) Windows 3.0 required mem-
ory managers to cooperate through use of
one of these drivers, LOADHI.VXD. NET -
ROOM used them to its advantage to con-
trol instancing of processes and its virtual
machines.

In Windows 3.0, a memory manager had
to have a VxD because Windows hadn't
fully implemented the Windows/386
Paging Import Specification (WPIS) that
Version 3.1 uses to smoothly transfer
memory -management control. In Windows
3.1, a VxD isn't strictly necessary, but it
still can be used. NETROOM 3.0 (now in
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Windows Tip

Windows loads different routines for
Standard and Enhanced modes, and they
work with memory managers in distinct
ways. When you load a memory manager
under DOS, the first thing it does is take
over the hardware in protected mode and
moves DOS into a virtual machine. The
memory manager runs in Ring 0, which
is the highest protected -mode privilege
level. (Virtual machines, by contrast, rate
lower than the lowest protected -mode
ring.)

In Standard mode, Windows is just a
task switcher. When Windows loads in
Standard mode, the memory manager
stays in Ring 0, controls protected mode
and provides memory services to applica-
tions through Virtual Control Program
Interface (VCPI) protocols. Windows
runs in a virtual machine and provides
task switching for applications. When it
changes between applications, an entire
virtual machine is swapped out to disk
and replaced with another. Only the
application running in the current virtual
machine is active. Only non -pre-emptive
multitasking is provided within a virtual
machine, and Windows provides this
cooperative form of operation for its
applications.

When Windows runs in Enhanced
mode, things proceed quite differently.
Initially, Enhanced mode takes over pro-
tected operation in Ring 0. It uses a pro-
tocol called the Windows/386 Paging
Import Specification to transfer the loca-
tion and size of upper memory blocks, as
well as expanded memory (EMS) and
extended memory (XMS) to handle infor-
mation between memory -management
utilities and Windows. It replaces any
stand-alone memory manager with its
own (while the memory manager
becomes dormant), takes over control of
all active memory management and con-
tinues to manage memory for itself and
its client applications- including DOS
applications running either in a window

or in full -screen mode, through DOS
Protected Mode Interface (DPMI) ser-
vices.

All memory is placed into a common
pool from which Windows allocates
EMS, XMS or other resources as pro-
grams require them. NETROOM 3.0 is an
exception in this scenario because it
includes routines that function as a virtual
device driver. Those routines allow it to
coexist with Windows and continue to
provide certain protected -mode memory
services.

Windows' Enhanced mode loads the
routines that provide its graphical envi-
ronment-the part users perceive as Win-
dows-into the first virtual machine. It
loads additional DOS sessions into other
virtual machines as the memory
resources it's managing allow. Windows
applications all run from one virtual
machine, just as they do in Standard
mode, with non -pre-emptive multitask-
ing. However, Windows pre-emptively
multitasks among its virtual machines.
This allows DOS applications to run in
the background.

When Enhanced mode swaps to disk, it
stores only pages of inactive code. All
applications remain active, concurrently
sharing system resources, as they're mul-
titasked by the processor. However, DOS
applications lose the benefits provided by
customizable memory managers since
they're replaced by the Windows memory
manager. When Windows shuts down,
control of memory areas is handed back
to the memory manager with the related
applications intact.

The significance of the memory -man-
agement differences between Standard
and Enhanced modes is demonstrated by
an application like Lotus 1-2-3. Version
3.0 of 1-2-3 had only VCPI support and
ran in only Standard mode. Version 3.1
of 1-2-3 has DPMI support and runs in
Enhanced mode and can recalculate in
the background.

beta, and expected to ship in February)
continues to use VxD technology as it did
before, and also to implement its new
Cloaking features.

Cloaking allows DOS to load 32 -bit
protected -mode programs and run them in
extended memory. This can provide sub-
stantial advantages over ordinary memory
management. For example, NETROOM
provides EMS services to DOS applica-
tions with its RAM-MAN/386 utility.
EMS frames are automatically created for
RAM-MAN/386 by the CUSTOMIZE

routine. It automatically finds the optimum
fit for loading TSRs and drivers high and
places the required commands into the
AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS
files on your disk.

CUSTOMIZE also exercises the system
BIOS and finds areas that can be recov-
ered for UMBs. It can compress a BIOS
down to as little as 32K using this method.
These services are comparable to those
provided by other top memory managers.
Cloaking, though, can do even better by
moving the entire system BIOS-and even
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GUI Guts

video BIOS-into extended memory and
running them in Windows protected mode.
These areas are then available for applica-
tions, drivers and TSRs.

To take advantage of the technique,
however, protected -mode applications
must be Cloaking -aware. The only applica-
tions to use the API are presently those
provided in the NETROOM package, but
they're formidable. For example, Helix
includes three Award -licensed replacement
system BIOSes. These versions rely on
your built-in BIOS for the POST (power -
on self test) and setup routines. So, they're
compatible with almost any currently ship-
ping computer and can be substituted for
the native BIOS in 386SX, 386 and 486
systems for ISA, EISA and Micro
Channel.

The Award -Helix BIOS have several
advantages. They not only give your
machine an instant upgrade, but Helix says
they're likely to be faster than your old
BIOS. Running in protected mode gives
them a linear address space and lets them
run in Ring 0, which is the most privileged
level. As a consequence, they don't slow
down when they do things like I/O -port
access. Another big benefit is that you get
access to the 64K of upper memory blocks
that are normally occupied by the native
system BIOS.

Helix also provides VGA BIOS options.
The first of these moves the BIOS on VGA
video cards into protected mode.
Lamentably, this method is compatible
about only 80% of the time. For those
BIOSes that don't move successfully, you
can substitute an Award version that's
included with NETROOM. (Helix says that
the Award video BIOS is probably faster
than yours, but it lacks super -VGA support
which must be specific to each video card.)
Either option frees another 32K of VGA
BIOS for other use.

Other Cloaked utilities include a RAM -
disk and a disk cache that replaces
SmartDrive. There's also a graphical
screen saver that runs in protected mode.
Each utility requires only 40 to 50 bytes
(not kilobytes) of conventional memory.
The cache alone returns 38K to 40K of
conventional memory to applications.

Cloaking can also provide caching for
VGA screen fonts. Six different fonts are
included with VGA to support various
screen modes. Normally, they're all kept in
conventional memory at once, even though
your screen can be operating in only one
mode at a time.

NETROOM saves about 10K of addi-
tional memory by sharing one area for all
six fonts and loading just the one that's
currently needed. It works with most soft-

ware, except those programs-Quattro
Pro, for instance-that access more than
one font at a time.

Cloaking makes the new NETROOM
world champ of memory providers.
Running everything in protected mode and
using font caching can give you as much
as 928K of conventional DOS memory to
run applications-including Windows
DOS sessions. (Text applications that
don't need the memory -mapped graphics
area can have as much as 984K.)

Next month, I'll continue this discussion
with some advice for running Windows
without a memory manager, more details
about how Windows 3.1 handles memory
(including how 3.1 differs from 3.0) and
more tips that can make its memory work
harder for you.
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Helix Software Co.
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Ham Transceiver
Control Computer
Cables
J*Com's new line of Trans-
ceiver Control Cables inter-
faces IBM computers with all
transceivers and receivers that
can be controlled over a serial
TTL link. The entire interface
is sandwiched into the shield-
ed hood of a DB-25 connector
that's compatible with all rig
control software, including
Kenwood's Ham Windows, the
K1EA CT program, PDA's
LOGic, Scientific Solutions
DXBase and most others.

Each cable comes complete-
ly assembled and ready to plug
in. Four models cover all Ken -
wood, ICOM, and Yaesu com-
puter -ready transceivers/re-
ceivers. $54.95. J*Com, Box
194, Ben Lomond, CA 95005;
tel.: 408-335-9120; fax: 408-
335-9121.
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Improved
"Sneaker Net"
FileRunner from MBS Tech-
nologies is an innovative pro-
gram designed for users who
need to work with the same file
on two or more computers that
aren't interconnected by wires,
cables, modems or networks of
any sort. Once installed, the
program identifies files that

have been added or updated,
compresses and saves them to
a floppy encoded with data that
indicates to which other com-
puters the files should be
transferred. "Overwrite Safe-
guard" prevents overwriting of
files changed on more than one
computer since the last time
FileRunner was used. The pro-
gram checks all files to ensure
that a virus isn't transmitted

from one computer to another.
It automatically adjusts for
computers with clocks set for
different time zones. Licensing
is for a single user, but there's
no limit to the number of com-
puters that can be used. $100.
MBS Technologies, Inc., 34 W
Sycamore, Arcadia, CA 91006;
tel.: 800-860-8700.

CIRCLE NO. 36 ON FREE CARD

Three -Axis
Stepper Control
PcStep from nuLogic is a high-
performance three -axis step-
per -motor controller board
that plugs into a single 16 -bit
ISA slot in IBM/compatible
computers. It enhances the
processing power of the com-
puter for integrated motion -
control applications. The
board includes a disk with a
host of Windows -compatible

motion programming tools.
PcRunner, nuLogic's Win-

dows -compatible application,
provides out -of -the -box mo-
tion control. Simply pointing
to and clicking on the desired

motion icon lets you interac-
tively set up and control veloci-
ty, acceleration, step count,
limit switch and all micro -step
motion system parameters.
Windows compatibility is fur-
ther enhanced by DLLs that
implement the entire pcStep
command set. $1,095. nuLog-
ic Inc., 475 Hillside Ave., Need-
ham, MA 02194; tel.: 617-444-
7680; fax: 617-444-2903.

CIRCLE NO. 37 ON FREE CARD
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KLECIRONIC

COMPONENTS

A Complete
Reference for
Project Builders

211631 218.94
SoAcceer

IROL$ SNOW
210 5P0$$

CONI Pura
PRINTERS

3923 $3295

in & Repair
'ohianniputeg Printer

and Save a Rundle

3922P $16.95
Softcovsr

Home Remote -Control
Autormition Projects

FENT'JRING 77
STEP-BY-STEP
ILLUSTRATED

PROJECTS

Second Emotion

DELTON T. HORN

3765 $29.95

MAS-11-

IC
3550-XX 334.95

Counts es 2

397 P 518.96
Softcover

2980P $14.96
Softcover

uub,esnooting
Analog
Circuits

It ILD NIA\
486/486SX'

III XIX I
ind 2.0ITION

4270 529.95

M,,11..;\t
INK_ Al

MATHEMATiLN

3438-XX 539.95
Counts as 2

Build ltut Own

l Compatible

9410-XX $32.95 3804P $19.95
Counts as 2 Softcover

Troubleshooting
& Repairing

VCRs

377740E $32.95
Counts as 2

17PS & TEMIOS
ELECTRONiCS
ExPem.nnENTERS

3145P 212.95
Softcover

ttier Printer

3738 $26.95

3122P 521.95
Softcover

As a member of
the Electronics Book Club ...

yo_ 'II enjoy receiving Club bulletins every 3-4 weeks
co- tair-ing exciting offers on the latest books in the field
at Eavirgs of up to 50% off of regular publishers' prices.
P you vi -ant the Main Selection do nothing and it will be ship-
ped aUomatically. If you want another book, or no book
at all, simply return the reply form to us by the date
specified. You'll have at least 10 days to decide. Your on-
ly C blication is to purchase 3 more books during the next
12 months, after which you may cancel your membership
at Any time.
A stappinOhandling charge and sales tax will be added to all orders. All books are hard-
covF. unless otherwise noted. Publishers' prices shown. If you select a book that counts
as 2 -:thoicse write the book number in one box and XX in the next. If you select a Counts
as 3 choice, write the book number in one box and XXX in the next 2 boxes.
+<-Dias ELC MDNE393

Your most complete
and comprehensive

source for the finest
electronics books

Select any 5 books
for $4195

only i%
(values up
to $179.70)

Plus 1 book FREE upon prepayment

Tait=
PE RAKIL

COMPUTERS
i iatiO

3677-XX $34.95
Count; as 2

WIRE & CP4311
FOR ELECTRON CS

A User's Hornbook

3787-XX =9.95
Counts as 2

3251P 518.95
t of tc,ver

Basic
Electronics

Course
bui Edition
2613P 518.95

Softcover

BEGINNER'S
GJIDE TO
READING

SCHEMATICS
SECOND EDITION

36.2P 510.95
Solcover

3610 $28.95

THE
ILLUSTRATED
EICTIONARY

OF
E.ECTRONICS

7IFTH EDITION

2.345P-XX $26.95
Cam's as 2/Softcover

when you join the
Electronics Book Club'

---1,0)1.410elsna wt.?. your
TRIGGERED -SWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE

3669 527.95

4.,051

TEST EQUIPMENT
PROJECTS
YOU CAN BUILD

- ENCYCLOPEDIA or

ELECTRONIC
ancurrs

4MOME 1 0

rear 0111,011/1110.10,0011111/0$111,1

IOW OlemireireelilIenr

!renroreiromirolliwomirpl

rem, eimrenroweiren,

1938-XXX $60.00
Counts as 3

3886 $22.95

ROBOT BUILDER'S I

BONANZA
99 INEXPENSIVE

ROBOTICS PROJECTS

2800P $17.95
Softcover

TROUBLESHOOTING
AND REPAIRING

AUDIO & VIDEO
CASSE ITE
PLAYERS

& RECORDERS

3795 $29.95

3627-XX 529.95
Counts as 2

COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN'S

HANDBOOK
3rd Edition

30-X2 $36.95
Counts as 2

COMPACT
DISC PLAYER

mAinTettatiCE snot
aePAM

2790P $15.95
Softcover I-

N./aster Handbook of
ELECTRONIC
TABLES AND
FORMULAS
-Fifth Edition-

3739-XX $39.95
Counts as 2

If card is missing, use this address to join:
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0810



Super'Mart
This new advertising section highlights products in an easy -to -locate format for
reader convenience. Call Margaret Milanese today for deadlines and additional
details. 516-681-2922.

EPROM Emulator

MICRO/EMMY-64K Ver. 4
 Reduce Development Time; STOP

BURNING EPROMS. Download 64K in

ONLY 14 Seconds.

IN Emulates ALL Standard MOS and CMOS

EPROMs; 2716/32/64/128/512 to 13065

 'TRUE' EPROM Emulation at Power -Up.

II Serial Port Interface. Command Line or
Menu Driven. Target ReSet (HIGH and

LOW)

 Download. Edit. Upload and more

 5295.00

tmcc)
MICRO
COMPUTER
CONTROL
Software
Development TOOtS

P.O.Box 275
Hopewell, NJ 08525
USA
Tel. 1609) 466-1751
Fax. W91456-4116

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE

TECHNICAL Manx

E:3
CIRCLE NO. 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Prototype it FAST!
with ProtoOuick and Z8 single board systems

- -

YIDI

,I 23, 1.°..,TJOrlos232
,,,,,,,,,

Prot00u700 0057 anol 221 ma comm.* .94 boa. compuleP3 MIR large protoryp ana. on -Waal
Pro100711.3 a e comolele, ale.M.100.0 Maly 0 ro OBI., monaor program 0 EPROM
414,705 ros -assembler ori107775 77. moo., P.000 30.0.00 7,700P.
.0.105 lor up la 37K of EPROM and ol Val go RPM
215232 C sena, oar( o DB25 conn.1.7 57 0072 oPom 0.

0"'777e*serrta7Po'rrIV'EXO'Ll'7?P'7770777112017'"Nr7 $99.00 ea

Software

Science

Software Science
3750 Roundbottom Road
Cincinnati, OH 45244
(513) 561-2060

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES

RACK BOXES
MODEL H D PRICE

RU5
I RU7
IRUIO
2171U5

2f1U7
2RUt0
3RU5
3FIU7

3RUI 0

1.75
1.75
1/5
3.50
150
150
5.25
5.25
5.25

is
5

142o..
31.50
3303
3100
3150
3170
30.90
42.00
44.10

FEATURES:

EASY TO FABRICATE
SHIPPED (FLAT)
ALL MAIN PANELS ARE
FLAT FRONT AND REAP
APE CLEAR BRUSHED
ANODIZED. TOP.
BOTTOM AND THE
END PANELS ARE
BLACK BRUSHED
ANODIZED. NOT SHOWN

CHASSIS BOXES
MODEL H PRICE

MC -1A
MC -2A

MC -3A

A.C51A

MC -5A
MC -8.4

MC -7A
MC -8A

MC -9A

3

3

4

2

2

2

3

4

4

4

515.75
785

1995
1795
1995
22.05
1995
22.05
2415

VISA / MC
We amuscm VISA we MASTERCARD

ED

OMER DIFECT ROM BE
FACTORY. ON PREPAID CF1DERS SIPP UPS CAJUN) NO CHARGE

SECOND OAY NR 91001 NEXT DAY AIR mos

SESCOM INC. 2100 WARD DRIVE HENDERSCN, NV USA
82015-4240 (ORDERS)800-634-3457 (TECHNICAL HELP)
702-565-3400 FAX 702-565-4828

CIRCLE NO. 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

80C52 -BASIC MICROCONTROLLER
BASIC INTERPRETER

32K RAM; 8K/16K EPROM
EPROM PROGRAMMER

RS232 TERMINAL 8
PRINTER INTERFACE
AUDIO OUTPUT

EXPANSION CONNECTOR

High quality double side pc board with silk screen and solder mask.

Programs written et BASIC can be saved to EPROM. Auto start on
power up optional. Easy expansion via 40 pit connector.
lAcrocontroller board can 'piggy back" pert board with user circuits.
PC/Clone based 8052 assembler included

Bare board with manual, schematics $27.95

80C52 -BASIC microprocessor IC $25.95

Assembled 8 tested $124.95
Send check or money order to:

MD residents include sales tax

Prologic Designs OEM & quantity
P.O. Box 19026 discounts.
Baltimore, MD 21204 Custom design
410-661-5950 and manufacturing

CIRCLE NO. 73 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Printed Circuit Boards
Print & Etch Special

$0.24/sq. inch SS
$0.32/sq. inch DS

Solder Plated to Mil -P -81728b
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE:

 CNC Drill and Route
 Plated Thru Holes
 LPI Soldermask and Legend
 Photoplotting

Channel Island Circuits
358 S. Fairview Ave. Unit C

Goleta. CA 9 31 17
(80 5)96 4-44 49

CIRCLE NO. 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Subscribe To
COMPUTERCRAFT

Now And
SAVE $16.43

On A Year's Subscription
1 Year - $18.97

Mail your subscription to:
COMPUTERCRAFT
76 North Broadway

Hicksville, New York 11801

MCD,A.4$

xs°

LARGEST SELECTION OF CD-ROM DISCS

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG!!

 CD ROM  Agriculture  Education  Military
Players  Animals/Mammals  Electronics  Music

 Aviation  Food  Religion
 Computers  Business  Games/Recreation  Science

 Monitors  Bulletin Boards  Gardening
 Children  Health

 Mice  Communications  Languages
 Desktop Publishing  Library

 & More  Drawing & Design  Medical
 Adults Only - )00(

...STAR TREK MOUSE PADS...
Available in Old 8 New Generation

8.5" x 11" or 10" x 10"
Beautiful Pictures

Suitable For Framing
or Placemats only 516.95

"MAKE IT SO!!

 Shareware
 Sound
 Space
 Sports
 Travel

CIRCLE NO. 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SPY ON THE EARTH
See live on

your PC
what

satellites in
orbit see

Learn how you can benefit greatly from this exciting new
technology. Send $30 ($35 air, $40 overseas) for our
fantastic 12 diskette set of professional quality copyrighted
programs (IBM type) that does satellite tracking, data
acquisition, image processing, file conversion and much
more. Diskette and information package includes all
programs, satellite views, C language source code for a
popular satellite image acquisition program, hardware
schematics, catalog and discount certificate.

VANGUARD Electronics Labs
Dept. C, 196-23 Jamaica Ave.

Hollis, NY 11423 Tel. 718-468-2720

CABLETRONICS, INC.
Are You Tired of Paying

Outrageous Fees?
All makes and models of cable

equipment shipped within 24 hrs.
Quantity discounts. For free

catalog send S.A.S.E. to:
Cable-Tronics, Inc., 450 Shag Bark Ct.

Algonquin, IL 60102
C.O.D. orders accepted

CALL FOR PRICES TODAY!!
1-800-232-5017
(708) 658-7474

*No Illinois orders
Hours -8:00 am -5:00 pm central time



Computer Games (from page 94)
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with buxom Amazons who swim topless
and regard Rex as a "real" man.

The amount of nudity and sexual innu-
endo in this game are comparable to what
might be seen and heard in an R-rated
movie. Accordingly, parents might want to
think twice before letting younger children
have the game. In any case, the game's
Naughty play mode can be changed to
something more tame. Concerned parents
can even set the game so that Naughty
mode isn't accessible.

Graphics of Rex Nebular are somewhat
disappointing. The game box uses exciting
language concerning graphics: "Mind-
blowing graphics and ultra -realistic anima-
tion!" This game's graphics are good, but
certainly not "mind-blowing" or "ultra -
realistic." These descriptors might have
been accurate a couple of years ago, but
not now, with the advent of super -VGA
VESA graphics.

In fairer perspective, Rex Nebular's
graphics do a fine job of integrating hand -
drawn art with digitization and three-
dimensional rendering. What's missing is
resolution. Some graphics look very good,
like external views of spaceships. Views of
game characters, though, like Rex himself,
are so poorly resolved that facial features
and other physically small details are
indistinct to the point of being almost
nonexistent. Lack of visual clarity is point-
ed when Rex is sitting at the console of the
Slippery Pig.

Playboy Rex is supposed to be slim,
handsome and naturally muscular. In great
contrast, the game has him resembling a
humanoid smear wearing clothing.
Additionally, poor graphic resolution
undermines the game's Naughty mode. For
this mode's sexual titillation to be effec-
tive, graphics must support its bawdy dia-
logue. In the case of the topless bathing
Amazon, graphics should be detailed
enough so than anyone playing Naughty
mode could readily see that the Amazon is
truly topless. Otherwise, why have a
Naughty mode in a graphic adventure?

Going to more prudent issues, the
game's user interface is very good. It's
quick for users to grasp and is the kind of
interface that allows complete interaction
without having to type text. This seems to
be the modern trend for adventure games.
If so, it's welcome.

Another excellent game feature is its lack
of punishment meted out to the player when
he makes mistakes or wrong decisions.
Like most adventure games, serious mis-
takes cause death, but Rex Nebular doesn't
have to start the entire game over. Nor do
players have to reload a previously saved
game. Rex dies horribly but reappears in a
few seconds to continue the game.

MicroProse's first venture into graphic
adventure is a decent showing, but it needs

some polish. Its humor is all too pre-
dictable and deliberate. Though it's some-
times amusing, it's rarely laughably funny.
Its game interface is excellent so that even
novice adventure garners should have no
problem with it.

Rex Nebular is a fair play for novice -to -
median adventurers. Veterans of adventure
gaming, however, may find it lacking. By
any measurement, it's a good first showing
and MicroProse is encouraged to continue
this new direction.

Amazon
Access Software has been a leading pro-
ducer of graphic adventures for a few
years. It helped pioneer some game tech-
nology that's now considered standard.
The company's latest product is a parody
of action -packed movie serials that were
popular in the 1940s and 1950s. More -
experienced adventurers might remember
the likes of Flash Gordon, The Lost City,
Rocketman and Commando Cody. This
particular graphic adventure, Amazon:
Guardians of Eden, pays homage to that
naive Hollywood entertainment era.

Like the old movie serials, Amazon tells
its story in succeeding chapters, each chap-
ter having a cliff-hanger ending. Chapter 1,
"Terror In The Jungle," kicks off the
story. Intrepid archeologist and researcher
Allen Roberts is deep in the Amazon River
basin. He's on an important safari for
Allister Research. His party falls under
attack and the entire troupe is missing, and
Allen himself is presumed dead.

Back in the states, Allen's younger
brother Jason is given the terrible news.
Jason is a clean-cut all-American kid, bub-
bling with life and enthusiasm. He gets a
secret letter from Allen that outlines a dan-
gerous mission for Jason to find specified
items and personally carry them to Allen.
This means making a trip to the Amazon.
To make matters worse, Jason is stalked by
evil persons unknown to him who will stop
at nothing to wreck Allen's expedition.

Amazon sets up this classic plot and
takes off running with it, mixing arcade
sequences and timed scenes. Arcade
sequences are required when Jason is
forced to use a makeshift weapon for self-
defense. During timed scenes, definite
action is needed within minutes or sec-
onds. Failure to act leads to disaster, some-
times immediate death.

Artwork in this game is typical of what
Access has been doing for a couple of
years. Digitized actors and objects com-
bine with hand -drawn scenes to create an
overall believable presentation. This style
of work was an early success for Access
Software, and it's good to see the company
stay with the style.

Amazon offers some improvements over
previous Access adventures. Notably, the
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TRUE RMS PLUS
MAX/MIN/AVERAGE MEMORY RECORD
RELATIVE MODE / DATA HOLD
 DC/AC VOLTMETERS
DC Rang 400mV, 4V, 40V, 400V, 1000V
AC Range: 400mV, 4V, 40V, 400V, 750V

 DC/AC AMP METERS
DCJAC Mumps: 400uA, 4mA, 40mA, 400mA, 10A

 OHM METER
Rangy 400, 4K, 40K, 400K, 4M, 40M, 4000M Ohms

 FREQUENCYCOUNTER -AUTORANG ING
lam

(Tugger
z, 101, 400KHz. 4MHz (Tower Low),

h)

 LOGIC PROBE
 AUDIBLE CONTINUITY TESTER
 CAPACITANCE TESTER
Rnric 4nF, 40nF, 400nF, 4uF, 40uF
 DIODE TESTER
 dBm TESTER
Flongc -25.7 dBm to 59.7 dBm
 INDUCTANCE TESTER
RENE 40mH 400mH, 4H, 40H
 10 MEGA OHM IMPEDANCE
10A HIGH-ENERGY FUSE PROTECTION
AUTO SLEEP & AUTO POWER OFF

NEW!

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!

WATER & DUST RESISTANT
MODEL 94 COMES COMPLETE WITH

TEST LEADS, YELLOW HOLSTER,
TILT STAND, BATTERY & FUSE

Stock No.
990111 ONLY 199'

2 YEAR WARRANTY

KELVINELECTRONICS
10 HUB DRIVE, MELVILLE, NY 11747

(800) 645-9212
(516) 756-1750 (516) 756-1763/FAx
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Computer Games

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT
YOUR COPIES OF
ComputerCraft

Now there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your
favorite magazine readily available for future reference.

Designed exclusively for ComputerCraft by Jesse Jones
Industries, these custom-made titled cases and binders provide
the luxury look that makes them attractive additions to your book-
shelf, desk or any location in your home or office.

Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have a storage
system that's durable and well organized to help protect your valu-
able copies from damage.

 Cases and binders designed
to hold a year's issues (may
vary with issue sizes).

 Constructed of reinforced
board, covered with durable
green leather -like material.

 Free personalization foil for
indexing year.

 Title hot - stamped in gold.

 Cases V -notched for easy
access.

 Binders have special spring
mechanism to hold individ-
ual rods which easily snap
in. This allows magazines to
be fully opened for easy
readability.

ComputerCraft
Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. COM-C
499 East Erie Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19134

Please send cases; binders

Enclosed is $
 Charge my: (Minimum $15)

 American Express
Mastercard

Quantity Cases Binders

One $ 7.95
Three $21.95

Six $39.95

$ 9.96

$27.95

$52.95

Add $ 1 per case/binder postage
and handling. Outside USA $2.50
per case/binder. (U.S. funds
only)

 Visa
 Diners Club

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

Print Name

Address
No P.O. Box Numbers Please

City/State/
Zip

PA Residents add 7% sales tax

Call TOLL FREE 7 days,
24 hours 1-800-825-6690

game interface is easier to use because it
doesn't require typing of text and demands
less mouse manipulation. This improve-
ment lets gainers concentrate on the story.

Another improvement is the institution
of sound effects that are more diverse and
music that has more fidelity. A further
improvement is the game's support of
VESA graphics, which is still a new vehi-
cle for graphic adventure games.
Unfortunately, Amazon's VESA graphics
aren't very useful. When placed into
super -VGA VESA mode, game playing
area shrinks to perhaps a third (or less) of
original screen size. VESA graphics are
extremely sharp and colorful, but on a 14"
monitor, one has to almost squint to see
what's going on. The rest of the screen is
taken up with helpful information, like
which story chapters have been done and
what usable items Jason has.

Normal VGA mode does well enough
for game play, but Access has used this
mode on most of its graphic adventures
with little change. Perhaps a larger 17" or
more monitor would display the game's
VESA mode in a more -utilitarian manner.

Amazon joins the growing list of adven-
ture games that reject the arduous, perplex-
ing path in favor of story and enjoyment.
Designers actually want players to finish
the game, as is demonstrated by the
Amazon's pop-up hint window that fea-
tures more then 600 game hints. Oddly
enough, after emphasizing its frustration -
less approach, Amazon proceeds to sub-
tract game points each time the hint system
is used. Refer to the hint window too many
times, and you don't get to see the nifty
whiz-bang ending of the game; interesting
diametric indicators.

Amazon is a good play for adventurers
because it's an interesting story, punctuat-
ed by testy arcade sequences and challeng-
ing timed scenes. It continues an estab-
lished Access tradition that may be losing
its cutting edge in light of competing prod-
ucts. Seasoned adventurers, however,
won't find it disappointing.

Indiana Jones
If adventure has a name, it's got to be
"Indiana Jones." Movie-goers got a large
dose of adventure from the Indiana Jones
motion picture series. The lovable archae-
ologist graces the cinema no more, but
computer gamers can still thrill to his
exploits. Indiana Jones and the Fate of
Atlantis is the latest saga in the continuing
catalog of Indy adventure games. Like its
predecessors, Indy Atlantis is a very fine
game.

LucasArts began its adventure -game tra-
dition a few years ago. It sought to change
the face of adventure games and make
them more fun and less work. It accom-
plished its aims admirably with a diverse
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Bird's Eye View

Indiana Jones & the Fate of Atlantis,
$59.95
LucasArts Games
P.O. Box 10307
San Rafael, CA 94912
Tel.: 415-721-3300

Requirements

Memory
Graphics
Sound

Controllers
Joystick

640K, Hard Drive
VGA, MCGA
Ad Lib, Roland, Sound
Blaster, SoundMaster II
Keyboard, Mouse,

Evaluation

Documentation
Graphics
Learning Curve
Complexity
Playability
In Brief: Graphic adventure at its best.
Recommend at least a medium -speed 386
and mouse for best performance.

CIRCLE NO. 118 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Good
Excellent
Short
Easy
Excellent

Bird's Eye View

Amazon: The Guardians of Eden, $69.95
Access Software, Inc.
4910 Amelia Earhart Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Tel.: 800-800-4880

Requirements

Memory
Graphics
Sound
Controllers

640K, Hard Drive
VGA, VESA
All Major Sound Cards
Keyboard, Mouse

Evaluation

Documentation Fair
Graphics Good
Learning Curve Short
Complexity Easy
Playability Good
In Brief: Graphic adventure that mimics
the style of old movie serials.
Recommend at least a medium -speed 386
and mouse for best performance.

CIRCLE NO. 1190N FREE INFORMATION CARD

selection of adventure games that had good
sport, good fun and ease of play. Indy
Atlantis is LucasArt's best example yet of
adventure without frustration.

Indy Atlantis gets going with fast paces.
A Nazi spy steals an artifact and makes a

Bird's Eye View

Rex Nebular and the Cosmis Gender
Bender, $69.95
MicroProse Software, Inc.
180 Lakefront Dr.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
Tel.: 800 -879 -PLAY

Requirements

Memory 640K, Hard Drive
Graphics VGA, MCGA
Sound Roland, Ad Lib, Sound

Blaster, Covox, Pro Audio
Spectrum

Controllers Keyboard, Mouse

Evaluation

Documentation
Graphics
Learning Curve
Complexity
Playability
In Brief: An amusing first graphic adven-
ture for MicroProse. Good, but it lacks
polish. Recommend at least a medium -
speed 386 and mouse for best perfor-
mance.

CIRCLE NO. 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Fair
Fair
Short
Easy
Good

near -clean getaway. Indy manages to
retain some valuable clues and seeks out
his former colleague and old beau, Sophia,
a street -wise gal who rakes in dough work-
ing as a psychic. Why she quit archaeology
and turned to shamanism is beyond the
noble precepts of one Indiana Jones.
Sophia is even suspected of selling her
archeological finds for personal gain.
Worse, she believes in the lost continent
Atlantis. Still, Indy enlist her support, and
the two of them take off for the arctic
regions of Iceland to gather more informa-
tion about mysticism, force fields, space

aliens and the lost continent of Atlantis.
If the lost continent exists, Indy must

find it and discover its power before the
Nazis can do so. Otherwise, America and
the free world will have to march to the
tune of a goose-stepping dictatorship.

This is one of the best adventure games
I've played-maybe the best. Indy Atlantis
plays so smoothly that one hardly senses
the passing of hours of playing time. Its
user interface is so seamless that it antici-
pates logical choices and has them ready
for selection. The game's artwork, down to
each scene, looks as though it was hand-
crafted by capable and caring artists.

Game story is immediately intriguing so
that it sucks you into play before you know
it. Dialogue and humor are witty and
campy without being obnoxious, pre-
dictable or juvenile. Game puzzles are
challenging without giving the feeling of
hopelessness. They're compelling without
the added fear of having to start over as a
result of death due to an abstract silliness.

Finally, the game's musical score carries
all the emotion of the original motion -pic-
ture soundtrack.

It's just plain difficult to find something
bad to write about Indy Atlantis. The only
possible thing the game could be missing
is speech. But everything else is so refined
and workable that speech might not be a
significant improvement.

Indy Atlantis and other LucasArts games
owe their success to the ample resources of
LucasArts and the willingness of manage-
ment to take time to do the job correctly.
Therein lies a dual reward. Computer
gamers like good games, and good games
make money for the designer.

Indy Atlantis is one of those rare games
that you're proud to own and don't mind
telling someone how much you paid for it.
Both novice and experienced gamers will
have little problem, and probably no
regrets, with Indy Atlantis. Though it may
not be the best adventure game currently
on market, there are surely none better.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS

Planning to move? Please let us
know six weeks in advance so
you won't miss a single issue of
COMPUTERCRAFT Attach old
label and print new address in
space provided. Also include
your mailing label whenever you
write concerning your subscrip-
tion to insure prompt service on
your inquiry.

COMPUTERCRAFT
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

ATTACH LABEL HERE

PLEASE PRINT NEW ADDRESS BELOW

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY_ STATE

DATE ZIP
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Computer Craft Mart
If you enjoy radio communications
you'll love

POPULAR '"""v:!:4:=e7,7'IMUNICATIONS

The World's largest, most
authoritative monthly magazine for
Shortwave Listening and Scanner
Monitoring. Read by more active
listeners than all other listening
publications combined!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

POPULAR
COMMUNICATIONS
76 North Broadway, Hickville, NY 11801

Get fast home delivery of Popular
Communications and save $15.45 a
year over the newsstand price. Save
even more on 2 or 3 year subs.

D 1 year - 12 issues $19.95
(Save $15.45)

D 2 years - 24 issues $38.00
(Save $32.80)

 3 years - 36 issues $57.00
(Save $49.20)

Canada/Mexico-One year $22.00, two years
$42.00, three years $63.00; Foreign-one year
$24.00, two years $46.00, three years $69.00,
Foreign Air Mail-one year $77.00, two years
$152.00, three years $228.00

(Please print clearly)

Name

Street

City

State _Zip

Bill to Mastercard  VISA  AMEX

Account number:

Expiration date:
Note: Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue.

Classified Commercial Rates: $1 per word, 15 -word minimum ($15.00) prepaid. (Word
count includes name and address; ZIP code and abbreviation each count as one word; P.O.
Box number and telephone number count as two words each.) Indicate free category head-
ing (Computers, Software, Electronics, Video or Miscellaneous). A special heading is
available for a $6 surcharge. First word only is set boldface caps at no charge. Add 250 for
each additional boldface word.
Non -Commercial Rates: FREE to subscribers, as space permits; maximum 15 words. A
recent COMPUTERCRAFT mailing label must accompany ad.
(All advertisers with P.O. Box addresses must supply permanent address and telephone
number. Copy is subject to publisher approval.)
Mailing Information: Copy must be received by the publisher by the 25th of the third
month preceding the cover date. Send Advertising material with check or money order or
credit card information (Visa or MasterCard only) with number and expiration date to:
COMPUTERCRAFT, Classified Department, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE TV

CABLE TEST CHIPS. Jerrold, Tocom,
S.A., Zenith. Puts cable boxes into full ser-
vice mode! $29.95 to $59.95. 1-800-452-
7090, (310)-867-0081.

VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual Reality Toolkit. Incredible collec-
tion of articles, shareware, news, hardware
and programming information. Better than
any book. Build your own 3D goggles and
gloves. Many programs with C/C ++
source code. Info on clubs, newsletters.
Animation demos. IBMNGA. Six HD
disks $35.00. Renegade Software, 610
North Alma School, Suite -18, Chandler,
AZ 85224-3687.

ELECTRONICS

Z80 SBC $60 only. 8K ROM, 8K RAM,
48 bits I/O, size 2.75" x 5". M6809 SBC
$60. 8K ROM, 8K RAM, 32 bits I/O, size
2.75" x 5". 8085 SBC $60. 2K RAM, 8K
ROM, twenty I/O, one 8155 (option five
relay). J&M Inc., 83 Seaman Road, West
Orange, NJ 07052, TEL: 201-325-1892,
FAX: 201-736-4567.

ICS COURSE IN ELECTRONICS &
COMPUTER REPAIR. $900 VALUE FOR
$500. 356 Orr Avenue., Apollo, PA 15613.

CELLULAR HACKERS BIBLE.
Theory-Hacks-Modifications-$53.95.
Cellular Programmers Bible-$84.45.
TELECODE P.O. Box 6426 -CC, YUMA,
AZ 85366-6426.

SURVEILLANCENideoCipher/Satellite/
Scanner/Cable/Amateur/Cellular/Repair
Manuals, Modification Books & Software.
Catalog-$3.00 TELECODE P.O. Box
6426 -CC, YUMA, AZ 85366-6426.

SOFTWARE

50 WINDOWS SHAREWARE PRO-
GRAMS $5 STEELE 356 ORR AVE.
APOLLO, PA 15613.

Free IBM PD and Shareware disk catalog.
Low prices since 1988! ASP Approved
Vendor. VISA/MC accepted. Finto Soft-
ware, Dept. CC, Route 2, Box 44, Rosebud,
TX 76570 1-800-859-5040 voice or fax.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR
IBM-PC. Amazing Talking Demo -Disk
and 32 -Page Catalog, $3. Thinking
Software, 46-16 65th Place, Woodside,
NY 11377.

COMPUTERS

PC parallel/printer port tester. Plans and
tests programs. $10.00. L. Schock, 102
Walton Ave., Carlisle, PA 17013.

WANTED: APF Imagination Machine
Computer. Contact John Ackeret (913)
231-1010 Ext 1396.
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HD6303X (Cmos 6803) MICRO WITH
PCB AND 35+ APPLICATION
HD6303X (Cmos 6803) MICRO WITH
PCB AND 35+ APPLICATION

NOTES. Including source and assembled
code on disk and printed User manual cov-
ering specs, addressing modes, instruction
set, and app notes. PCB 3x4 layout for
Hitachi HD6303XCP, 8K/32K Ram -Rom,
Max690, Max232, 40 pin Bus exp header,
40 pin user port header, on board +5v,
reset switch, ext 3V Bat conn. User port
has 31 I/O port pins, SCI, Timers, Low
Power, sleep, standby pins. App notes ei.
LCD, keypad, A/D, D/A, printer, RF serial
port, many more! ALL FOR $29 US. SYS-
TEM MONITOR $10, on 27C64,
includes Assembler, Disassembler, Simu-
lator, FREE shipping. Cheque or Money
order TO: MICROTREK Universal
Microcomputer Products, #107-4141 Dixie
Rd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W
1V5. TEL 416-607-6970.

68HC11 Single -Board Computer. Educa-
tional. Fun. Practical. MAG-11 Semi -kit;
includes circuit board, all IC's, PC soft-
ware, documentation-$69 postpaid. Com-
plete kit, except for connectors-$99. For
connectors add $10. Originally described
in series in ComputerCraft January -May
and December, 1992 and January 1993.
Now includes a revised and expanded
manual and new firmware which turns
MAG-11 into stand-alone temperature data
logger. New software includes PC compat-
ible VGA/EGA graphics. Magicland, 4380
Gordon, Fremont, MI 49412.

16 LINE DIGITAL I/O CARD. The 16
lines of the modified IBM compatible
PC/XT/AT printer card are separated into
8 lines bidirectional, 4 lines input, and 4
lines output. Pin 15 of the DB25 is +5
volts. Manual and software. $45.00 plus
$5.00 S/H. Radcliffe Engineering, 45
Balfour Drive, Springfield, MA 01118.

BARCODES BARCODES BARCODES
they're everywhere you look! Now you
can get in on an industry that is growing
by 20% each year with THE BARCODE
COURSE. This course comes complete
with a detailed barcode textbook, portable
barcode reader, RS232 interface and bar-
code printing software for only $149.95+
$7.00 S&H. OBR Inc., RR3 Box 47-7
Carbondale, IL 62901. (618) 549-7100.

MISCELLANEOUS

ESP, BIOELECTRICITY, MICROWAVE
HEARING Introduction, comprehensive
booklist...$1.00 RESEARCH ASSOCI-
ATES, P.O. BOX 3583A, BOYNTON
BEACH, FL 33424-3583.

THAILAND -Marriageable women wait-
ing! Photograph brochure $3. Video $20.
Tours. "Thai", Box 398176M, Miami, FL
33139.

AT&T, HALLMARK CARDS, J.C.
PENNEY AND OVER 1,000 OTHER
LEGITIMATE COMPANIES USE HOME
WORKERS. THIS IS THE FIRST BOOK
PENNEY AND OVER 1,000 OTHER
LEGITIMATE COMPANIES USE HOME
WORKERS. THIS IS THE FIRST BOOK
TO GIVE YOU THE FACTS YOU NEED
TO GET HOME WORK WITH THESE
COMPANIES. FOR INFO SEND NAME
AND ADDRESS TO W. HARDY P.O.
BOX 541CC NEW YORK, NY 10018.

Order Back
Issues

Send $3.50 Per Issue
(Check, Money Order,

Mastercard, VISA, and AMEX).

Send All
Correspondence To:

CQ Communications
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

Or Call
516-681-2922

FAX 516-681-2926

ORDER YOUR
BACK ISSUES

TODAY! _}
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here too. Contact Margaret Milanese
at 516-681-2922 to work out an ad-
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Computer Games By SF Sparrow

It's interesting to note the change in com-
puter adventure games. Early models were
all text and almost deliberately difficult.
New adventure games, on the other hand,
are heavily graphic and emphasize having
a good time and enjoying the story. The
following are some examples of Neo-
Adventure.

Rex Nebular
MicroProse is widely known, at least in the
computer games community, for its
authentic military simulations. About a
year ago, this computer -game giant made a
mediocre foray into the realm of space
combat/adventure with a game titled
Lightspeed. Now MicroProse is looking
for a successful jaunt into graphic adven-

A Neo-Adventure

ture with the release of Rex Nebular and
the Cosmic Gender Bender.

As its name might imply, Rex Nebular is
a humorous design that's reminiscent of
campy movies of a bygone era. Galaxy -
hopping space playboy Rex Nebular is
about as rich as he's bright, which isn't
saying a heck of a lot. He accepts a foolish
assignment from a wiseguy space alien to
recover a certain vase. Its owner claims
that this family artifact has sentimental
value.

The vase was last reported on the planet
Terra Androgena, which planet disap-
peared from space many years ago. The
mission seems simple enough, but Rex
gets much more than for what he bargains.
He finds the planet, falls under attack by a

The "Slippery Pig" in "Rex Nebular" sits at the bottom of a lake.

* you ere thts as Utast Musa"
:-cry don't you talk to littim?

4- et- .ern

Indy faces a bruising doorman in "Indy Atlantis."

ship of space Amazons and ends up at the
bottom of a large lake with his ship (the
Slippery Pig) in tatters. Thus, the adven-
ture begins.

This graphic adventure fosters an atti-
tude and style that's brash and rude. Part
of the game's documentation is the person-
al log of Rex Nebular, leading up to the
crash on Terra Androgena. The log evi-
dences Rex's loose and grimy life style,
portraying him as a galactic mercenary and
womanizer who thinks that sex and drunk-
enness are the height of life. As you might
guess, this game is male chauvinistic; so
feminists may not want to play. There's
some nudity in the game, as Rex meets

(Continued on page 88)

Allen Roberts' lab in "Amazon: The Guardians of Eden."

'Y lora Isat Plisist*S outmost* orations.
orv.. :Se fire inspector

me iglu Danaintiut ntshratares

Indy and Sophia search for clues in "Indy Atlantis."
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Learn to Use Your
Computer's Full Potential.

If you've been hesitating about upgrading your
computer skills because you couldn't find the time or
locate the right program to teach you everything you
need to know to be successful in today's world of
computers, you'll be happy to hear that CIE's new
career course can provide you with the computer
technology curriculum you seek in an independent
study program you can afford to invest your time in.

CIE's COMPUTER OPERATION and
PROGRAMMING course was designed and devel-
oped by CIE to provide a complete overall under-
standing of the unlimited potential today's computers
offer, once you learn and discover their full capabili-
ties, in today's high tech environment. CIE's new
computer course quickly provides you with the
electronics fundamentals essential to fully understand
and master the computer's technological potentials for
your personal and professional advancement. Upon
mastering the fundamentals you will move into high
level language programming such as BASIC and
C -Language and then use that programming in order
to relate the interfacing of electronic hardware circuitry
to programming software. As a gradu-
ate of the Computer Operation and
Programming course, you will be able
to successfully understand, analyze,
install, troubleshoot, program and
maintain the various types of electronic
equipment used in business, manufac-
turing, and service industries.

Since 1934, CIE has been
the world leader in home
study electronics by
providing our 150,000 -
plus graduates with the
curriculum and hands-on
training they've needed to
become successful in

1001'11 Walk la,
'alEs 0010.,26

ments today, so you can be assured
of professional successes and
financial gains tomorrow.

Please, do yourself a favor and
send the attached card or fill out and
mail the coupon below for more

information about CIE's
Computer Operation

and Programming
course. Do It
Today!

Computer not
included with

course

New Career
Course from

CIE!

today's highly competitive and computer oriented
society. As a CIE student you'll receive a first rate
education from a faculty and staff with only one
desire. Your future success!

We encourage you to look, but you won't find a
more comprehensive computer course anywhere!

And it's a course designed to fit
around your lifestyle and commit -

1110E

iii014 I. IN 10 MS MR ia ilk III
akelkiakillk ilk MO NOW* 00 Barna

allt Olt QM, OM VW MI MI

0 YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about the Associate Degree program
(for your convenience, CIE will have a representative contact you - there is no obligation).

Print Name

Address Apt.

City State

Age

Zip

Area Code/Phone No

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits 0 Veteran

CLEVELAND
INSTITUTE

INC.
1776 East 17th Street  Cleveland, Ohio 44114  (216) 781-9400

0 Active Duty
111`,1

C-11_

?ei

A school of thousands.
A class of one.
Since 1934.

A035



LIMITED TIME SPECIALS! ORDER TODAY!
et Items stamped with this seal are compatible

riirr with X-10 Powerhouse, Leviton Decora Else-
oltronic Controls, Radio Shack Plug-n'Power, Sears
Home Control, Stanley Lightmaker, GE Homeminder,
and most powerline carrier remote control systems.

HOME CONTROL CONCEPTS

Buy with confidence from HCC!
* LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!
 DOUBLEMANUFACTURER'SWARRANTY
 TECHNICAL SUPPORTSECOND TONONE

IMMEDIATE SHIPPING

rNew! HomeBase
Intelligent Controller Integrates X-10

4i014,
and Infrared Technology!

.4,0
-4:\mfe Introducing HomeBase, the most0 I`
t> powerful mid -end (under $10,000) home
automation system on the market!

Intelligent Home Control System
 At last, a user interface that's really EASY to use!
 Monitors your powerline and allows IF -THEN

control. Complete 2 -way X-10 system!
 Uses PC to set your home's schedule...

once programmed your PC may be powered
down or used for other things

 User-friendly windows -like interface
 Can even be used with a mouse
 Real-time clock/calendar keeps track of sunrise/
 Battery backup sunset
 Mega -Controller allows on-line control...

It's an on -screen X-10 controller and a
status display of your home

 Advanced Scheduling features: IF -THEN -ELSE,
AND/OR, Macros, Timers, Counters, Flags, etc.

 Super Sequence Feature: A series of X-10
commands within a settable time window can
trigger an event. For example, pressing Al, A2,
Al within 2 seconds can dim the lights

 Log Feature: Your schedule can log (with time/
date) any event you specify

"Surprisingly easy to use yet extremely powerful
-Robert B. Dunham, Consultant to McDonnell Douglas
and Pacific Bell

"Totally Awesome Product... I love it!"
-Dave Kovanan, Renowned Product and Software
Consultant (Tested Microsoft Windows)

 Security Mode: Have your front porchlight
come on at "approximately" the time you
specify... gives the house a real lived-in look

 No language to learn
 Add complete Infrared capability with addition

of IR Interface (see below)
 Expansion port for future add-on products
 Requires IBM PC or compatible w/Serial Port

HCC-3001 HomeBase ONLY $299

FREE REMOTE COMMUNICATIONS
UPGRADE KIT

Remotely control your home from any computer anywhere in
the world! (Requires PC w/modem and 2400 baud modem
forHomerBase) Dealer/Imtallers,changeyourdrent'sschedule
or debug their system from your office! Allows you to offer a
service contract with your home automation package!

$99 Value! Yours FREE
if your order HomeBase by March 15th!

HomeBase's expansion port allows easy integration with add-on
products to expand and enhance your home automation system!

Infrared The Infrared Interface integrates
HomeBase with your home's in -

Interface frared-controlled devices! Allows
HomeBase to control IR functions such as TV
volume & channel, CD player track & song select,
stereo system speakers on/off, VCR play or record

much more! Avail. lstQuarter 1993. HCC-300

C The I/O Interface integrated
HomeBase (above) with

Interface security systems, moisture
sensors, temperature input, motion detectors,
motors, virtually anything that X-10 can't!
Opto-isolated inputs, relay outputs. Available

\nd Quarter 1993. HCC-3008 .1j

Professional Quality +P4A
Designer Components 'tip

Wall Switch Use to control fluores-
cent or incandescent lighting, appli-
ances, motors, etc. Rated 20A. Neu-
tral required. HCC-8001 White;
HCC-8000 Ivory
Ceiling Fan / Low Voltage Dim-
ming Switch Module Dims low

voltage ligh ing & controls motor speed (e.g. ceil-
ing fans) using X10 DIM/BRIGHT! Rated 500W
incandescent 500VA inductive. HCC-8041 White;
HCC-8040 Ivory
YOUR CHOICE ONLY $3990 EA.

-10 Keychain & Base 4,
New! 2 -button keychain remote can be'
set to unit codes 1&2 or 5&6. Plug-in base'
transceiver receives 16 unit codes from any X-

0554 below) HCCC-6500
Ord0 transmitter (incl. HCC-

,oktii Mobile Control
0, ,1, S rb. n /ey 8 -b u tto n hand-held remote ..-..
crone in sleek 1990's styling. Transmits ;-
RF signal up to 100' to plug-in base
transceiver (below). Off-

ONLY$1white color. HCC-2554

., Apg Base Transceiver
w.

°,.,1 Here's a great chance to expand
your X10 or Stanley wireless remote
control system to an entire housecode
or several house -codes. Set to any i u s.---:.
house -code; receives unit numbers 1-8 or 9-16.

BUILT-IN APPLIANCE MODULE!
Also features a built-in appliance module preset
to unit number 1 (may be used as Al , Bl, etc).
This appliance module contains X10's future 2-
way technology... It an answers "status query""command

from TW523! (see X-10
Development Kit this pg) Off-white. By Stanley.
HCC- 5 0 1

X

s .
Reg. $29.90 ONLY $1 ePOFF!

.10,1er Crud

r PC to Infrared Interface
Great for development of your own infrared
home control system! Allows your PC to "push
buttons" on remote control! Combine PC based
home automation with infrared control of your TV
(volume, channel, etc), stereo, VCR, and more!
Add whole -house IR repeater such as X -10's
Powermid. Use with Covox Voice Master Key
(HCC-VMK1 $169) for voice control of your
entertainment system! Combine with X-10
Development Kit (above right) to allow any X-10
controller to control your infrared devices! Use
with voice mail system for remote control of IR
from any telephone. Possibilities are limitless!

Requires One -For -All remote control (see right).
Remote has special port which connects to your
PC's serial port (using our cable and hardware
interface). Use the Sendl R program to transmit
infrared signalss by "pushing buttons" on the
remote control. For example type the dos
command SendIR TV MUTE to mute the tv; or
SendIR VCR REC to start your VCR recording!
Call Sendl R from DOS batch files, your existing
software program, or develop a program f rpm
scratch using sample source code.

Complete with cable and hardware interface,
development software, sample C -language
source code, technical info/data and
documentation. Requires One -For -All remote
control and IBM PC or compatible computer with

`serial port. HCC-PCIR ONLY $69!

PowerFlash Interface
%lc Plug-in module is activated by a 6-24V low
voltage input or a dry contact switch. Output mode
can be set to several types; use to turn on any X-
10 module, turn on all lights for an entire house -
code, or send ALL LIGHTS FLASHING (will also
activate PowerHom Siren, HCC-508x $29.95).

Wire to output of your existing home security
system to flash your X10 lights. Use with external
switch (e.g. doorbell switch, motion detector, etc)
to activate an X-10 chime (HCC-CH1 $19.95) or
beeper (HCC-506 $19.95). Your interface be-
tween X10 and the out-
ide world. By Schlage. ONILN( $1 6 9

Lamp Module 6 -Pack
Plug-in lamp module controls
incandescent lights up to 350 Watt
max. Off-white color. Module is labele. *P 4A
"Emergency HouseLighter Lamp Module.V:firs
Manufactured by X10, private labeled by 4".

Schlage. HCC-1220X 9N LY $3r
$77 VALUE! LIMITED SU

CAN
SO ORDER N WI

DEALERS, LIMIT 200 MODULES.

xlitit Wall Switch Module
`2,,) Replaces existing wall switch.

Controls incandescent lights up to 500
Watt max. Ivory color button. Only 830
modules reserved for this promo, so
ordertanie y.nHocwc! -241375y 0,11K

$CAM IT

X-1 0 Development Kitufer,
Use to develop your own PC -based "smart" 4..
home automation system! Monitor status of
home's lights & appliances and make intelligent
decisions based on their on/off status. Develop
a home control system with IF -THEN logic,
even 1 -button macros! Add Stanley motion
detectors to give system input of room presence.
Development software is interrupt based (does
not use polling!) and includes compiled library
routines and sample C -language source code.

Use with PC to Infrared Interface (below) to
develop a system which combines home
automation and IR control; any X-10 controller
can control infrared! With addition of Voice
Master Key, voice control of the home becomes
possible. Use X -10's Sundownerto give dusk/
dawn input to your system. Add voice PC voice
mail card for remote call -in control of X-10!

Requires IBM PC or compatible computer with
parallel port. Includes TW523 module, adapter,
interface cable, development software, demo pro-
gram & technical info/data. HCC-523K ONLY $69!

N10 Computer Interface:1:7A
White box connects to PC's serial port; "ft,"
once programmed PC may be shut off or used
for other purposes. Schedule up to 256 devices
(IBM & Mac versions), 72 devices on Apple Ile/
11c, Commodore. Battery backup. Console,
software, cable, manual.ONLY$5

kLICC-290P (IBM version)
5

Keychain control of anything!
Manufactured by Linear, this low cost RF link is
ideal for wireless control of your own projects,
your home and car alarm, car doortocks, and
even X-10 modules (with addition of HCC-284
Powerf lash Module)! Set security code on
transmitter and receiver, apply power to receiver
board, and you're ready for wireless control!

TRANSMITTER: Tiny keychain
transmitter is approx. half the
height of a matchbox!

Transmitter has two buttons
corresponding to channels 1 and 2. Includes two
Lithium batteries. Up to 100' range.

RECEIVER: Board level
receiver measures
approx 3" square!
Requires power supply of
8 to 24 VDC or 12 to 18 VAC.
Two outputs (channels 1 and 2) can ea h switch
up to 300 mA B 18 VDC maximum to ground.
Directly activate relays, drive bulbs, more.

HCC-RF1 RF Link set includes transmitter,
receiver, documentation. ONLY $39m!
HCC-RFX Extra transmitter ONLY $190!

ACC-PA12V 12VDC 500mA plug-in adaptor $41_9A

44?

r "Understanding & Installing Home Systems:
How to Automate Your Home"by David Gaddis

Home Automation Book
New Edition, expanded and
improved! Electronic House
magazine says "..really
works. ...Gaddis has done a
great job..." Also reviews in
PopularScience, Radio Elec-
tronics, and CircuitCellar INK.
Excellent! Topics include
Security, Lights, Appliances,
Entertainment, Communications, Energy Man-
agement, Heat & Air, Pools & Spas, Home
Theatre, and more! 150 over 125
illustrations. ONLYgiecommended! Reg. .29i

Nome Automation Video
Lights, camera, automation! See home
automation in action. Learn about equipment,
systems, what's available, how to install,

Erofessoinal
troubleshooting techniques, never

afore seen tips and ONLY $kecrets and lots more. 29
'Brand New! One -For -All 127
Lets You Control X10 and Infrared from one remote!
Universal Electronics has just unleashed their
newest model remote control, the One -For -All
12. Billed as the most powerful universal remote
in the world, the One -For -All 12 replaces 12 of
your existing remotes for TVs, VCRs, Cable
Boxes, CDs, Audio Products, Satellite Receivers
and more! It can even control X10 modules!

The One -For -All 12 has a 32K memory which
contains the world's largest library of infrared
codes! In fact, the manufacturer is so confident
that your component's infrared codes are
contained in the One -For -All 12's memory that
they're offering a DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE! (call HCC Customer Service or
Universal Electronics for further details)

Checkout these great features: Pro-
vides any device with a Sleep Timer
function  Simple set-up *One But-
ton System Control  Perfect re-
placement for lost or broken
remotes Toll -Free Consumer
Help Line * Upgradable (by
manufacturer, no charge!) to
match the latest advance-
ments in IR remote control
technology... won't become
obsolete!

Built-in macros mean you can turn on a number of
IR devices with the touch of one button! Complex

audio or video systems can be powered up with the
touch of a single key! Saves time & convenience!

X10 Compatible! Combine with the HCC-3000
One -For -All Command Center for control of your
home entertainment devices AND X10 devices!
Just aim the remote at the HCC-3000 for instant
control of your
home's lights and
appliances!

Switch Appliancc Module Appliance Module

Attention PC hackers! The One -For -
All 12 is even PC compatible with the

'addition of the HCC-PCIR PC to Infra-
red Interface! (see description
upper left)

One -For -All 12 Universal
emote Control HCC-RC5

ONLY $79.95!

One -For -All Infrared Command Center HC C -
3000 ONLY $29.951

INFO, PRICING & CUSTOMER SERVICE WHOLESALE PRICES. IMMEDIATE SHIPPING.

1-619-693-8887
TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE (ORDERS ONLY)

1 -800 -CONTROL

TERMS: Most in -stock orders ship within 24 hours. Tax applies to Calif. orders for non -resale. Shipping &
Handling charge will be added to order. COD orders add $6.50 to shipping charge. Our standard shipping
method in the Continental U.S. is by UPS ground service. Additional charge for UPS second day air, UPS Next
Day Air, Federal Express or Airborne Express. Alaska and Hawaii orders are shipped by air service.
International orders must be paid in U.S. funds by money order, cashiers check, or credit card. Returned
merchandise subject to 15% restocking fee; before returning call for required RMA number. Certain
merchandise (test equipment, software, books, etc) may not be returned for credit: Defective prodcuts will be
repaired or replaced at our option. Double manufacturers warranty on most items: We will match or beat any
competitors price: Not responsible for typographical errors. Limited time specials. Quantities may be limited
'Phone our Customer Service Department between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Pacific Time for complete details.


